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by

Lei Shao, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016

Co-Supervisors: David Sibley
Abraham Wickelgren

This dissertation explains new phenomena in platform industries such as

wireless communication, video game, online video streaming, e-commerce, mo-

bile app, and etc. It extends the frontier of economic studies in IT industry and

gains new insights about classic industrial organization topics such as vertical inte-

gration, non-linear pricing, and product differentiation. The three chapters study

platforms incentives to use exclusive contracts and the effects of exclusive deal-

ings on consumer welfare in two-sided markets. Each focuses on a different aspect.

The first chapter of my dissertation studies a different pro-competitive effect of

exclusive contracts other than preventing free riding or inefficient contracting. In

two-sided markets, when content providers have heterogeneous interaction benefits

(i.e. some content providers benefits more from their interactions with consumers),

platforms could use exclusive contracts in addition to non-exclusive contracts to

“price discriminate” content providers. This could increase the number of partici-

pating content providers, which increases both consumer welfare and social welfare

v



through the network effects. The second chapter of my dissertation investigates

the effects of content heterogeneity on platforms’ competition strategies and ex-

plains why many two-sided markets do not tip. Exclusive content appealing to the

general public could enhance network effects. On the other hand, exclusive distinc-

tive content could differentiate platforms. Thus, if there exists sufficiently contrast-

ing content, both platforms would choose differentiation in equilibrium in order to

soften competition and popular content would turn out to be non-exclusive so that

the market does not tip. The third chapter of my dissertation explains why even

though exclusive dealing has many benefits to firms, platforms in two-sided mar-

kets do not use “forced exclusivity” contracts. Instead, they negotiate both exclu-

sive and non-exclusive contracts with content providers and let content providers

decide which type of contract to sign. In addition, smaller bargaining power of

platforms, difference in amounts of proprietary content, or consumer surplus per

content makes content providers more willing to sign non-exclusive contracts.
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Chapter 1

Exclusive Dealing and Efficiency in Two-sided

Markets with Heterogeneous Content Providers

This paper studies a different pro-competitive effect of exclusive contracts

other than preventing free riding or inefficient contracting. In two-sided markets,

when content providers have heterogeneous interaction benefits (i.e. some con-

tent providers benefits more from their interactions with consumers), platforms

can use exclusive contracts to attract content providers with low interaction bene-

fit. Content providers with high interaction benefit prefer non-exclusive contracts

because the exclusive requirement limits the number of interactions they could

have. If exclusive dealing is banned, a platform’s best option may be to attract

only the lucrative high-interaction-benefit type. Thus, exclusive dealing increases

the number of participating content providers, which increases both consumer wel-

fare and social welfare through the network effects. This can happen regardless of

the strength of the network effects as long as the difference in interaction benefits

is large. Moreover, competition forces at least one of the platforms to offer exclu-

sive contracts in addition to non-exclusive contracts.
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1.1 Introduction

Could exclusive dealings in a two-sided market increase the efficiency of the

market? Under what conditions exclusive dealings could enhance the participation

of content providers1 and increase consumer welfare? The answer may depend on

whether or not content providers have heterogeneous interaction benefits for every

buyer participating the same platform.

One of the most noticeable such exclusive dealing in recent years was the

exclusive sales and distribution contract between AT&T and Apple. From 2007

- 2011, Apple’s iPhones were exclusively available on AT&T’s network. This ex-

clusive contract drew the most attention due to its unusually long effective time2

and the iPhone’s immense impact on the handset industry and the wireless com-

munication ecosystem as a whole.3 However, it drew even more controversy in

whether exclusivity was good for competition and consumers. This controversy

culminated in a 2009 congressional hearing held by the Senate Committee on Com-

merce, Science & Transportation to scrutinize cell phone exclusivity requirement

in the wireless communication industry.4 However, the debate continued after the

hearing. One side argued that exclusivity definitely restricted consumer choice and

1In this paper, content providers and buyers are used as generic terms to represent the two
types of agents that participate in a two-sided market. They may not literally “produce” content
or “buy” content. For example, advertisers of news papers and TVs could be content providers.
Readers of news papers and viewers of TVs could be buyers. In a night club or on a dating web-
site, content providers and buyers are males and females respectively.

2The normal length of exclusive period of a cell phone is from half a year to a year.
3It has been argued that iPhone was solely responsible for creating the new smart phone era.

See the report here: Cell phone exclusivity contracts
4See the records of the hearing here: An examination of consumer wireless experience.
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the other side argued that exclusivity brought more cellphones to the market. This

paper looks at this controversy and examines whether exclusivity could increase

market efficiency in two-sided markets.

In many two-sided markets, content providers have different interaction

benefits. For example, an attractive cell phone generates a higher profit per phone

for the manufacture; a popular video game generates a higher profit per copy for

the game developer; the advertisements on a popular TV channel get more view-

ings and generates more income for the TV network. In these industries, one of the

reasons that a platform offers exclusive contracts to content providers is to “price

discriminate” content providers. The exclusive clause acts as a quantity constraint

to content providers because once they sign exclusive contracts with a platform

they cannot join the other platform and interact with the buyers on it. The high-

interaction-benefit type prefers the non-exclusive contract even though the access

price is higher. This is because the opportunity cost of not interacting with the

buyers on the other platform is too high for this type of content providers. On the

other hand, the low-interaction-benefit type prefers the exclusive contract with a

lower access price.

Many articles (Armstrong and Vickers, 2010; Thanassoulis, 2007; Yin, 2004)

have demonstrated that nonlinear pricing in a competitive environment could in-

crease consumer welfare under certain conditions. So in two-sided markets, exclu-

sive dealing acting as a form of “nonlinear pricing” when content providers have

heterogeneous interaction benefits could also increase consumer welfare. Unlike

the nonlinear pricing literature, the increase in consumer welfare does not have to

3



be at the expense of platforms’ profits in two-sided markets. This is because ex-

clusive dealing helps to increase the total number of content providers in the mar-

ket. Without exclusive contracts, platforms may want to attract only the lucrative

high-interaction-benefit type, which leaves the low-interaction-benefit type under

served. Moreover, there are added benefits to the buyers through network effects

caused by increased number of content providers. So exclusive dealing in a two-

sided market grows the pie and benefits everyone.

Based on the intuition above, I study under what conditions exclusive deal-

ing in two-sided markets could have an efficiency gain. The model in this paper

has two horizontally differentiated platforms competing to attract content providers

and buyers. Content providers are heterogeneous in interaction benefits. There

are two types of contracts that platforms can offer to content providers: exclusive

and non-exclusive. Moreover, platforms can offer both types of contracts to con-

tent providers and let content providers choose between the two types of contracts.

There are two main stages in the game. In the first stage, platforms have to decide

what types of contracts to offer and the access prices for content providers. Then,

content providers decide whether to join a platform and which type of contract to

sign with that platform. In the second stage, both platforms set the access prices

for buyers simultaneously. Then, buyers decide which platform to join based on

the platform’s access price and number of content providers on that platform. This

model shows that, just as the intuition suggests, exclusive dealings can increase

consumer choice and improve welfare when the difference in interaction benefits

is large. This result holds under many situations, ranging from no network effects

4



to very strong network effects that make the market tip. Moreover, competition

forces at least one of the platforms to offer exclusive contracts in addition to non-

exclusive contracts. So banning exclusivity may actually harm consumer welfare in

two-sided markets.

This paper contributes to the exclusive dealing literature by proposing a

new efficiency enhancing effect of exclusive dealing. In the previous literature, ef-

ficiency loss occurs due to either free-riding problem or inefficient contracting. Be-

sanko and Perry (1993) show that existence of non-exclusive dealers lowers a man-

ufacture’s non-brand specific investments since dealers could free-ride on these in-

vestments to sell a competing brand’s products. Hart et al. (1990); McAfee and

Schwartz (1994) show that without complete contracts, exclusivity arrangements

as a crude form of commitment can prevent expensive contract renegotiation be-

tween the supplier and competing downstream firms.5 This paper shows that even

if there is no free-riding or inefficient contracting, exclusive dealing can still in-

crease market efficiency. The reason is that if content providers have different in-

teraction benefits, exclusive contracts can be used to “price discriminate” content

providers.6

This paper also contributes to the burgeoning two-sided markets literature.

Most of the articles in this literature (see Parker and Alstyne, 2005; Rochet and

5Marx and Shaffer (2004) point out a flaw in Proposition 2 of McAfee and Schwartz (1994),
which is about why nondiscrimination clauses cannot lead to an efficient outcome. However,
Proposition 2 does not affect the conclusion that exclusivity arrangements could increase con-
tracting efficiency in McAfee and Schwartz (1994).

6Calzolari and Denicol (2013) show that exclusive dealing increases consumer welfare because
it intensifies competition between firms.
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Tirole, 2006; Hagiu, 2006, and others) mainly study how platforms set prices to

agents on the two sides. However, besides pricing, platforms in many industries

also have another important strategic decision to make: what types of contracts

(exclusive or non-exclusive) to sign with the agents. Only a few articles (to the

best of my knowledge, Shao, 2015; Hagiu and Lee, 2011; Doganoglu and Wright,

2010; Armstrong and Wright, 2007) study exclusivity as an endogenous process in

two-sided markets. None of these articles treats content providers heterogeneously.

So in these articles, content providers are either all exclusive or all non-exclusive.

Platforms do not have incentives to price discriminate content providers. This re-

search sheds new light on the platforms’ incentives to offer exclusive contracts and

the pro-competitive effect of exclusive dealing in many two-sided markets (wireless

communication industry, video game industry, etc.).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 introduces the

model setup and the timing of the game. Section 1.3 solves the second stage of the

game. Then, in the next two sections, I solve the first stage of the game and get

the equilibrium outcome. In section 1.4, I illustrate the intuition that platforms

can price discriminate content providers in two polar cases: first, there is no net-

work effects; second, network effects completely dominate (i.e. no horizontal dif-

ferentiation between platforms in the content market). Then, I look at the appli-

cation in wireless communication industry and television broadcasting industry.

Section 1.5 studies the incentives of platforms to use exclusive contracts and the

effects of exclusivity in more general settings. Section 1.6 summarizes the results

and concludes in suggestion of future research directions. A complete list of vari-

6



ables and their definitions, longer and less instructive proofs are in the Appendix.

1.2 Model Setup

In a two-sided market, there are three types of agents: buyers, content providers,

and platforms. The two competing platforms are horizontally differentiated in the

eyes of buyers and content providers. They are located at the two end points of a

line segment (0 and 1) as in a linear Hotelling model. There is one unit measure of

buyers that are uniformly distributed along the line segment. There are two types

of content providers with different per-interaction benefits. Each type has a unit

measure of content providers that are uniformly distributed along the line segment.

The transportation costs for buyers and content providers are tb and ts respec-

tively. Because the number of content providers is normalized to one unit measure

for each type, the per-interaction benefit for each type of content providers must

be appropriately scaled. So per-interaction benefits can be compared without wor-

rying the relative numbers of these two types of content providers.

Platforms charges buyers and content providers access fees (membership

fees) for joining their networks. Buyers and content providers have interaction

benefits and membership benefits after they join a platform. Every time when an

agent on one side of the platform interact with another agent on the other side of

the platform, they each accrue some benefits called per-interaction benefits. For

simplicity, an agent is assumed to interact with all of the agents on the other side

of the same platform. Using video game market as an example, buyers get utility

from each game they purchased and game developers get profits for each copy of

7



game sold. In contrast, every agent gets membership benefits only once after join-

ing a platform. So membership benefits of an agent does not dependent on how

many agents on the other side of the platform. For example, video game consoles

can also be used to watch DVD, stream TV shows, and listen to music. These ben-

efits are independent of the number of games purchased.

Since platforms’ access charges become sunk costs for content providers an

buyers when they interact with each other, the access charges do not affect how

content providers and buyers interact even though they do affect the number of

content providers and buyers on a platform.7 Thus, for simplicity per-interaction

benefits are treated as exogenous parameters in this model. Let one type of con-

tent providers have a high per-interaction benefit, αh, and the other type have a

low per-interaction benefit, αl, where 0 ≤ αl < αh. We will call them high type

and low type content providers hereafter. Accordingly, per-interaction benefits for

buyers are βh to interact with a high type content provider and βl to interact with

a low type content provider respectively, where 0 ≤ βl ≤ βh.
8

In two-sided markets, there exist network effects, which mean that content

7For example, let buyer’s demand for one content provider’s content be D(p). After joining
a platform, the content provider charges the profit maximizing price p∗ to the buyer. Then, the
buyer’s per-interaction benefit is β =

∫
p∗ D(p)dp. The content provider’s per- interaction benefit

is α = p∗D(p∗). Clearly, platform’s access charges does not affect α and β.
8Per-interaction benefits of content providers and buyers could be independent, in which case

βh = βl. For example, different merchants on the same credit card network (Visa, MasterCard,
American Express, and etc.) have different per-transaction charges from the credit card company.
This leads to different per-interaction benefits for merchants. However, the consumer’s benefit
of using a credit card does not depend on the per-transaction charge of the merchant. Credit
cards are more convenient for consumers than cash since they reduce the consumer’s costs of of
traveling to banks or ATMs to withdraw money and storing a large amount of cash.
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providers’ benefits from joining a platform increase with the size of the network of

buyers on that platform and vice versa. Content providers’ per-interaction benefit

(α) and buyers’ per-interaction benefit (β) measure the strength of the network ef-

fects in a two-sided market. In addition, when α > 0 and β > 0, there is a positive

feedback loop, which means that more buyers on a platform attract more content

providers and more content providers attract even more buyers to join the plat-

form and this loop iterates. On the other hand, platforms’ horizontal differentia-

tion acts as the counter force of the positive feedback loop. Since as it is closer to

one platform, the transportation costs of content providers and buyers to the other

platform become larger and larger. So in each iteration of the positive feedback

loop, less and less content providers and buyers would switch from one platform to

the other. When the strength of network effects is strong enough, the positive feed-

back loop would make the market tip.9 However, if the platforms are sufficiently

differentiated, the positive feedback loop will eventually stop.

The timing of the game is as follows. In the first stage, both platforms si-

multaneously set the access prices of non-exclusive and possible exclusive contracts

for all of the content providers. Then, content providers decide whether to join a

platform and which type of contract to sign with that platform.10 In the second

stage, both platforms simultaneously set the access prices for buyers. Then, buyers

9A market featuring network effects tips if from a symmetric equilibrium, with just one devia-
tion of a content provider or buyer from a platform, all the remaining content providers or buyers
on that platform would also join the other platform. So the symmetric equilibrium is unstable.

10In the first stage, the number of buyers on a platform is not determined yet. However, as
shown in the next section, content providers can form a rational expectation of the number of
buyers on a platform in the second stage. So they can calculate the total interaction benefits and
net profits of joining a platform in the first stage and make the rational choice.

9



decide which platform to join. We assume that buyers always single-home, which

means that they purchase access to only one platform. Single-homing is buyer’s de-

fault behavior in many two-sided markets.11 On the other hand, content providers

can multi-home, which means joining more than one platform. Finally, profits of

the platforms and different types of content providers and utilities of buyers are

realized at the end of the second stage. For simplicity, platforms’ marginal costs

of serving the agents on both sides and facilitating the interactions between both

sides are set to zero.

When a content provider signs an exclusive contract with a platform, it can

only single-home on that platform. When both platforms offer non-exclusive con-

tracts, a content provider can multi-home by purchasing non-exclusive access of

both platforms.12 However, it can still voluntarily single-home on one platform

even though it is not contractually obligated to single-home on that platform. So

a content provider’s decision to single-home or multi-home is endogenous. Com-

pared with most articles studying two-sided markets (for example, Choi, 2010;

Armstrong, 2006), whether a content provider is single-homing or multi-homing is

exogenous given.

11For example, in wireless communication industry, consumers seldom purchase service from
more than one wireless carrier; in television industry, consumers seldom order cable service from
more than one company; in video game industry, consumers seldom own more than one game
console.

12Content providers can multi-home only if both platforms offer non-exclusive contracts.

10



1.3 The Second Stage

Let us start by working backward from the second stage. At this stage, the

number of content providers participating on each platform is settled and is known

to the buyers. Let N i
l and N i

h denote the number of low and high type content

providers on platform i respectively, where i ∈ {1, 2}. Then, the utility for a buyer

located at x ∈ [0, 1] from purchasing access to platform 1 or 2 is given by

u1
b(x) = Vb − tbx− P 1

b + βlN
1
l + βhN

1
h or u2

b(x) = Vb − tb(1− x)− P 2
b + βlN

2
l + βhN

2
h

P 1
b and P 2

b are access prices charged by the two platforms. Vb represents the in-

trinsic value buyers get from participating in either platform. tb measures buyers’

transportation costs. Intrinsic value and transportation costs together, Vb − tbx

and Vb − tb(1 − x), are buyer’s membership benefits from joining platform 1 or 2

respectively. On the other hand, βlN
i
l + βhN

i
h is a buyer’s total interaction benefit

from joining platform i. In the consumer market, platforms are usually sufficiently

differentiated so that the transportation costs are high relative to network effects.

The respective demands for the two platforms can be derived by following

the standard procedure of solving a Hotelling model.

Di
b =

1

2
+

P j
b − P i

b + βl∆Nl + βh∆Nh

2tb
i ̸= j ∈ {1, 2}

where ∆Nl = N i
l − N j

l and ∆Nh = N i
h − N j

h. At this stage, any profits made from

content providers are set and will not affect platforms’ competition for buyers. So

the two platforms solve the second stage profit maximization problems simultane-
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ously:

max
P i
b

{
P i
b

(
1

2
+

P j
b − P i

b + βl∆N i
l + βh∆N i

h

2tb

)}
i ̸= j ∈ {1, 2}

Then, the optimal access price charged by platform i is

P i
b (∆Nl,∆Nh) = tb(1 +

βl∆Nl + βh∆Nh

3tb
) i ∈ {1, 2}

This is platform i’s access charge to buyers when it has ∆Nl more low type con-

tent and ∆Nh more high type content than platform j.

Then, substituting P i
b back into the formula of Di

b and Πi
b above, buyers’

demand for platform i and platform i’s profit from buyers can be derived, where

i ̸= j ∈ {1, 2}.

• Di
b(∆Nl,∆Nh) =

1
2
(1 + βl∆Nl+βh∆Nh

3tb
), which denotes the buyers’ demand for

platform i with ∆Nl more low type content and ∆Nh more high type content

than platform j.

• Πi
b(∆Nl,∆Nh) =

tb
2
(1 + βl∆Nl+βh∆Nh

3tb
)2, which denotes the second stage profit

of platform i with ∆Nl more low type content and ∆Nh more high type con-

tent than platform j.

Hence the respective demand and profit of each platform depend solely on the dif-

ference between the respective amount of content on each platform, denoted by

∆Nl and ∆Nh. So in the first stage, content providers can determine the number

of buyers on each platform and the total interaction benefits in the second stage.

Moreover, in the first stage platforms can determine their second stage profits.

12



In the next two sections, I will solve the first stage prices charged by plat-

forms and compare equilibrium outcomes in different scenarios. Let P i
s(m) and

P i
s(e) be the access prices charged by platform i for non-exclusive and exclusive

contracts respectively. Similarly as buyer’s utility, the net profit of a content provider

located at x ∈ [0, 1] from purchasing access to platform 1 or 2 is given by

Π1
k(x) = Vs−tsx−P 1

s (j)+αkD
1
b or Π2

k(x) = Vs−ts(1−x)−P 2
s (j)+αkD

2
b j ∈ {m, e}, k ∈ {h, l}

where Vs is the intrinsic value for a content provider to join a platform. ts mea-

sures content providers’ transportation costs. Intrinsic value and transportation

costs together, Vs− tsx and Vs− ts(1−x), are content provider’s membership bene-

fits from joining platform 1 or 2 respectively. On the other hand, αkD
i
b is a content

provider’s total interaction benefit from joining platform i.

Compared with buyers, content providers can multi-home if they sign non-

exclusive contracts with both platforms. If platforms offer both exclusive and non-

exclusive contracts, which type of contract to sign has to be incentive compatible

for content providers. Since the second stage profits are determined by the num-

ber of content providers on a platform, the second stage profits are also taken into

considerations when platforms set prices for content providers. So platforms try

to maximize total profits in two stages when they set access prices for content

providers in the first stage.
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1.4 Extreme Situations and Applications

This section illustrates the intuition that platforms can price discriminate

content providers using exclusive contracts in addition to non-exclusive contracts

in two extreme situations: first, no network effects for buyers; second, zero trans-

portation costs for content providers.13 Then, I look at applications of the results

in the wireless communication industry and the television industry. In this section,

I only compare the outcomes between when only non-exclusive contracts are of-

fered and when both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts are offered to content

providers. So platforms do not decide what types of contracts to offer. They only

set contract prices. In order to find the equilibrium outcome, I will first propose a

set of prices charged by platforms, then, prove that no content providers and plat-

forms would deviate. In section 1.5, platforms can decide what types of contracts

to offer in more general settings. So the types of contracts offered are also endoge-

nously determined in equilibrium.

1.4.1 No Network Effects for Buyers

In certain two-sided markets, the network effects are very small or even zero

for at least one group of agents. For example, in wireless communication indus-

try, most consumers (buyers) use only one cell phone no matter how many phones

can be used on a wireless carrier (platform). In this case, for consumers, the net-

work effects are close to zero. On the other hand, cell phone manufactures (content

providers) still prefer a wireless carrier with larger network size so interaction ben-

13In this case, the network effects dominate completely.
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efits and the network effects are positive for them.

In this subsection, βl = βh = 0. So there are no network effects for buyers.

Using the formula of buyers’ demand for a platform in the second stage derived

earlier, D1
b = D2

b = 1
2
no matter how much content on platform 1 and 2. So in the

first stage, it is common knowledge that platform 1 and 2 will have equal number

of buyers in the second stage.14

Platforms’ pricing strategies in this scenario are very different from when

there are network effects, especially when network effects are strong enough to

make the market tip. Moreover, platforms’ second stage profits are fixed and equal

to tb
2
, which do not depend on the amount of content on the platforms. So the ac-

cess prices for content providers are set by platforms to maximize their profits from

the content providers only. For simplicity, let Vs = 0.

14This implies that the results of this paper could also apply to the traditional one-sided mar-
ket because the structure of two-sided market could be simplified to one-sided when there are
no network effects for one side of the platforms. As shown above that when there are no net-
work effects for buyers, in the second stage buyers’ demand for a platform equals 1

2 for sure. So
in the first stage, a high type content provider knows its total interaction benefits from joining
either platform are fixed at αh

2 . On the other hand, a low type content provider knows its total
interaction benefits from joining either platform are fixed at αl

2 . Thus, the second stage and the
buyers side could be removed without affecting the content provider side at all. Platforms could
be viewed as the manufactures in the traditional market and the two types of content providers
as consumers with heterogeneous intrinsic values (αh

2 and αl

2 ) of the products of the two man-
ufactures. Similar as in the two-sided market, when both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts
are offered, consumers with high intrinsic value would choose non-exclusive contracts from both
manufactures. Consumers with low intrinsic value would choose to buy from one manufacture
exclusively. However, when exclusive dealing is banned, manufactures may be forced to attract
only the lucrative high intrinsic value consumers, which leaves the low intrinsic value consumers
under served.
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1.4.1.1 Only Non-exclusive Contracts are Offered

When only non-exclusive contracts are offered, it is interesting to study

what conditions make only the high type content providers participate because

only in this case total number of participating content providers could potentially

increase when platforms use exclusive contracts in addition to non-exclusive con-

tracts to price discriminate content providers.

Since non-exclusive contracts do not restrict the number of platforms a con-

tent provider can join, a content provider’s decision to join one platform is inde-

pendent of its decision to join the other. So one platform’s price has no effect on a

content provider’s decision to join the other platform. Hence, platforms set their

prices independently. Let the access prices charged by platform 1 and 2 be P 1
s

and P 2
s respectively. The net profit of the high type content provider located at

x ∈ [0, 1] from joining platform 1 needs to be non-negative

Π1
h =

αh

2
− tsx− P 1

s ≥ 0 ⇔ P 1
s ≤ αh

2
− tsx

Thus, in order to attract all of the high type content providers, the maximal price

platform 1 can charge is

P 1
s =

αh

2
− ts

Similarly, platform 2 also sets its non-exclusive contract price, P 2
s , to be αh

2
− ts.

Lemma shows that no content providers and platforms would deviate at

current prices.
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Lemma 1.4.1. When there is no network effects for buyers and only non-exclusive

contracts are offered, under the next two conditions

αl − ts <
αh

2
(1.1)

αh

2
− αl

2
> 2ts (1.2)

neither platform deviates from charging αh

2
− ts, high type content providers multi-

home, and low type content providers do not participate at all.

Proof. Clearly, all of the high type content providers indeed multi-home as shown

above.

1. Neither platform wants to decrease its non-exclusive contract price.

If platform 1 reduces P 1
s to attract the low type content providers, the low

type content provider located at x ∈ [0, 1] joins platform 1 if and only if its

net profit from joining platform 1 is greater than 0:

Π1
l =

αl

2
− tsx− P 1

s ≥ 0 ⇔ x ≤ 1

ts
(
αl

2
− P 1

s )

So 1
ts
(αl

2
− P 1

s ) low type content providers join platform 1 in addition to all of

the high type content providers when P 1
s ∈ [αl

2
− ts,

αl

2
]. At αl

2
, the low type

content providers near platform 1 start to join platform 1 and at at αl

2
−ts, all

of the low type content providers join platform 1. Thus, platform 1’s profit

maximization problem is

max
P 1
s

Π1
s =

[
1 +

1

ts
(
αl

2
− P 1

s )

]
P 1
s s.t. P 1

s ∈ [
αl

2
− ts,

αl

2
]
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After solving the controlled optimization problem of platform 1, Lemma A.1.1

finds that under condition (eq:no deviate) and (eq:no overlap) platform 1’s

profit is lower than when only the high type content providers participate.

By symmetry, platform 2 does not want to lower its non-exclusive contract

price either.

2. Neither platform wants to increase its non-exclusive contract price.

If platform 1 raises its non-exclusive contract price by d. So P 1
s = αh

2
− ts + d

now. Then, the high type content providers close to platform 2 would stop

purchasing access to platform 1 because joining platform 1 generates negative

net profits. The net profit of a high type content provider located at x from

joining platform 1 is

Π1
h =

αh

2
− tsx− P 1

s = ts(1− x)− d

Π1
h is negative when x > 1 − d

ts
, which means that d

ts
high type content

providers voluntarily single-home on platform 2. So the change in platform

1’s profit equals

∆Π1 = − d

ts
(
αh

2
− ts) + d(1− d

ts
) =

d

ts
(2ts −

αh

2
− d)

Since 2ts <
αh

2
under condition (1.2), ∆Π1 < 0 when d > 0. Thus, platform 1

does not want to increase P 1
s . By symmetry, neither does platform 2.

Finally, under condition (1.2), none of the low type content providers participate

since joining either platform generates negative net profits for them.
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Thus, under condition (1.1) and (1.2), indeed in equilibrium both platforms’

non-exclusive contract prices are αh

2
− ts, only the high type content providers par-

ticipate and they all multi-home. Moreover, condition (1.1) and (1.2) are sufficient

conditions that guarantee platform 1 does not want to lower its price to attract the

low type content providers. These two conditions make sure that the difference be-

tween αh and αl is large no matter measured in relative or absolute term. Thus,

platforms only want to attract the lucrative high type content providers if only

non-exclusive contracts are allowed.

1.4.1.2 Both Exclusive and Non-exclusive Contracts are Offered

Let P i
s(m) and P i

s(e) be platform i’s non-exclusive and exclusive contract

prices respectively when both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts are offered.

Since content providers would not choose the exclusive contracts as long as P i
s(e) ≥

P i
s(m), so P i

s(e) < P i
s(m). In addition, let N i

h and N i
l be the number of high type

and low type content providers on platform i respectively. I claim that there ex-

ists a symmetric equilibrium in which all of the high type content providers multi-

home and the “left” half low type content providers single-home on platform 1 and

the “right” half low type content providers single-home on platform 2.

In the symmetric equilibrium, all of the high type content providers multi-

home, N1
h = N2

h = 1. Since the low type content providers, just like the buyers,

single-home, similar as the formula of buyers’ demand for a platform in the second

stage, the number of low type content providers joining platform i is

N i
l =

1

2
+

P j
s (e)− P i

s(e) + αl∆Db

2ts
i ̸= j ∈ {1, 2}
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Moreover, since the numbers of buyers joining platform 1 and 2 are equal in the

second stage, ∆Db = 0. So platform i sets P 1
s (e) to maximize its profit from con-

tent providers, Πi
s:

Πi
s = P i

s(m) + P i
s(e)N

i
l = P i

s(m) + P i
s(e)

(
1

2
+

P j
s (e)− P i

s(e)

2ts

)
i ̸= j ∈ {1, 2}

So in a symmetric equilibrium,

P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e) = ts

and half of the low type content providers join platform 1 and the other half joins

platform 2.

Since there are two types of contracts, content providers’ choices must be

incentive compatible. So in order for the high type content providers to choose the

non-exclusive contracts over the exclusive contracts, the net profits they get by

multi-homing must be greater than the net profits they get by single-homing. This

gives the incentive compatibility constraint for the high type content provider lo-

cated at x ∈ [0, 1]:

Πm
h ≥ Π1

h ⇔ αh − ts − P 1
s (m)− P 2

s (m) ≥ αh

2
− P 1

s (e)− tsx (1.3)

Similarly, the incentive compatibility constraint for the low type content provider

located at x ∈ [0, 1
2
] to be exclusive on platform 1 instead of multi-homing is

Πm
h < Π1

h ⇔ αl − ts − P 1
s (m)− P 2

s (m) <
αl

2
− P 1

s (e)− tsx (1.4)

These two incentive compatibility constraints show that the content providers lo-

cated at the two ends of the line segment are more likely to single-home since they
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have a strong preference between the two platforms. The content providers located

in the middle are more likely to multi-home since the traveling costs to platform 1

and 2 are not very different for them.

From the high type content providers’ incentive compatibility constraint

(inequality 1.3), the maximum non-exclusive contract price to make all of the high

type content providers multi-home is derived as

P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) =
αh

2
− ts + P 1

s (e)

2

Substituting P 1
s (m) and P 2

s (m) into the low type content providers’ incentive com-

patibility constraint (inequality 1.4),

αl − ts − (
αh

2
− ts + P 1

s (e)) <
αl

2
− P 1

s (e)− tsx ⇔ αh

2
− αl

2
> tsx

So this constraint is automatically satisfied under condition ( 1.2).

Lemma shows that at current prices, P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) = αh

4
and P 1

s (e) =

P 2
s (e) = ts, neither platform deviates.

Lemma 1.4.2. When there is no network effects for buyers and both exclusive

and non-exclusive contracts are offered, under condition (eq:no deviate) and (eq:no

overlap), neither platform deviate from charging non-exclusive contract price αh

4

and exclusive contract price ts.

Proof. 1. Neither platform wants to decrease its non-exclusive contract price.

If platform 1 lowers P 1
s (m), as shown in lemma A.1.2, no low type content

providers would choose platform 1’s non-exclusive contracts even if P 1
s (m) =
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P 1
s (e) = ts.

15 So lowering P 1
s (m) strictly decreases platform 1’s profit. Thus,

platform 1 does not want to decrease P 1
s (m). By symmetry, neither does

platform 2.

2. Neither platform wants to increase its non-exclusive contract price.

If platform 1 raises P 1
s (m), the high type content providers located at both

ends of the line segment would choose single-homing instead, which decreases

platform 1’s profit as shown in lemma A.1.3. Thus, platform 1 does not want

to increase P 1
s (m). By symmetry, neither does platform 2.

3. Neither platform wants to change its exclusive contract price.

It is easy to see from the derivation above that P i
s(e) is the equilibrium ex-

clusive contract price.

So neither platform deviates. Since at current prices, both the high type

and the low type content providers’ ICCs are satisfied, none of the high type and

the low type content providers want to deviate. Thus, indeed this is an symmet-

ric equilibrium such that both platforms set non-exclusive contract prices equal to

αh

4
and exclusive contract prices equal to ts, all of the high type content providers

multi-home, and all of the low type content providers single-home.

15When P i
s(m) ≤ P i

s(e), the exclusive contracts of platform i become ineffective. It is equiv-
alent as providing only non-exclusive contracts. In the general situations, I will look at the case
when one platform offers only non-exclusive contracts and the other offers both types of con-
tracts.
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Since in this case platform 1 and 2 each have half of the low type content

providers in addition to all of the high type content providers, total number of con-

tent providers on each platform increases compared with when both platforms offer

only non-exclusive contracts. This result is summarized in the following proposi-

tion.

Proposition 1.4.1. If there are no network effects, under condition ( 1.1) and

( 1.2), total number of participating content providers increases when exclusive

contracts are offered in addition to non-exclusive contracts.

This result supports one of the claims in Paul Roth’s testimony at the 2009

congressional hearing mentioned in the introduction. Mr. Roth, who was Presi-

dent of AT&T Retail Sales and Services back then, claimed that “exclusive hand-

set distribution arrangement ... lower manufacture entry barriers”.16 This view is

also shared by many small cell phone manufactures. As predicted by this model,

in the wireless communication market, high margin phones, the ones proven to

have much higher profit per phone (i.e. higher per-interaction benefit ), tend to

multi-home. For example, Apple’s iPhone and Samsung’s Galaxy are available on

all of the big four carriers now.17 On the other hand, low margin phones with a

16It is on page five of Mr. Roth’s testimony. Though, he did not give the logic behind this
point. His focus was on another pro-competitive effect of exclusive dealings: solving the “free
riding” problem. Other wireless carriers could “free ride” on a wireless carrier’s investment in
co-development, promotion, and sales staff training of a phone if it is not exclusive.

17Galaxy multi-homed from when it was launched in U.S. iPhone multi-homed as soon as its
exclusive agreement with AT&T expired in 2012. AT&T and Apple signed an exclusive contract
in 2007 in order to solve the “free riding” problem. When iPhone was first introduced, smart
phones and touch screens were new technologies. Very few people knew smart phones and how
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lower profit per phone can benefit from the exclusive contracts. Without exclusiv-

ity, they may not participate at all. According to the sixteenth Mobile Wireless

Competition Report of the Federal Communications Commission, the number of

handset manufactures increased from 8 to 23 from 2006 to 2012 (see FCC, Table

44). Most of the increase was from small manufactures producing ten models or

less. In the meantime, the number of handset models increased from 124 to 266.

Judging from this hind sight, Mr. Roth’s claim that exclusive dealings increase in-

novation, consumer choice, and competition was close to the reality in the wireless

communication industry.

1.4.2 Zero Transportation Cost for Content Providers

In certain two-sided markets, network effects completely dominate since the

transportation costs for content providers are close to zero. The platforms are not

sufficiently differentiated because they do not provide other services or values to

content providers other than facilitating interactions between content providers

and buyers and they share the same technological standard which makes it very

easy for content providers to join another platform. Television industry exhibits

such features. Channels or TV networks are content providers. Cable and Satel-

lite TV providers are the platforms. There is no technological barrier for chan-

nels to join any cable or satellite TV provider. For channels, cable and satellite

TV providers only broadcast their programs. So there is little differentiation for

to use them. Hence, it would require a lot of co-development, promotion, and employee train-
ing from AT&T, which other wireless carriers could free ride on if iPhone was not exclusive on
AT&T.
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channels.

In this subsection, ts = Vs = 0. Since there is no transportation costs

for content providers, there is no counter force to stop the positive feedback loop.

So the network effects can easily tip the content market. Platforms and content

providers all believe that even with a slight change in one platform’s access price

from the symmetric situation, all of the content providers would join the platform

with lower price first. This expectation leads to very different pricing strategies for

platforms in the first stage compared with when the network effects are zero. In

addition, since there are network effects, buyers’ demand for a platform in the sec-

ond stage does depend on the number of content providers on that platform. So

in this subsection, the number of content providers on a platform does affect its

second stage profit from the buyers.

1.4.2.1 Only Non-exclusive Contracts are Offered

When both platforms offer only non-exclusive contract, even though there

is no contractual obligation to be single-home, content providers could still vol-

untarily single-home. So multi-homing is an equilibrium outcome not an assump-

tion in this model. In order to attract a content provider, a platform’s access price

need to be low enough that joining this platform makes a content provider at least

as well as voluntarily single-homing on the other platform.18 Since there are no

transportation costs, all of the content providers of a certain type receive the same

18If content providers have to multi-home, platforms can charge higher prices compared with
when content providers could voluntarily single-home because platforms are not directly compet-
ing with each other in getting content providers.
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profit from joining a platform. So they will reach the same decision of whether to

join a platform. When one platform has a lower price, all of the content providers

would join this platform first. Hence, when setting access prices, platforms have to

assume that all of the content providers have already joined the other platform.

If only the high type content providers participate, buyers’ demand for a

platform is 1
2
(1 − βh

3tb
) when all of the high type content providers single-home on

the other platform.19 Thus, both platforms charge

P 1
s = P 2

s = αhDb =
αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
)

At current prices, a high type content provider still wants to join platform i even if

all of the high type content providers have joined platform j.

Lemma 1.4.3 shows that at current prices no content providers and plat-

forms would deviate.

Lemma 1.4.3. When there is zero transportation cost for content providers and

only non-exclusive contracts are offered, under the next condition

αl(1 +
βh + βl

3tb
) +

tb
2
(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
)2 <

αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
) +

tb
2

(1.5)

neither platform deviates from charging αh

2
(1 − βh

3tb
), high type content providers

multi-home, and low type content providers do not participate at all.

19This is very different from when there are no network effects since with no network effects
platforms know that buyers’ demand equals 1

2 regardless of the number of content providers on
each platform.
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Proof. 1. None of the low type content providers participate.

When

αl(1 +
βl + βh

3tb
) < αh(1−

βh

3tb
)

no low type content provider participates since the maximum net profit for

a low type content provider is negative. When all of the content providers

(voluntarily) single-home on a platform, buyers’ demand for this platform is

largest and equals to 1
2
(1 + βl+βh

3tb
). Thus, the maximum net profit for a low

type content provider is

Πl =
αl

2
(1 +

βl + βh

3tb
)− αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
)

and Πl < 0 under the above condition.

2. All of the high type content providers multi-home.

When all of the high type content providers multi-home, buyers’ demand for

each platform is 1
2
. So the net profit of a high type content provider from

joining either platform is

Πh = αhDb − Ps =
αh

2
− αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
) =

αhβh

6ts

which is clearly positive. Thus, all of the high type content providers indeed

multi-home.

3. Neither platform wants to raise its non-exclusive contract price.

If platform 1 charges a slightly higher price, a high type content provider

makes a loss by joining platform 1 alone when all of the high type content
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providers have joined platform 2. Thus, no high type content providers would

join platform 1 with a higher price, which leads to a lower profit for platform

1. By symmetry, platform 2 cannot increase profits by increasing its non-

exclusive contract price either.

4. Neither platform wants to reduce its non-exclusive contract price when no

low type content providers participate.

If platform 1 charges a slightly lower price so that still no low type content

providers participate,20 all of the high type content providers are still going

to multi-home. Thus, there is no change in buyers’ demand for platform 1.

So lowering price leads to a lower profit for platform 1. By symmetry, plat-

form 2 cannot increase profits by reducing its non-exclusive contract price

either.

5. Neither wants to reduce its non-exclusive contract price to attract the low

type content providers.

As shown in lemma A.2.1, under condition (1.5) getting the low type content

providers leads to a lower profit for either platform. Moreover, under condi-

tion (1.5), the condition in the first case which guarantees that no low type

content providers participate is automatically satisfied.

20The condition in the first case guarantees that when platform 1’s access price is just slightly
lower no low type content providers participate. The next case studies when platform 1’s access
price is low enough that low type content providers join platform 1.
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Thus, under condition (1.5), in equilibrium both platforms charge αh

2
(1 −

βh

3tb
), all of the high type content providers multi-home, none of the low type con-

tent providers participate, and each platform gets half of the buyers. If βh and βl

are at their maximum, βh+βl = 3tb. Then, 4αl+3tb < αh(1− βh

3tb
), which means that

αh is at least as large as 4αl + 3tb. So condition (1.5) guarantees that the difference

between αl and αh is large enough so that platforms only want to attract the lu-

crative high type content providers if only non-exclusive contracts are offered.

Then, the total consumer welfare of the buyers on platform 1 equals

ω1 =

∫ 1
2

0

(Vb − tbx+ βh − tb)dx =
1

2
(Vb −

5

4
tb + βh)

By symmetry, the total consumer welfare of the buyers on platform 2 is the same.

So total consumer welfare is

ω = 2ω1 = Vb −
5

4
tb + βh

1.4.2.2 Both Exclusive and Non-exclusive Contracts are Offered

Since there is no horizontal differentiation between the two platforms in the

eyes of content providers, content providers prefer a platform with larger number

of buyers and lower access price. In addition as shown in Section 1.3, the number

of buyers on a platform increases the number of content providers on a platform,

which in turn is determined by the access price. So content providers are naturally

drawn to the platform with a lower access price. If exclusive contracts are offered,

then, the competition between the two platforms resembles Bertrand competition.

Similarly, access prices for content providers also have a lower bound—zero.
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Lemma 1.4.4 shows that under condition (1.5) and (1.6), there exists a sym-

metric equilibrium such that all of the high type content providers choose non-

exclusive contracts and all of the low type content providers choose exclusive con-

tracts. I stress that no platform would deviate by offering only exclusive contracts

because this intensifies the competition in attracting the content providers and is

dominated by offering both types of contracts as shown in Shao (2015). In addi-

tion in the next section, I will look at a third case when one platform offers only

non-exclusive contract and the other platform offers both types of contracts and

show that platforms (weakly) still prefer offering both types of contracts.

Lemma 1.4.4. When there is no transportation cost for content providers and

both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts are offered, under condition (1.5) and

2βh ≥ 3tb (1.6)

both platforms set non-exclusive contract prices, P 1
s (m) and P 2

s (m), to be αh

2
(1 −

βh

3tb
) and set exclusive contract prices, P 1

s (e) and P 2
s (e), to be 0. Moreover, all of

the high type content providers multi-home, one half of the low type content providers

single-home on platform 1, and the other half of the low type content providers

single-home on platform 2.

Proof. 1. All of the low type content providers single-home.

As shown earlier, under condition (1.5), no low type content providers would

choose multi-homing with current non-exclusive contract price. Thus, they

all single-home since the exclusive contract prices are zero. Moreover, since
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content providers cannot coordinate, half of the low type content providers

single-home on platform 1 and the other half single-home on platform 2.

2. All of the high type content providers multi-home.

As shown in lemma A.2.2, under condition (eq:strong high multi-home),

single-homing generates less profit than multi-homing for the high type con-

tent providers.

3. Neither platform wants to change its non-exclusive contract price.

As shown earlier, no platforms want to raise non-exclusive price if they want

to attract the high type content providers to multi-home. In addition, un-

der condition (1.5), neither platform wants to lower its non-exclusive price to

attract the low type content providers.

4. Neither platform wants to set a positive exclusive contract price.

As shown in lemma A.2.3, the same as in a Bertrand competition, both plat-

forms set their exclusive contract prices to zero in order to attract the low

type content providers.

Thus, under condition ( 1.5) and ( 1.6), indeed this is a symmetric equi-

librium such that both platforms charge P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) = αh

2
(1 − βh

3tb
) and

P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e) = 0, all of the high type content providers multi-home, all of the

low type content providers single-home, and each platform has half of the buyers.
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In this equilibrium, total consumer welfare equals

ω′ = 2

∫ 1
2

0

(Vb − tbx+ βh +
βl

2
− tb) dx = Vb −

5

4
tb + βh +

βl

2

The next result is derived by comparing the equilibrium outcomes when platforms

offer only non-exclusive contracts and when platforms offer both types of contract:

Proposition 1.4.2. If the network effects dominate (ts = 0), under condition (1.5)

and (1.6), both the number of participating content providers and consumer welfare

increase when exclusive contracts are offered in addition to non-exclusive contracts.

This result suggests that in the industries with dominating network effects,

banning exclusive dealing may harm consumer choice and welfare. For example, in

the television industry, the popular or national channels are available on all of the

TV service providers. On the other hand, some local or international programming

that are only valuable to certain groups of viewers are exclusive on one provider.

Goolsbee and Petrin (2004) find that the exclusive programming on satellite TV

providers help them compete more effective against cable TV providers, which re-

sults a $5 billion aggregate consumer welfare gain through reduced prices and in-

creased quality.

1.5 General Situations

In the general situations, the network effects are not at their extremes. The

second stage remains the same as before. Since in the first stage platforms can de-

cide what types of contracts to offer to content providers, I need to compare plat-
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forms’ profits in three cases to determine what combination of contracts are of-

fered in equilibrium: first, both platforms offer only non-exclusive contracts; sec-

ond, they offer both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts; third, platform 1 offers

both types of contracts and platform 2 offers only non-exclusive contracts.21 Note

that neither platform wants to offer only exclusive contracts. This is because the

competition to attract content providers is the most fierce when at least one of the

platforms offer only exclusive contracts. It generates less profits for both platforms

compared with the cases when non-exclusive contracts are offered.22 So it will not

arise endogenously in equilibrium when platforms can decide what types of con-

tracts to offer.

Clearly, a content provider’s decision to join a platform depends on how

many buyers on that platform, which is in turn determined by the number of con-

tent providers on that platform. Content providers cannot coordinate on which

platform to join. However, based on the contract prices, they can form a rational

expectation of how many content providers joining each platform. The expectation

is rational in the sense that given the numbers of content providers joining each

platform, no single or group of content providers could deviate and increase profits.

So when setting prices, platforms need to take content providers’ expectations into

consideration. There are two situations depending on the relative size of network

21We get a symmetric outcome to the third case when platform 2 offers both types of contracts
and platform 1 offers only non-exclusive contracts.

22Shao (2015) shows that platforms always prefer offering both types of contracts to offering
only exclusive contracts. Armstrong (2006) show that platforms exploit multi-homing agents
more than single-homing agents and offering non-exclusive contracts generates more profits for
platforms than offering only exclusive contracts.
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effects compared with transportation costs. First, when αlβl < αhβh ≤ 3tstb, the

network effects are not strong enough to make the content market tip.23(A formal

proof is provided in lemma A.3.1). Second, the networks effects are strong enough

to make the content market tip.

1.5.1 Weak Network Effects

If the network effects are weak, the impact of the number of content providers

on a platform on buyers’ demand for that platform is limited. The transportation

costs for buyers are usually large compared with the network effects since plat-

forms can sufficiently differentiate themselves in the consumer market. In the ex-

treme case when there are no network effects as in subsection 1.4.1, buyers’ de-

mand is independent of the number of content providers on a platform. Most of

the reasoning in this subsection is similar as the one in subsection 1.4.1 except

that when there are network effects, deviation of content providers does affect buy-

ers’ demand for platforms even though the market is not going to tip. Moreover,

since platforms usually provides some standalone utilities (intrinsic value) to buy-

ers from proprietary content or add-on features, every agent knows that a platform

with no content providers can still have some buyer’s demand when the network

effects are weak.24 For example, in the video game market, Nintendo used to have

23Armstrong (2006) has a similar condition, assumption 8, which guarantees that the network
effects are not strong enough to make the market tip and in equilibrium both platforms share the
market.

24Formally, under condition ( 1.7), αh ≥ 2ts. So when the network effects are weak (αhβh ≤
3tstb), 2βh ≤ 3tb. By assumption, βl < βh. So

βl+βh

3tb
< 1. Thus, buyer’s demand for a platform

with no content providers is 1
2 (1−

βl+βh

3tb
), which is greater than zero.
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almost all of the games exclusively in the late 1980s. However, several small com-

petitors still managed to acquire about 10% of the market share. Since there is op-

portunity cost not to join a platform with no content provider, every agent expects

a content provider would join that platform as long as it generates positive profit.

This is very different from when the network effects are strong enough to make the

market tip.

1.5.1.1 Both Platforms Offer Only Non-exclusive Contracts

Similar as in section 1.4, I am interested in under what conditions only the

high type content providers participate and what are the equilibrium prices when

only non-exclusive contracts are offered. We claim that in equilibrium both plat-

forms set their prices to be

P 1
s = P 2

s = Vs − ts +
αh

2

all of the high type content providers multi-home and none of the low type content

providers participate under the next two conditions

2ts <
αh

2
− αl

2
(1.7)

Vs + αl + ts +
tb
2
(1 +

βl + βh

3tb
)2 <

αh

2
+

tb
2

(1.8)

Now, I show that no content providers and platforms would deviate.

1. All of the high type content providers multi-home.

Lemma A.3.1 shows that multi-homing generates higher net profit for any

high type content provider. So the only rational expectation is that all of the
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high type content providers multi-home. Since both platforms have the same

number of content providers, in the second stage they are going to have the

same number of buyers. This leads to D1
b = D2

b =
1
2
.

2. None of the low type content providers participate.

Lemma A.3.3 shows that condition ( 1.7) is the sufficient condition for no low

type content providers to participate because joining either platform gener-

ates negative net profit for a low type content provider.

3. Neither Platform wants to raise its non-exclusive contract price.

If a platform raises its price form Vs − ts +
αh

2
, then, some high type content

providers would voluntarily single-home on the other platform. Under condi-

tion ( 1.7), this lowers its profit. Lemma A.3.4 formally shows this result.

4. Neither Platform wants to lower its non-exclusive contract price.

Lemma A.3.5 shows that under condition ( 1.8), neither platform wants to

lower its price because even if it gets all of the content providers its profit is

still less than when only the high type content providers participate.

Thus, under condition ( 1.7) and ( 1.8) both platforms charge Vs − ts +
αh

2

in equilibrium and only the high type content providers participate and multi-

home. When only non-exclusive contracts are offered, there are a lot of similari-

ties between when there are no network effects and when network effects are weak.

Prices charged by platforms have the same formula except that when there is no
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network effect Vs is set to 0. Moreover, when there are no network effects, condi-

tion ( 1.1) and ( 1.2) make sure that the difference between αl and αh are large

enough so that platforms can and want to attract only the lucrative high type con-

tent providers. In this subsection, condition ( 1.7) and ( 1.8) have the same effect.

1.5.1.2 Both Platforms Offer Exclusive and Non-exclusive Contracts

Since the number of content providers on a platform affect the number of

buyers on that platform in the second stage, platforms set their exclusive contract

prices to maximize total profits from both stages. So when

P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e) = ts −
βl

3
− αlβl

6tb

platforms’ total profits are maximized. The derivation is in Appendix section A.3.2.

As illustrated in the above formula, both platforms take network effects (βl

3
) and

positive feedback effects (αlβl

3tb
) into consideration when they set their exclusive con-

tract prices. Moreover, when the network effects for buyers are zero, this formula

equals the one in section 1.4.1. Similar as when there is no network effects, from

the high type content providers’ incentive compatibility constraints, I find that in

equilibrium both platforms set their non-exclusive contract prices to be

P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) =
Vs − ts +

αh

2
+ P 1

s (e)

2

Clearly, at current prices, no content providers want to deviate since their

choices are incentive compatible. Similar as when there are no network effects, I

check all three cases of how platforms could deviate from the equilibrium prices.
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First, neither platform wants to increase their non-exclusive contract prices. If a

platform increases its non-exclusive contract price unilaterally, the high type con-

tent providers located at both ends of the line segment would choose exclusive con-

tracts instead, which lowers its profit since non-exclusive contract price is higher.

Second, neither platform wants to decrease its non-exclusive contract price be-

cause in order for the low type content providers to multi-home the non-exclusive

contract price needs to be so low that a platform’s profit actually decreases. For-

mal proofs are shown in lemma A.3.6 and A.3.7. Third, neither platform wants to

change its exclusive contract price sine it maximize the total profit.

Thus, this is indeed an equilibrium. The left half and the right half low

type content providers join platform 1 and platform 2 respectively. All of the high

type content providers multi-home on both platforms. So the number of content

providers on each platform increases compared with when platforms only attract

the high type content providers using non-exclusive contracts. Clearly, consumer

welfare and total industry profits increase as well due to the network effects caused

by the larger number of participating content providers. This result is summarized

in the next proposition:

Proposition 1.5.1. If the network effects are weak, under condition ( 1.7) and

( 1.8), both consumer welfare and social welfare increase when exclusive contracts

are offered in addition to non-exclusive contracts.

Proof. See the Appendix.
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This result shows that allowing exclusive contracts increases consumer wel-

fare when the network effects are weak. Moreover, since the consumer welfare in-

crease is caused by an increase in the total number of participating content providers,

total industry profit also increases.

1.5.1.3 Only Platform 1 Offers Both Exclusive and Non-exclusive Con-
tracts

In this case, platform 1 has an advantage over platform 2 since platform

2 can offer only non-exclusive contracts. Again, platform 1’s non-exclusive con-

tract price needs to be higher than its exclusive contract price. Otherwise, no con-

tent providers would choose the exclusive contracts, so it is the same as when both

platforms offer only non-exclusive contracts.

We claim that under condition ( 1.7) and

2ts < 2Vs + αl < 7ts −
2αlβl

tb
− 4βl

3

(
1 +

βhts
3tbts − αlβl

)
+

2αlβh

3tb
(1.9)

platforms set their prices to be

P 1
s (m) = Vs − ts +

αh

2
and P 1

s (e) = P 2
s (m) = Vs −

ts
2
+

αl

2

in equilibrium. In addition, all of the high type content providers multi-home and

all of the low type content providers single-home.

Now, I show that no content providers and platforms would deviate from

this equilibrium. Lemma A.3.8 shows that none of the high type content providers

would deviate to single-homing and none of the low type content providers would

deviate to multi-homing. Finally, neither platform wants to deviate by charging a
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different price because there are six possible ways of deviation and none of them

incrases any platform’s profit:

1. Platform 1 does not want to raise its non-exclusive contract price, since high

type content providers located at both ends of the line segment would single-

home instead, which lowers platform 1’s profit.

2. Platform 1 does not want to reduce its non-exclusive contract price, since

attracting the low type content providers to multi-home requires such a low

price that platform 1’s profit decreases.

3. Platform 2 does not want to raise its non-exclusive contract price, since more

content providers would single-home on platform 1 instead. So price increase

lowers both the numbers of low type and high type content providers on plat-

form 2 and its profit.

4. Platform 2 does not want to reduce its non-exclusive contract price because

it lowers platform 2’s profit even though it increases platform 2’s number of

low type content providers.

5. Platform 1 does not want to raise its exclusive contract price because it low-

ers the numbers of low type content providers on platform 1 and hence its

profit.

6. Platform 1 does not want to reduce its exclusive contract price because it

lowers platform 1’s profit even though platform 1’s number of low type con-

tent providers increases.
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The formal proof is shown in lemma A.3.9.

Thus, in equilibrium all of the high type content providers indeed multi-

home. Moreover, the left half low type content providers single-home on platform 1

and the right half low type content providers (voluntarily) single-home on platform

2. Then, by comparing platforms’ profits when they offer different combinations of

contracts, I can get the next result:

Proposition 1.5.2. When the network effects are weak, under condition (1.7),

(1.8), and ( 1.9), at least one platform would offer exclusive contracts in addi-

tion to non-exclusive contracts. Moreover, both consumer welfare and social welfare

would decrease if exclusive dealing is banned.

Proof. See the Appendix.

This result suggests that under certain conditions banning exclusive dealing

would cause inefficiency in two-sided markets.

1.5.2 Strong Network Effects

When the network effects are strong compared with transportation costs

(αhβh > αlβl ≥ 3tbts), platforms’ horizontal differentiation cannot counter balance

the positive feedback effect. So the content market can easily get tipped. Every

agent knows that even with a slight change in access price from the symmetric sit-

uation, all of the content providers would join the platform with the lower price.

Since that the network effects completely dominate is a special case of strong net-

work effects, there are many parallels between the logic and derivations in sub-
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section 1.4.2 and the ones in this subsection. Thus, similar derivations will not be

repeated. Now, I look at the three different cases when platforms offer different

combinations of contracts.

1.5.2.1 Both Platforms Offer Only Non-exclusive Contracts

Following the same logic as in subsection 1.4.2, platforms set their non-

exclusive contracts to be

P 1
s = P 2

s = Vs +
αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
)− ts

and only the high type content providers multi-home under the next two condi-

tions

αl(1 +
βh + βl

3tb
) + 2ts < αh(1−

βh

3tb
) (1.10)

Vs − 2ts + αl(1 +
βh + βl

3tb
) +

tb
2
(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
)2 <

αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
) +

tb
2

(1.11)

Similar as in subsection 1.4.2, condition ( 1.10) is the sufficient condition

that guarantees none of the low type content providers participate. Clearly, neither

platform wants to raise price because it would lose all of the content providers. In

addition, lemma A.4.1 shows that under condition ( 1.11), neither platform wants

to lower its non-exclusive contract price. Thus, indeed this is an equilibrium in

which only the high type content providers participate and they all multi-home.

Comparing the formula of non-exclusive contract price and the conditions in

this subsection and subsection 1.4.2, it is clear that when Vs = ts = 0 the formula

and conditions in this subsection are the same as the ones in subsection 1.4.2.
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1.5.2.2 Both Platforms Offer Exclusive and Non-exclusive Contracts

Again, following the logic in subsection 1.4.2, platforms set exclusive con-

tract prices to be P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e) = 0 and non exclusive contract prices to be

P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) = Vs +
αh

2
(1 − βh

3tb
) − ts, all of the high type content providers

multi-home, and all of the low type content providers single-home under condition

( 1.10), ( 1.11), and

αhβh

3tb
− ts ≥ Vs +

αh

2
(1.12)

As shown before, at current non-exclusive contract prices, none of the low

type content providers would multi-home under condition ( 1.10). Condition ( 1.12),

which is equivalent to condition ( 1.6), guarantees that all of the high type content

providers indeed multi-home. This condition requires that βh is large in addition

to αh, which leads to a large positive feedback effect. Worrying that it is going to

lose a lot of buyers if it lose the content providers, a platform sets its non-exclusive

contract price to be very attractive. So the high type content providers would not

choose the exclusive contracts. Lemma A.4.3 shows that neither platform wants

to set a positive exclusive contract price because otherwise it would lose all of the

low type content providers. Finally, neither platform wants to change its non-

exclusive contract price as shown in the first case when both platforms offer only

non-exclusive contracts.

Thus, this is a symmetric equilibrium in which all of the high type content

providers multi-home and all of the low type content providers single-home under
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condtion ( 1.10), ( 1.11), and ( 1.12).25 Comparing with the previous case when

neither platform offers exclusive contracts, I get the next result:

Proposition 1.5.3. If the network effects are strong, under condition ( 1.10),

( 1.11), and ( 1.12), each platform’s profit, consumer welfare, and social welfare

increase when exclusive contracts are offered in addition to non-exclusive contracts.

Proof. See the Appendix.

Proposition 1.5.1 and 1.5.3 show that exclusive dealing could be pro-competitive

in two-sided markets no matter the strength of the network effects.

1.5.2.3 Only Platform 1 Offers Both Exclusive and Non-exclusive Con-
tracts

Lemma A.4.4 shows that in this case, both platforms set non-exclusive con-

tract prices to be

P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) = Vs +
αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
)− ts

platform 1 sets its exclusive contract price to be within the range

P 1
s (m) > P 1

s (e) > Vs +max{αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
)− 2ts,

αl

2
(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
)}

all of the high type content providers multi-home, and none of the low type con-

tent providers participate under condition ( 1.10) and ( 1.11).

25These three conditions can hold at the same time. For example, as in subsection 1.4.2, when
Vs = ts = 0, clearly, all there conditions hold at the same time.
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So both platforms’ profits in this case are the same as their profits in the

first case. The derivation of proposition 1.5.3 shows that both platforms’ profits

in the first case are also the same as their profits in the second case. Thus, ev-

ery platform (weakly) prefers offering both types of contracts no matter what the

other platform offers. This leads to the next result:

Proposition 1.5.4. When network effects are strong, both platforms would offer

exclusive contracts in addition to non-exclusive contracts under condition ( 1.10),

( 1.11), and ( 1.12). Moreover, both consumer welfare and social welfare would

decrease if exclusive dealing is banned.

Proof. As shown above, offering both types of contracts is indeed what platforms

do in equilibrium under condition ( 1.10), ( 1.11), and ( 1.12). When exclusive

dealing is banned, both platforms have to offer only non-exclusive contracts. Propo-

sition 1.5.3 shows that consumer welfare and social welfare are smaller when only

non-exclusive contracts are offered than when both exclusive and non-exclusive

contracts are offered.

1.6 Conclusion

This paper looks at the long lasting controversy about exclusive dealing’s

effects on market efficiency from a new perspective. It shows that, in two-sided

markets, platforms could use exclusive contracts to “price discriminate” content

providers when they have heterogeneous interaction benefits. Even though exclu-

sive contracts have a better price, the exclusive requirement limits the number of
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interactions a content provider could have. So the high interaction benefit content

providers would not choose exclusive contracts. If the difference between content

providers’ interaction benefits is large, platforms may only target the lucrative high

interaction benefit content providers when exclusive dealing is banned. This can

happen no matter the network effects are weak or strong. However, with exclu-

sive contracts, the low interaction benefit content providers would also be willing

to participate. Consumer welfare and social welfare both increase due to the net-

work effects caused by more content providers. Moreover, under the competition

pressure, at least one of the platform will offer exclusive contracts in addition to

non-exclusive contracts in equilibrium. So banning exclusive dealing in two-sided

markets may actually hurt consumer instead.

This paper has several limitations. Future researches in these directions

could shed new light on the exclusive dealing literature. First, buyers have the

same taste of content. However, in many two-sided markets, buyers have differ-

ent preferences. For example, in the video game market, some consumers prefer

shooting games, and others prefer racing games. So in these markets, content is

horizontally differentiated. Platforms may acquire exclusive content in different

categories to further differentiate themselves. This incentive has not been studied

in the previous literature. Second, I only focus on symmetric equilibria. In many

situations, platforms are different in their market powers, amount of proprietary

content, and technology standards, which make them have different intrinsic values

and transportation costs for content providers and buyers. It would be interesting

to see exclusive dealing’s effects on market efficiency under asymmetric conditions.
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Third, this model is an one-shot game. Using repeated interaction model, exclu-

sive dealing’s long term effects and buyer’s switching behaviors could be analyzed.

This could have important implications in wireless communication and video game

markets.
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Chapter 2

Network Effects, Differentiation, and Tipping:

Evidence from Instant Video Streaming Industry

This paper investigates the effects of content heterogeneity on platforms’

competition strategies and explains why many two-sided markets do not tip. Ex-

clusive content appealing to the general public could enhance network effects. On

the other hand, exclusive distinctive content could differentiate platforms. I predict

that if there exists sufficiently contrasting content, both platforms would choose

differentiation in equilibrium in order to soften competition and popular content

would turn out to be non-exclusive so that the market does not tip. Using data of

all of the movies on the major subscription-based video streaming platforms, this

study finds that popular movies are significantly more likely to be non-exclusive.

In addition, streaming companies want to further distinguish themselves by build-

ing strength in genres that attract different groups of viewers. These empirical

findings are consistent with the analytical results.

2.1 Introduction

The conventional wisdom about markets featuring network effects is that

they easily tip from one unstable symmetric equilibrium to an equilibrium with
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only one dominating firm conquering the whole market. The video game market

is used as a canonical example to support this view becuase in the late 1980s and

early 1990s Nintendo1 used to have about 90% market share (see Shapiro and Var-

ian, 1999; Evans and Schmalensee, 2002). However, as shown in Corts and Leder-

man (2009), if the time period is extended to early 2000s, then, the one firm domi-

nating situation becomes the exception not the norm in the video game market. So

as new empirical evidence and facts emerge, new research starts to look at the fac-

tors that counter-balance the network effects to make the market less “tippy”. For

example, Ellison and Fudenberg (2003) show that one such factor is the crowding

effect that makes agents prefer the market with fewer agents of their own type in

two-sided markets. With crowding effect, a broad plateau of stable equilibria with

two active markets could exist instead of only one unstable equal-sizes configura-

tion. This paper continues this strand of research by looking at the differentiation

effect of content when consumers have heterogeneous tastes for content on plat-

forms.

In many two-sided markets,2 content is heterogeneous in the eyes of con-

sumers. For example, music, movies, TV shows, and video games have many differ-

ent genres and sub-genres. When consumers have heterogeneous tastes for content,

1Nintendo is a famous Japaneses video game company that entered the US market during the
1985 Thanksgiving shopping season. Its wildly successfully video game franchises such as Mario
Brothers, Donkey Kong, and etc. helped it quickly establish the dominant position in the video
game market. Even today, these game series are still popular enough to make Nintendo’s game
console as one of the three major gaming platforms.

2In two-sided markets, platforms facilitate interactions between consumers and content
providers. Consumers have to use many platforms, such as online video streaming websites, video
game consoles, smartphones, and computers, in order to access content (videos, games, apps, and
software) on the platforms.
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platforms can acquire content in different categories exclusively to attract differ-

ent groups of consumers. This differentiation effect weakens the network effects

so that one single firm is less likely to dominate. For example, Sega successfully

entered the video game market and ended Nintendo’s domination in the 1991 be-

cause Sega’s Genesis3 attracted a different group of consumers. Sega’s exclusive

games were tailored to teenagers and even adult game enthusiasts. On the other

hand, Nintendo’s exclusive games were family friendly and were more popular

among children. Genesis’s market share caught up quickly and was at the same

level of Nintendo’s Super NES’s in the end. Based on this intuition, this research

tries to answer the following questions:

• What are the effects of exclusive dealing on market outcomes when content is

heterogeneous?

• Would platforms acquire the exclusive rights of more popular content or

more unique content?

• Could allowing exclusive dealing between platforms and content providers

help the entrant platform enter the market and increase consumer welfare?

In order to answer these questions, this paper first builds a theoretical model

and then empirically tests some of the model’s results using data from the subscription-

based video streaming industry. In the theoretical model, two platforms compete

3Genesis was Sega’s game console released in 1989 and its main competitor from Nintendo was
Super NES.
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in getting content and consumers. They can acquire either the exclusive right or

the non-exclusive right of content from content providers. There are three types

of content. One type of content appeals to all of the consumers and the other two

attract different groups of consumers. The platforms are tempted to get the exclu-

sive rights of the more popular content so that through the positive network effects

they can dominate the consumer market. However, this would intensify the com-

petition in the consumer market and lower platforms’ profits. So in equilibrium,

platforms would acquire the exclusive rights of the two distinctive types of content

if they are sufficiently differentiated and the more appealing content is left to be

non-exclusive (available on both platforms). Thus, these markets with contrasting

content do not tip and this encourages entrance and increases consumer welfare.

The subscription based video streaming industry is a typical two-sided mar-

ket that features heterogeneous content. In this market, Netflix is the incumbent

platform. Hulu and Amazon are the entrant platforms. All of the streaming com-

panies have exclusive and non-exclusive movies and TV shows. Using data about

movies on these platforms, I show that popularity level of a movie significantly af-

fects whether a platform wants to acquire the exclusive right of this movie. Stream-

ing companies are much more likely to license a popular movie non-exclusively,

just as my theoretical model predicts. In addition, platforms try to differentiate

themselves by building strength in different genres that attract different group of

viewers. For example, Netflix has significantly more family, animation, and fantasy

movies. On the other hand, Amazon and Hulu have advantages in horror and for-

eign movies.
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To the best of my knowledge, this research is the first to study whether

platforms want to use exclusive content to strengthen the network effects or dif-

ferentiate themselves when consumers have heterogeneous tastes for content. It

explains why in many network industries it is not winner-take-all and several plat-

forms can co-exist. By introducing content heterogeneity, this study also sheds new

light on the effects of exclusive dealing and product differentiation on market out-

comes and consumer welfare. In the previous two-sided market literature, includ-

ing but not limited to Parker and Alstyne (2005); Armstrong and Wright (2007);

Doganoglu and Wright (2010); Hagiu and Lee (2011); Shao (2015), content is as-

sumed to be homogeneous.4 The last four papers also study exclusivity in two-

sided markets but focus on different aspects of exclusivity. Doganoglu and Wright

(2010) state that the network effects generate the same effect as scale economy and

lead to foreclosure of a more efficient entrant as in Rasmusen et al. (1991). How-

ever, this study suggests that the previous result may no longer hold if content is

heterogeneous because contrasting content makes it easier for the entrant platform

to overcome the entry barrier erected by the incumbent. Hagiu and Lee (2011)

analyze the effect of content control rights on exclusivity in two-sided markets.

Armstrong and Wright (2007) show that platforms could use exclusive contracts

to solve the “competitive bottle neck” problem, which is similar to the result in

Doganoglu and Wright (2010). Shao (2015) studies why platforms would never use

4The only exception is Shao (2016a). Shao (2016a) studies whether platforms could using ex-
clusive contracts in addition to non-exclusive contracts to “price discriminate” content providers
with heterogeneous per-interaction benefits. Vertically differentiated content leads to heteroge-
neous per-interaction benefits for content providers. In contrast, content is horizontally differenti-
ated in this paper.
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“forced exclusivity” contracts and the determinants of exclusivity.

This paper also contributes to the large exclusive dealing literature, which

mainly studies one-sided markets. In contrast to one-sided markets, exclusive con-

tracts have opposite effects on product differentiation and consumer market com-

petition in two-sided markets. For example, as shown in Calzolari and Denicol

(2013), exclusive contracts in the traditional one-sided market limit product dif-

ferentiation and increase consumer market competition. On the other hand, the

paper shows that exclusive distinctive content differentiates platforms and softens

their competition in the consumer market.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2.2, I build theoret-

ical models to study the competition between the two platforms and their strate-

gies when content is heterogeneous in the eyes of consumers. Section 2.3 describes

the data and relevant background information about instant video streaming in-

dustry. The empirical results are presented in section 2.4. Finally, section 2.5 con-

cludes.

2.2 Theoretical Models

In this section, first, I use a heuristic model to illustrate the intuition why

platforms choose to differentiate instead of strengthening the network effects when

content is heterogeneous. In this simplified model, there is no content providers.

By abstracting away the interactions between platforms and content providers, the

heuristic model focuses on platforms’ intentions in their strategies. Then, I develop

a general model with content providers, which is a more accurate representation of
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many two-sided markets. I find that the intuition illustrated in the heuristic model

still applies as long as the difference between content is large enough.

2.2.1 Heuristic Model

There are three types of content, type 1, 2 and 3. Type 3 content is more

popular in the sense that it attracts all of the consumers and generates one unit

of utility to each of them. On the other hand, consumers’ tastes for type 1 and

2 are not the same. These two types of content are distinctive in the sense that

they attract different consumers. Consumers who have a high valuation of type 1

content have a low valuation of type 2 content and vice versa. Their tastes for type

1 and 2 content are modeled by a linear Hotelling model. Type 1 and 2 content

are located at the two end points of a unit linear segment. Consumers distributed

uniformly alone this unit line segment. Transportation costs are set to be one for

simplicity. A consumer located at position x ∈ [0, 1] would have a utility of 1−x by

consuming one piece of type 1 content and a utility of x by consuming one piece of

type 2 content. Moreover, there is one piece of content for each type.

The two platforms, one incumbent platform (A) and one entrant platform

(B), are homogenous to consumers. They could differentiate themselves only by

specializing in different types of content. Before entry, the incumbent platform al-

ready has one piece of unique content. Without loss of generality, let it be type 1.

This is because the exclusive rights of popular content expire faster than the ones

of unique content. For example, in the wireless communication industry, popular

cell phones’ exclusive periods are shorter. In the video game industry, the popular
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game’s exclusive periods are shorter.

This timing of the game is as follows. First, platform A decides which con-

tent to acquire exclusively. Then, platform B acquires the exclusive right of an-

other piece of content.5 The remaining piece of content is non-exclusive and is

available on both platforms. Finally, the two platforms set their access prices for

consumers simultaneously and consumers choose the platform generating the high-

est net utility for them. After joining a platform, consumers can consume all of the

content on that platform without paying additional fees for each content.

I begin by solving the optimal prices charged by platforms A and B given

the type(s) of content on each platform. Then, the equilibrium outcome is deter-

mined by the profits of platforms A and B under different strategies. Platform A

has three choices. It can acquire one piece of type 1, 2, or 3 content exclusively.

Then, platform B can acquire one of the remaining two types of content exclu-

sively. So there are six situations, depending on the strategies of platforms A and

B.

Let N j
i be the amount of type j content on platform i and Pi be the price

charged by platform i, where i ∈ {A,B} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Then, the net utility for

a consumer located at x ∈ [0, 1] to join platform i is

ui(x) = N1
i (1− x) +N2

i x+N3
i − Pj j ∈ {A,B}

5In this heuristic model, the assumption that platforms A and B move sequentially is to avoid
the potential conflict that both platforms want to acquire the exclusive right of the same content.
However, this assumption does not affect the result that platforms want differentiation. In the
general model presented in the next subsection, both platforms acquire content simultaneously
and they still prefer differentiation when content is heterogeneous enough.
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So in this model, vertical and horizontal differentiation are jointly determined by

the amounts of different types of content on the two platforms (N j
i ). This is very

different from the previous literature about vertical and horizontal differentiation

(see Brekke et al., 2006), in which vertical and horizontal differentiation are two

separate measures.

Clearly, if N j
A = N j

B for i = 1, 2, 3, then, uA(x) = uB(x) ∀x ∈ [0, 1], which

means that platforms A and B are homogeneous. A Bertrand type competition

leads to zero profits for both platforms. Thus, both platforms have incentives to

differentiate in the type(s) of content they own. On the other hand, if N j
A ̸= N j

B

for some j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then, some consumers prefer platform A and the others

prefer platform B. Following the standard procedure of solving a Hottelling model,

the respective demands for platform A and B are derived as:

DA =
∆N1 +∆N3 − PA + PB

∆N1 −∆N2
and DB =

−∆N2 −∆N3 − PB + PA

∆N1 −∆N2

where ∆N j = N j
A − N j

B. So the profit of platform i is Πi = DiPi. After solving

profit maximization problems of platforms A and B, platforms A and B set their

optimal prices to be P ∗
i . The derivation is in the Appendix ( B.1).

Then, the equilibrium strategies for platforms A and B can be deduced by

comparing Πi in each of the six situations. I find that platform A gets one more

piece of type 1 content exclusively. Platform B wants to further differentiate itself

from platform A by acquiring one piece of type 2 content exclusively. Type 3 con-

tent is left to be non-exclusive.

The analysis in the Appendix ( B.1) shows that acquiring one piece of type
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2 content exclusively is strictly dominated for platform A because it can neither

further differentiate platform A compared with acquiring one piece of type 1 con-

tent or maximize the network effects compared with acquiring one piece of type

3 content. In addition, when there are two types of heterogeneous content as in

the heuristic model, strengthening the network effects (acquiring one piece of type

3 content) is dominated by differentiation (acquiring one piece of type 1 content).

By acquiring the popular content exclusively, platform A gets a larger market share

(2
3
) due to larger network effects compared with when platform A acquires one

piece of type 1 content (5
9
). However, the intensified competition in the consumer

market between the two platforms leads to a much lower consumer access price

(4
3
) for platform A compared with differentiation (5

3
). Hence, platform A’s profit

is lower by acquiring type 3 content exclusively. Thus, platform A prefers differ-

entiation over strengthening the network effects. Similarly, platform B also prefers

differentiation.

The heuristic model illustrates the benefits of differentiation over strength-

ening the network effects for the platforms when there is heterogeneous content in

the market. So, differentiation using exclusive distinctive content is an important

factor that makes many two-sided markets less “tippy”. This is the reason why

many platforms co-exist in the video game industry, instant video streaming indus-

try, and so on. In the next subsection, I are going to develop this insight further in

a general model.
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2.2.2 General Model

In the general model, content is developed by content providers. Every con-

tent provider can produce one piece of content. The costs of producing content

are sunk and are not going to affect content providers’ decisions of which type

of contracts to sign with the two platforms. The same as in the heuristic model,

there are three types of content. Type 1 and 2 attract different groups of con-

sumers. Type 3 attracts all of the consumers. There is one unit measure of content

providers producing each type of content.

Similar as in the heuristic model, there is one unit measure of consumers

whose taste for type 1 and 2 content is represented by a Hotelling model. How-

ever, instead of normalizing transportation costs to one, t ∈ [0,+∞) represents

consumers’ transportation costs. So a consumer located at x ∈ [0, 1] gets utility

u1(x) = 1− tx and u2(x) = 1− t(1− x)

from consuming one piece of type 1 and type 2 content respectively. Again, one

piece of type 3 content generates 1 unit of utility for all of the consumers.

This timing of the game is broken down into two main stages:

I The incumbent platform (A) and the entrant platform (B) bid for the ex-

clusive and non-exclusive rights of all of the content simultaneously. Then,

content providers decide which platform(s) to join and which type of contract

to sign.
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II After content providers have finished signing contracts with the platforms,

both platforms set their access prices for consumers simultaneously.6 Finally,

consumers choose the platform that generate the highest non-negative net

utility to join. If both platforms provide a negative net utility to a consumer,

this consumer joins neither platform and chooses the outside option with zero

utility.

In the first stage “bidding game”, platforms simultaneously offer fixed lump-

sum transfers to content providers. Let T j
i (e), T

j
i (m) be the payments from plat-

form i to a type j content provider in exchange for its content’s exclusive and non-

exclusive rights respectively, where i ∈ {A,B}, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.7 Since content

providers relinquish control of their content after signing contracts with platforms,

they do not directly interact with consumers and do not earn profits from con-

sumers. Thus, they make decisions only based on the transfers from the platforms.

There are three options for a type j content provider: joining platform A exclu-

sively, joining platform B exclusively, and joining both platforms. The payoffs of

these options are T j
A(e), T

j
B(e), and T j

A(m) + T j
B(m) respectively. A type j content

provider would choose the option with the highest payoff. Because all of the type j

6Platforms only charge flat fees to consumers. They would not charge per-content fees. This is
because as shown in Hagiu and Lee (2011), platforms would set per-content price to zero in order
to maximize profits under “out-right sell”.

7Both platforms want to offer both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts. This is because
first, neither platform wants to offer only non-exclusive contracts since it can not differentiate
itself from the other platform if content is available on both platforms. Second, neither plat-
form wants to offer only exclusive contracts since “forced exclusivity” intensifies competition and
lowers platform’s profits as shown in Shao (2015).
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content providers are the same, they will choose the same option.8

The incumbent platform (A) is endowed with E type 1 content, where 0 ≤

E ≤ 1.9 The process of setting consumer access prices is similar as in the heuris-

tic model except that in the general model, the entrant platform (B) may have no

content at all if all of the content providers join platform A exclusively. If platform

B has no content at all, no consumers would want to joint it and its access price

and profit are both zero. Again, let N j
i be the amount of type j content on plat-

form i and Pi be the price charged by platform i. The net utility for a consumer

located at x ∈ [0, 1] to join platform i is

ui(x) = N1
i (1− tx) +N2

i [1− t(1− x)] +N3
i − Pi i ∈ {A,B}

Since consumers may choose the outside option when neither platform provides a

non-negative net utility, it is possible that the consumer market is not covered.

The setup of the general model is similar to the “out-right sell” case of

Hagiu and Lee (2011), in which content providers relinquish control of content af-

ter they sold their content to platforms. The major difference and extension in this

paper is that there are three different types of content providers providing hetero-

geneous content. On the other hand, platforms are homogeneous. So differentia-

tion is determined by platform’s strategy. There are some other differences. First,

8However, different types of content providers could choose different options since platforms’
transfers to different types of content providers are different.

9When E = 0, I assume that if type 1 content providers are indifferent between platform
A and platform B, they join platform A and if type 2 content providers are indifferent between
platform A and platform B, they join platform B. This assumption is to guarantee that in the
symmetric case, pure strategy equilibrium still exists.
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platform A has E type 1 content in the beginning. However, E could be zero. Sec-

ond, consumers do not have intrinsic values for joining a platform. These differ-

ences and extensions lead to a different and more general result than the result of

“out-right sell” case in Hagiu and Lee (2011).

Proposition 2.2.1. If type 1 and type 2 content are sufficiently differentiated,

t ≥ 4E2 + 9E + 3
√
4E3 + 15E2 + 18E + 9 + 9

8E2 + 18E + 9
(2.1)

platform A and type 1 content providers would reach exclusive agreements, plat-

form B and type 2 content providers would reach exclusive agreements, and type 3

content providers would reach non-exclusive agreements with both platforms. Oth-

erwise, all of the content providers would reach exclusive agreements with platform

A.

Proof. Please see the Appendix ( B.2).

This result suggests that when different types of content are heterogeneous

enough, a two-sided market can support multiple homogeneous platforms. The

network effects would not make the market tip to the situation with only one dom-

inating platform. The reason is that the network effects are small when a platform

acquires both type 1 and type 2 content, since they attract different groups of con-

sumers. On the other hand, both consumers and platforms benefit from platforms

specializing in different types of content because consumers’ distances to their fa-

vorite content are reduced. Moreover, letting popular content to be non-exclusive
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softens competition between the two platforms and increases joint profits. How-

ever, when different types of content are not heterogeneous enough, the network

effects dominate. So all of the content providers reach exclusive agreements with

one platform. This is the same as the result of the “out-right sell” case in Hagiu

and Lee (2011) since content is homogeneous (t = 0) in that article.

The above result also suggests that if there exists heterogeneous content, al-

lowing exclusivity could help an entrant platform enter the market. As explained

in the Introduction, SEGA successfully entered the video game market dominated

by Nintendo in the early 1990s by signing exclusive titles that attracted a very dif-

ferent group of players. The above result is also supported by the empirical finding

of Lee (2013). In a counter-factual analysis, Lee (2013) shows that banning ex-

clusivity hurts entrant platforms in the video game industry. However, Lee (2013)

does not give a theoretical explanation. Moreover, entrance increases consumer

welfare as shown in the next corollary.

Weeds (2015) also studies exclusivity in content distribution. Weeds shows

that in the Pay TV industry, premium content is going to be non-exclusive if TV

distributors are differentiated enough. However, the market structure in the Pay

TV industry is very different from the two-sided market this paper studies. First,

the number of programmings (channels) is limited in the Pay TV industry. So the

network effects are also limited by the number of programmings. Second, the pre-

mium programmings are vertically integrated with some TV distributor. Third,

horizontal differentiation between distributors are not determined by program-

mings on different distributors.
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If platform B does not have any content, then, it has to set its consumer

access price to be zero and gets zero consumer demand. So this scenario could be

treated as an unsuccessful entrance of platform B. From proposition 2.2.1, I get the

next result:

Corollary 2.2.1. Consumer welfare increases with the successfully entrance of

platform B.

Proof. Please see the Appendix ( B.2).

Even though consumers can access more content when platform A domi-

nates, the utility increase is small when content is heterogeneous enough. On the

other hand, consumers’ total transportation costs are lowered when the two plat-

forms specialize in different types of content that attract different groups of con-

sumers. Moreover, when two platforms compete, consumer access prices are also

lower. Therefore, consumer welfare increases with the successful entrance of plat-

form B.

2.2.3 Extension to Three Platforms

In many two-sided markets, there are more than two platforms. For ex-

ample, in the instant video streaming industry, there are three platforms: Netflix,

Amazon Prime, and Hulu. The general model can be easily extended to have more

than two platforms. First, I examine the three platform situation.

Instead of two types of distinctive content, there are three types of distinc-

tive content: 1, 2, and 3. Consumer’s taste for type 1, 2, and 3 content is repre-
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sented by a circular Hotelling model as in Salop (1979). The length between any

two types on the circle is normalized to one. Consumers are uniformly distributed

along the circle. Again, type 4 content generates one unite of utility to all of the

consumers. There are three platforms: A, B and C. Let E = 0. So the platforms

are symmetric if they choose different types of distinctive content. Without loss

of generality, I assume if platforms choose to different themselves, platforms A, B,

and C purchase the exclusive rights of type 1, 2, and 3 content respectively. Oth-

erwise, all of the content is exclusive on platform A. Timing and other settings re-

main the same as the general model.

Corollary 2.2.2. If type 1 and type 2 content are sufficiently differentiated, t ≥ 2,

platform A and type 1 content providers would reach exclusive agreements, plat-

form B and type 2 content providers would reach exclusive agreements, platform C

and type 3 content providers would reach exclusive agreements, and type 4 content

providers would reach non-exclusive agreements with all three platforms. Otherwise,

all of the content providers would reach exclusive agreements with platform A.

Proof. Platforms A, B, and C are symmetric in the equilibrium when they choose

to differentiate themselves. So for each pair of platforms, the competition is same

as the one in the general model with two platforms. The condition determines

which equilibrium outcome would occur is derived by substituting E = 0 into

condition (2.1). So when t ≥ 2, each pair of platforms choose to differentiate

themselves. Otherwise, one platform acquires the exclusive rights of all of the con-

tent.
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So the intuition that platforms would choose differentiation when content

is significantly differentiated still holds in the situation when there are three plat-

forms. Other situations with more than three platforms can be derived in a similar

way as the three platforms situation. So when there are enough types of distinctive

content in the market, multiple platforms could co-exist and the content attracts

all of the consumers are non-exclusive.

2.3 Industry Background and Data

2.3.1 Subscription-based Video Streaming Industry

My empirical analysis is based on data from the subscription-based video

streaming industry, whose industrial structure closely matches the general model.

This industry is a typical two-sided market. Movies studios and TV networks pro-

vide content to streaming platforms. Viewers have to pay subscription fees in order

to access the streaming platforms. After movies studios and TV networks have li-

censed the streaming rights of their content to the platforms, they do not directly

interact with the viewers.

The subscription based video streaming industry is rather young. The inter-

net sensation of online video streaming pioneered by YouTube has become wildly

spread across the globe in the last decade. However, due to bandwidth limitation

and other restrictions, streaming large video files such as movies and TV shows,

has only started to get momentum in the past decade. Currently, there are three

major subscription based video streaming companies in the United States: Netflix,

Amazon Prime Instant Video, and Hulu Plus. Netflix was the first company to en-
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ter the instant video streaming business. It went online in late 2007. Hulu entered

the market in March, 2008. Amazon was the last of the three major instant video

streaming companies. It started to provide its Instant Video service in early 2011.

After rapid growth,10 the subscription based online video streaming industry has

now become a force that can seriously challenge established Pay TV companies. In

2014, the streaming service of Netflix alone had 35.67 million subscribers. In com-

parison, Comcast, the leading Pay TV company, had 22.3 million subscribers. In

addition to Netflix, Amazon had more than 20 million subscribers and Hulu had

about 5 million subscribers at the end of 2014.

Consumers have to pay monthly or annual subscription fees to access the

streaming service. The average monthly costs are very close for the three stream-

ing platforms. Subscriptions of the basic services of Netflix and Hulu cost $7.99

per month in 2015.11 Amazon Prime membership costs $99 per year (or about

$8.25 per month).12 A subscriber of video streaming service can watch any movie

and TV show on the streaming platform without incurring addition costs. This

is different from video on demand services, in which consumers have to pay every

10Many reasons contribute to this rapid growth of the instant video streaming industry. Two
most important reasons are value and convenience. Instant video streaming companies provide
their subscribers a large collection of movies and TV shows at a very reasonable price. Moreover,
subscribers feel that they have control. They can watch whatever they want whenever they want
and wherever they want.

11Hulu used to provide a free service with limited selection of content and advertisement breaks
during streaming. The only difference from the traditional Pay TV service is that Hulu’s free
service supports streaming video on devices other than TVs. However, Hulu suspended this free
service in 2015 and provided consumers with two options: $7.99 per month with limited commer-
cials or $8.99 per month with no commercials and better video quality.

12Amazon also bundles free two-day shipping for shopping on Amazon.com, free rental of Ama-
zon ebooks, and other perks in the Prime membership.
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time when they watch an on-demand video. In addition, subscribers can access

videos on the streaming platforms from any device with a high-speed internet con-

nection: computers, tablets, smartphones, video game consoles, and etc.

The majority of the content on video streaming platforms is licensed from

movie studios and TV networks. Streaming companies pay a flat fee for the stream-

ing right of a piece of content for a certain period of time.13 The details of the li-

censing contract such as whether the content is exclusive or not is negotiated be-

tween a streaming company and content’s copyright owner. In addition to acquir-

ing existing movies and TV shows, the streaming companies increasingly rely on

developing their own original movies and TV shows. This strategy immediately

paid off for Netflix. Both House of Cards and Orange is the New Black premiered

on Netflix in 2013 drew huge audiences, which greatly enhance brand awareness

and subscribers’ loyalty to Netflix. Then, Amazon and Hulu followed suit and pro-

duced many of their own original TV shows. Recently, all three streaming compa-

nies started to develop their original movies. For example, Netflix released Beasts

of No Nation and The Ridiculous 6 in 2015.

There is little differentiation between the services provided by Netflix, Ama-

zon, and Hulu other than their content. Even though the user interface and rec-

ommendation system are better on Netflix than on the other two, the difference is

not substantial. The most important way for these platforms to differentiate them-

selves is through content. Every streaming company has an extensive collection

13There are a number of sources showing that streaming companies license content for a fix fee.
Formal source: Netflix’s Top Investor Questions. Informal source: Hollywood Report.
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of exclusive content that is only available for streaming on its platform. For ex-

ample, the current seasons of many popular TV shows are exclusively available on

Hulu. Netflix and Amazon subscribers can only watch previous seasons of these

TV shows. Netflix is famous for its collection of family movies and TV shows. It

has even developed a menu to show kids-only content. Moreover, Netflix has a

larger collection of content than Hulu and Amazon and tends to acquire more re-

cent and more popular content. On the other hand, these streaming companies

do not compete to acquire content that can not be used to distinguish their ser-

vices. So content that appeals to the general population such as big blockbuster

movies is non-exclusive. For example, Avengers, Hunger Game, and Transformers

were released on multiple platforms simultaneously when they became available for

streaming.

2.3.2 Data

In the empirical analysis, I choose to focus on movies instead of TV shows

for three reasons. First, all three streaming companies developed many popular

original TV shows starting from 2013, which were all exclusive. This proprietary

content could bias the estimation of the relation between popularity and exclu-

sivity. On the other hand, streaming companies only started to develop original

movies in 2015. So there are much fewer original movies.14 Second, many popular

TV shows have multiple seasons. The popularity and quality measures of different

14So far the original movies are much less successfully in terms of popularity among viewers
than the original TV shows.
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seasons are highly correlated. However, the past seasons of these popular shows

could be non-exclusive while the current seasons are exclusive. Third, the majority

of feature films follow a standard release process in which the different distribu-

tion formats follow an strictly ordered “release windows”. The “theatrical window”

comes first. Then, after about four months it enters the “video window”.15 Finally,

the film is released to Pay TV or internet streaming. The popularity of the film is

known long before the streaming release, which fits my model better. In compari-

son, TV shows are released much earlier to streaming.16

The movie information used in the analysis is collected from a website called

Goodfilms.17 Goodfilms is designed for users to rate, review movies, and find new

movies to watch on video streaming websites.18 It collects movie’s title, release

year, director(s), cast, and other information from The Movie DB, Wikipedia, and

IMDB. Goodfilms sorts movies into 27 genres such as comedy, drama, romance,

science fiction, documentary, and etc.19 One movie may belong to multiple genres.

Then, users can rate and write reviews about the available movies on Goodfilms.

These ratings and reviews can help users find movies they want to watch. In addi-

tion, users can add these movies in their watch lists for later viewing. One unique

feature about Goodfilms’ rating system is that besides the usual quality rating,

users can also rate on rewatchability of a movie. Goodfilms also introduces social

15In the “video window”, a film is released to DVD, Blu-Ray, and VOD services.
16The new episodes of many popular TV shows become available for streaming on Hulu only

one day after they were air on TV.
17The address for the website is http://goodfil.ms/ .
18Goodfilms itself does not provide video streaming service.
19A complete list of genres can be found in table 2.2.
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elements when recommending movies to users. The opinions of friends and people

near by heavily influence the results.

Goodfilms has access to content catalogs of all three major video streaming

companies through private API.20 Every month Goodfilms retrieves the new cata-

log information from Netflix, Amazon, and Hulu, then, update its website accord-

ingly. Goodfilms has been in continuous operation since it was founded in 2011.

However, there was a break in updating catalog information in 2013.21

I have collected movie information from Goodfilms starting from Septem-

ber 2015 till February 2016. The data includes movie’s title, release year, genre,

quality, en queue number (the number of users who put a movie in their watch

lists), and availability on each video streaming platform. There are more than

8000 unique movies on the three streaming platforms. Netflix has the largest col-

lection of films. Amazon and Hulu have about the same number of films. Every

month, about 200 movies’ streaming licenses expire and get removed from certain

platform. In the mean time, streaming companies add about 600 movies to their

collections.22

20Goodfilms also has access to catalog information of video on demand services such as iTunes
and non-subscription based streaming services such as Crackle.

21The two founders created Goodfilms as a hobby. Goodfilms managed to continuously up-
date content catalogs of different video streaming services since 2011 till 2012. Then, only after
it successfully raised an angel investment from Gyde Inc. in 2014, Goodfilms resumed updating
content catalogs. Under the new management from Gyde Inc. Goodfilms expanded its catalog
information to more video streaming services and continued updating its catalog ever since 2014.
I thank an anonymous employee from Goodfilms for providing detailed operating information.

22Not all of the added movies are new to all three streaming companies. After one streaming
company licenses the non-exclusive streaming right of a movie, other companies could also get
the streaming license of that movie later on. In fact, completely new movies are only a small
proportion of the added movies, less than 200 a month.
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Table 2.1: Number of Movies and Percentage of Exclusive Titles on Streaming
Platforms

Netflix Amazon Hulu
Total 1902 1548 1717

Before 2013 Exclusive 1453 1067 1344
Percentage 76% 69% 78%
Total 2004 1490 1213

After 2013 Exclusive 1609 1107 816
Percentage 80% 74% 67%
Total 3906 3038 2930

All Years Exclusive 3062 2174 2160
Percentage 78% 72% 74%

Using September 2015 data as an example, there are 8590 movies in total.

Netflix, Amazon, and Hulu have 3906, 3038, and 2930 movies respectively. Also

as shown in Table 2.1, all of the three video streaming companies have large num-

bers of exclusive titles. However, even though Netflix owns 30% more movies than

Amazon or Hulu, percentages of exclusive titles on these platforms are at similar

scale (72%-78%).

The en queued number is a rough measure of how popular a movie is among

the viewers. Similar as the popularity of many consumer products such as books,

musics, and apps, movie’s en queued number follows a Pareto distribution. The

average en queued number is 19.05, but there is a huge variance and long tail in

movie’s en queued number. Pulp Fiction has the maximum en queued number,

1668. On the other hand, more than 3000 movies have zero en queued number.

Moreover, non-exclusive movies tend to have higher en queued numbers. The aver-
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age en queued numbers for non-exclusive and exclusive movies are 41.6 and 15.68

respectively.

Users on Goodfilms rate movies using a five stars system with five being the

highest quality. Not every movie has a rating. Users rate 4124 movies in total. For

the unrated movies, I record their quality as zero. No one rates these movies be-

cause few people watch them. The average en queued number is just 1.48. With

the unrated movies, the average movie quality is 1.63 and the distribution is very

uneven due to the existence of the large number of unrated movies. On the other

hand, the average quality is 3.25 for rated movies and the distribution is much

more even.

Table 2.2 orders the 27 genres by the number of movies belongs to each

genre in total and on each streaming platform. This table shows that the most

popular genres are drama, comedy, and thriller. These three genres compose 91.5%

of total movies. Platforms are not specializing in these popular genres. They dif-

ferentiate themselves by building strength in less popular and more distinctive gen-

res. For example, Netflix has much more family movies both in terms of absolute

number and relative number. Family films rank 8 on Netflix. In comparison, fam-

ily films rank 12 and 14 on Amazon and Hulu respectively. On the other hand,

Hulu’s strength is in foreign movies, which rank 4 on Hulu. Foreign movies rank

7 and 11 on Amazon and Netflix respectively. Clearly, family and foreign movies

attract very different groups of viewers.
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Table 2.2: Movie Genres Ranked by Number of Movies in Each Genre

Total # Netflix # Amazon # Hulu #
1 drama 3971 drama 1727 drama 1373 drama 1469
2 comedy 2244 comedy 1084 comedy 758 comedy 726
3 thriller 1645 thriller 845 thriller 515 thriller 546
4 action 1439 action 689 action 505 foreign 519
5 romance 1292 romance 596 romance 455 romance 456
6 documentary 1156 documentary 574 horror 435 action 450
7 foreign 1117 horror 415 foreign 402 documentary 443
8 horror 1084 family 373 documentary 354 horror 402
9 crime 706 crime 361 crime 240 indie 227
10 adventure 635 adventure 320 adventure 228 sciencefic n 219
11 sciencefic n 612 foreign 294 sciencefic n 227 crime 212
12 family 594 sciencefic n 258 family 186 adventure 187
13 indie 462 animation 215 western 154 mystery 150
14 mystery 419 fantasy 206 mystery 149 family 129
15 fantasy 382 mystery 190 indie 137 fantasy 117
16 animation 336 indie 180 fantasy 112 history 93
17 history 258 history 128 history 92 animation 80
18 war 210 war 96 animation 83 war 69
19 western 208 music 84 music 78 music 64
20 music 197 suspense 67 war 77 suspense 33
21 suspense 129 western 46 suspense 40 western 25
22 sport 31 sport 20 eastern 12 filmnoir 13
23 eastern 29 holiday 13 filmnoir 11 holiday 9
24 filmnoir 24 eastern 12 sport 9 sport 9
25 holiday 24 filmnoir 4 holiday 7 eastern 8
26 disaster 6 disaster 2 disaster 3 roadmovie 3
27 roadmovie 6 roadmovie 2 roadmovie 1 disaster 1
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2.4 Empirical Results

2.4.1 Popularity and Non-exclusivity

In this subsection, I test whether streaming companies are more likely to

license popular movies non-exclusively. The regression estimated is

Non-exclusivei = α + βEn queued #i + γQualityi + θInteractioni + ϵi (2.2)

where Non-exclusivei is a dummy variable indicating whether movie i is non-exclusive

or not, En queued #i is the number of people who put movie i in their watch lists,

Qualityi is the quality of movie i, and Interactioni is the product of en queued

number and quality of movie i.

The results from estimating equation 2.2 are presented in table 2.3. Column

1 shows that a popular movie (high en queued number) is significantly more likely

to be non-exclusive without controlling for quality. When a movie’s en queued

number is high, that must mean it attracts the general population. However, the

obverse may not be true. Other than being less popular (belonging to a unique

genre that attracts fewer people), low quality could also contribute to a low en

queued number for a movie. So I control for quality in column 2 and this does

not change the effect of en queued number and the precision of the estimation.

Since the coefficient of the interaction term in column 3 is negative, the effect of en

queued number is smaller but still positive when quality is high.23 This is because

23The effect of en queued number is insignificant for movies with five star rating. However, the
number of five star movies is very small (102) and very few people rate these movies. On average,
five star movies are rated by only 1.2 users and more than 75% are rated by only one user, which
make the five star rating not a reliable representation of highest quality.
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movies with high quality but low en queued numbers are more likely to be distinc-

tive and only appeal to a small group of viewers. Hence, they are more likely to

end up to be exclusive. Moreover, the result still holds when non-rated movies are

excluded (column 4).

Table 2.3: Non-exclusivity and Movie Popularity Measured by En queued Number

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Non-exclusive Non-exclusive Non-exclusive Non-exclusive

En queued # 0.000674∗∗∗ 0.000597∗∗∗ 0.00281∗∗∗ 0.00246∗∗∗

(12.10) (10.22) (5.83) (4.26)

Quality (0-5) 0.00961∗∗∗ 0.00956∗∗∗ 0.00585
(4.35) (4.33) (0.90)

En queued # × Quality -0.000570∗∗∗ -0.000479∗∗

(-4.62) (-3.25)
Observations 8227 8227 8227 4124

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

In the theoretical model, consumers are assumed to purchase access to only

one platform (single-home). However, in the instant video streaming industry,

some consumers purchase access to multiple platforms (multi-home). For example,

since Amazon membership includes free two-day shipping on Amazon.com, many

subscribers of Netflix and Hulu, who are also avid online shoppers, are also Ama-

zon Prime members. Consumer multi-homing reduces the effect of platform differ-

entiation. Then, according to the theoretical model, popular content is less likely

to be non-exclusive than when consumers single-home. So in other industries with

more consumers single-home (such as the video game industry), popular content
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should be even more likely to be non-exclusive than in the instant video streaming

industry.

Even though the general model in section 2.2.2 gives a logical economic rea-

son of why popular movies end up to be non-exclusive, there could be other expla-

nations of why high en queued number is associated with non-exclusivity, which I

now consider.

Famous director effects. Famous directors could have good relations with

the managers of all three streaming companies. So their movies are more likely to

be available on multiple platforms. In addition, famous directors’ movies are usu-

ally very popular. This makes popular movies more likely to be non-exclusive. To

address this alternative explanation, I estimate the effect of en queued number for

directors with more than one movie streaming on the three platforms using fixed

effects regression:

Non-exclusivedi = βEn queued #di + γQualitydi + θInteractiondi + αd + ϵdi (2.3)

where αd represents the fixed effect for director d and other variables have the

same meanings as before but are grouped by director. Since the fixed effects re-

gression exploits the variation within the movies of each director, the result in

table 2.4a suggests that even after controlling each director’s connections with

streaming companies and other unobserved director characteristics, movies with

high en queued number are still significantly more likely to be non-exclusive. So

famous directors pushing their movies to be non-exclusive24 is unlikely to be the

24This explanation is unlikely to be true also because it is movies studios or copyright owners
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explanation of why popular movies are non-exclusive.

Major Movie Studio effects. The relationship between popularity and non-

exclusivity could also be the result of movies of large and successful movie stu-

dios being non-exclusive. Similar as famous directors, established movie studios

could have better relationship with all of the streaming companies. So they could

get non-exclusive contracts more easily. In addition, they have the copyrights of

many popular movies. In order to address this concern, I estimate equation 2.2 us-

ing only indie movies which are not developed by major movie studios. Table 2.4b

shows that the same result still holds, which suggests movies of major movie stu-

dios being non-exclusive are unlikely to be the cause of the previous results.25

reverse causality. When a movie becomes non-exclusive, it could reach a broader

audience and become popular. This could also explain the positive association be-

tween high en queued number and non-exclusivity. However, due to the very late

release window (as explained in the data section), when a movie becomes available

for streaming, its popularity is already determined and known to the streaming

companies which could choose the popular movies to license non-exclusively. So

the reason presented in the theoretical model is more likely to the cause of the pos-

itive relationship between high en queued number and non-exclusivity.

In addition, exclusivity in the subscription based video streaming indus-

try does not exclude other types of video streaming services, which means that

who negotiate licensing agreements with streaming companies. Unless directors (such as Steven
Spielberg) are also owners of the movie studios that produce their movies, they don’t have strong
incentives to influence the availability of their movies on streaming platforms.

25This also suggests large copyright owners other than movie studios (such as Starz and Epix)
pushing their movies to be non-exclusive are unlikely to be the cause.
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Table 2.4: Effect within the Same Director and among Indie Movies

(a) Director Fixed Effects

(1)
Non-exclusive

En queued # 0.00353∗∗∗

(3.84)

Quality (0-5) 0.0101∗

(2.01)

En queued # × Quality -0.000754∗∗

(-3.27)
Observations 2344

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

(b) Indie Movies

(1)
Non-exclusive

En queued # 0.00900∗∗∗

(4.33)

Quality (0-5) 0.0292∗∗

(2.90)

En queued # × Quality -0.00208∗∗∗

(-3.82)
Observations 443

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

a Netflix, Amazon, or Hulu exclusive movie could still be available on video on

demand (VOD) or other non-subscription based services.26 Since Goodfilms also

tracks VOD and other non-subscription based services, en queued number reflects

popularity of a movie among users of all of the services tracked by Goodfilms not

just the subscribers of video streaming. Subscription based video streaming service

is only a small portion of services tracked by Goodfilms. Hence, becoming avail-

able on one more subscription-based video streaming platform does not increase a

movie’s en queued number that much.

Moreover, if being non-exclusive is the reason that movies become popu-

lar, then, streaming companies do not license movies non-exclusively based on en

queued numbers. Then, recently added exclusive movies and non-exclusive movies

26In fact, feature films are rarely released only on subscription based video streaming services.
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released on multiple platforms across several months27 should have similar en queued

numbers. However, table 2.5 shows that movies with high en queued numbers are

still significantly more likely to be non-exclusive. Since the non-exclusive movies

in the analysis just become available on multiple platform in the current month

and were only on one platform before then,28 their high en queued numbers are not

caused by being non-exclusive. Thus, it confirms that the previous results are not

an artifact of reverse causality.

Table 2.5: Movies Became Non-exclusive Months after Being Available for Stream-
ing

(1)
Became Non-exclusive Several Months Later

En queued # 0.0324∗∗∗

(8.13)

Quality (0-5) 0.0191∗∗∗

(4.17)

En queued # × Quality -0.00748∗∗∗

(-7.42)
Observations 1322

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

27For a non-exclusive movie, the negotiations between the movie studio and different streaming
companies may not happen simultaneously. In addition, after signing a non-exclusive contract
with a streaming company, it could take months until a movie studio and another streaming com-
pany reach a deal (also non-exclusive). So a movie could officially become “non-exclusive” a few
months after it is first available for streaming.

28Non-exclusive movies on multiple platforms for more than one month or released on multiple
platforms simultaneously in the current month are removed from the sample in order to avoid the
potential reverse causality problem.
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Therefore, the empirical results in table 2.3 are most likely to be evidence

supporting Proposition 2.2.1. In addition, table 2.6 shows that on every stream-

ing platform, high en queued number is positively related to non-exclusivity of a

movie, which suggests that the incumbent platform (Netflix) and entrant platforms

(Amazon and Hulu) employ the same strategy in acquiring content as predicted in

the theoretical model. Finally, table 2.7 shows that popularity has similar effect on

non-exclusivity for movies released on streaming platforms before and after 2013,

which suggests that streaming companies did not change their methods of selecting

non-exclusive movies after they started to produce original content in 2013.

Table 2.6: Platform Specific Effect of Popularity on Non-exclusivity

(1) (2) (3)
Netflix Amazon Hulu

En queued # 0.00144∗ 0.00744∗∗∗ 0.00878∗∗∗

(2.08) (8.21) (6.25)

Quality (0-5) 0.00139 0.0614∗∗∗ 0.00458
(0.32) (12.86) (0.98)

En queued # × Quality -0.000209 -0.00170∗∗∗ -0.00189∗∗∗

(-1.18) (-7.54) (-5.15)
Observations 3301 3073 2995

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

2.4.2 Platforms Specializing in Different Genres

The theoretical model predicts that platforms would acquire the exclusive

rights of different types of distinctive content to differentiate themselves. So in this
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Table 2.7: Effect of Popularity on Non-exclusivity before and after 2013

(1) (2)
Before 2013 After 2013

En queued # 0.00271∗∗∗ 0.00630∗∗∗

(5.25) (4.52)

Quality (0-5) 0.0138∗∗∗ 0.00998∗∗

(4.54) (2.92)

En queued # × Quality -0.000530∗∗∗ -0.00158∗∗∗

(-4.04) (-4.27)
Observations 4205 4022

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

subsection, I examine how streaming platforms differentiate themselves using het-

erogeneous content.

Clearly, genre would be a good filter to be used first to sort movies into dis-

tinctive types. However, for some large genres (such as drama and comedy) which

contain many movies and appeal to a very broad audience, subgenre or subsub-

genre could be better filters to distinguish the movies in these genres. In order to

test whether platforms specialize in different genres, I estimate the following re-

gression:

Exclusive on Platformij = αjk + βjkGenreik + ϵi (2.4)

where Exclusive on Platformij indicates whether movie i is exclusive on platform j

and Genreik indicates whether movie i belongs to genre k.

Table 2.8a and 2.8b shows that Netflix and Amazon indeed specialize in
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several different genres.29 For example, Netflix is 16.9% more likely to license a

family movie exclusively than Amazon. On the other hand, Amazon is 17.3% more

likely to license a horror movie exclusively than Netflix. Clearly, family and horror

movies attract very different groups of viewers. In addition, Netflix’s strategy of

building a strength in family movies is evidently confirmed by added parental con-

trol and a menu for kids in its service. Amazon, on the other hand, does not have

similar functions in its service.

Table 2.8: Strength in Different Genres: Netflix versus Amazon

(a) Netflix

(1) (2) (3)
netflix netflix netflix

family 0.169∗∗∗

(6.72)

fantasy 0.145∗∗∗

(4.28)

thriller 0.0910∗∗∗

(5.01)
N 4994 4994 4994

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

(b) Amazon

(1) (2) (3)
amazon amazon amazon

foreign 0.223∗∗∗

(9.70)

horror 0.173∗∗∗

(7.90)

western 0.412∗∗∗

(10.03)
N 4994 4994 4994

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

However, as mentioned earlier, many consumers multi-home, especially on

Amazon. This lowers platforms’ incentives to differentiate themselves. In compar-

ison, I examine how Netflix and Hulu distinguish from each other. Table 2.9a and

29Since there are three streaming platforms and 27 genres, many insignificant results are omit-
ted.
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2.9b present that Netflix is 26.7% more likely to license a family movies exclusively

than Hulu and 21.4% more likely to license an animation movie than Hulu.30 On

the other hand, Hulu is 31.8% more likely to license a foreign movie exclusively

than Netflix and Amazon is only 22.3% more likely to license a foreign movie ex-

clusively than Netflix. So Netflix and Hulu further differentiate themselves than

Netflix and Amazon do because Netflix and Amazon share more subscribers.

Table 2.9: Strength in Different Genres: Netflix versus Hulu

(a) Netflix

(1) (2)
netflix netflix

family 0.267∗∗∗

(10.01)

animation 0.214∗∗∗

(6.48)
N 4832 4832

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

(b) Hulu

(1) (2)
hulu hulu

foreign 0.318∗∗∗

(15.30)

horror 0.159∗∗∗

(7.02)
N 4832 4832

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Note that platforms do not specialize in large genres such as drama and

comedy. This is because large genres are not distinctive enough and they attract

to general population. Moreover, drama and comedy contain too many movies that

are hard to exhaust. However, platforms could still specialize in certain distinctive

subgenres of drama and comedy.31

Now, I consider some alternative explanations of why movies from certain

3060.7% animation movies are also family movies.
31Unfortunately, Goodfilms does not have subgenre information for movies.
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genres are on one platform exclusively much more often than on the other plat-

forms. Using Netflix and family movies as an example, Netflix has more family

movies could because it has more movies released in certain years that happen

to have a lot of family movies. However, the distributions of movies from differ-

ent genres across the years do not vary that much. Netflix has more family movies

could because it happens to have the exclusive licensing rights of a few productive

directors’ family movies. However, the difference between the numbers of family

movies on Netflix and the other two streaming platforms is too big to be explained

by a few lucky licenses.32 Finally, Netflix has more family movies is unlikely to

be caused by Netflix as the largest streaming company and with a bigger budget

pursuing big budget films since most of the production costs of family movies are

usually not high. Thus, none of these explanations are the cause of the previous

results in this subsection. The reason is most likely that streaming companies tar-

geting certain genres to differentiate themselves.

2.5 Conclusion

Contrary to the previous theories, many two-sided markets featuring the

network effects do not tip easily. The general model in this paper shows that this

is because there exists heterogeneous content. When there are different types of

content that attract different groups of consumers, platforms can differentiate them-

selves by acquiring the exclusive rights of different types of distinctive content,

32Netflix, Amazon, and Hulu have 373, 186, and 129 family movies respectively. In the sample,
the director with most family movies has 10 family movies and 99% of the directors have no more
than two family movies.
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which counter-balances the network effects so that the market does not tip. More-

over, for popular content that appeals to the general population, platforms want

to acquire the non-exclusive rights in order to soften competition. Finally, this

increases consumer welfare compared with when the market tips to one dominat-

ing platform. Empirical evidence in the instant video streaming industry supports

this theory. In the instant video streaming industry, platforms are significantly

more likely to license popular movies non-exclusively. In addition, they specialize

in different genres of movies that attract different viewers. For example, Netflix

is 26.7% more likely to license a family movie exclusively than Hulu and Hulu is

15.9% more likely to license a horror movie exclusively than Netflix.

This paper sheds new light on the literature about two-sided markets and

network industry by allowing content to be heterogeneous. Moreover, in this pa-

per, platforms decide whether they want horizontal differentiation. To the best of

my knowledge, this paper is also the first one that connects exclusivity and differ-

ent types of content in explaining the incentives of platforms to utilize exclusive

contracts. So it explains many new phenomena observed in two-sided markets that

have not been answered in the previous literature. However, this paper is not with-

out limitations. First, I do not study proprietary content. If platforms are allowed

to develop their proprietary content, their differentiation strategies may change.

Second, in the empirical analysis, I only examine platforms’ strategies in the con-

tent supply side. Since there is no estimation of consumer demand side, no welfare

inference can be done. Future research in these directions could help us understand

more about two-sided markets which are evolving very fast and have many inter-
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esting phenomena.
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Chapter 3

“Forced Exclusivity” and Determinants of

Exclusivity

Even though exclusive dealing has many benefits to firms, platforms in two-

sided markets do not use “forced exclusivity”. Instead, they negotiate both exclu-

sive and non-exclusive contracts with content providers and let content providers

decide which type of contract to sign. The reason is that when only exclusive con-

tracts are offered, if content providers reject one platform’s offer, they have to join

the other platform exclusively. The cost of losing content providers is larger com-

pared with when non-exclusivity is the other option for content providers. So a

platform has to pay more for “forced exclusivity”, which completely outweighs the

benefits of exclusivity. This paper also finds that smaller bargaining power of plat-

forms, difference in amounts of proprietary content, or consumer surplus per con-

tent makes content providers more willing to sign non-exclusive contracts.
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3.1 Introduction

The benefits of exclusive dealing to firms has been well studied in the liter-

ature. However, it is rarely observed that firms use ”forced exclusivity”.1 On the

contrary, in many industries such as instant video streaming, wireless communica-

tion, beer distribution, firms or platforms offer both exclusive and non-exclusive

contracts. In the video game industry, Nintendo2 used to offer only exclusive con-

tracts to game developers for a short period of time in the late 1980s when it con-

trolled about 90% of the market. However, as soon as SEGA3 established itself as

a successful entrant in 1991, Nintendo gave up the practice of forcing game devel-

opers to sign exclusive contracts (see Shaprio, 1999; Kent, 2010). No video game

company ever uses “forced exclusivity” since then. Why platforms are not better

off using “forced exclusivity”? What is the benefit of including non-exclusive con-

tracts in addition to exclusive contracts? If both exclusive and non-exclusive con-

tracts are offered, what are the factors that determine whether exclusivity occurs?

In order to answer these questions, this paper develops a general model to

study the competition between platforms in the content and consumer markets.

Two platforms could offer either only exclusive contracts or both exclusive and

non-exclusive contracts. The contracting terms are determined through negotia-

1It is called “forced exclusivity” because when a firm offers only exclusive contracts, an agent
has no other choice but to sign the exclusive contract if it wants to do business with the firm.

2Nintendo is a famous Japaneses video game company that entered the US market during the
1985 Thanksgiving shopping season. Its wildly successfully video game franchises such as Mario
Brothers, Donkey Kong, and etc. helped it quickly establish the dominant position in the video
game market.

3SEGA is another famous Japanese video game company that entered the US market in the
late 1989.
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tion between platforms and content providers. If a content provider signs an ex-

clusive contract with a platform, it can only interact with buyers of this platform.4

On the other hand, non-exclusive contracts do not have this restriction. So content

providers could sign non-exclusive contracts with both platforms. After the nego-

tiation, platforms simultaneously set buyers’ access prices in the consumer market.

Each platform is also endowed with a certain amount of proprietary content5 and

its value to buyers increases with its total amount of content. Then, buyers pick

the platform generating the highest utility to join.

The analysis shows that platforms want to offer both exclusive and non-

exclusive contracts to content providers and let content providers choose between

these two types of contracts, even though they could provide only exclusive con-

tracts to force content providers to be exclusive. The reason is that if a platform

offers only exclusive contracts and content providers reject these “forced exclusiv-

ity” contracts, they have to join the other platform exclusively. The cost of losing

these content providers is very large compared with when the other option for con-

tent providers is joining both platforms non-exclusively. Platforms have to pay

much more for “forced exclusivity”, which outweighs the benefits of having ex-

clusive content providers. This is true no matter which type of contracts content

4Content providers and buyers are used as generic terms to represent the two types of agents
on the two sides of platforms. A content provider and a buyer may not literally “sell” or “buy”
content when they interact with each other. For example, on a dating website, men and women
get benefits from their interaction without selling or buying content.

5For example, video game console manufactures, Nintendo and Sony, develop their own first-
party games in order to attract game players. Operating system developers, Microsoft and Apple,
develop many software and apps to accompany their operating systems, Windows and iOS, in or-
der to make their operating systems more usable and user-friendly. Proprietary content is usually
exclusive.
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providers would sign if both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts are offered.

In addition, this study identifies three factors that influence content providers’

decisions to be exclusive when both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts are of-

fered. First, when platforms have large bargaining power, content providers are

more willing to sign exclusive contracts. This is because content providers have to

negotiate exclusive contracts before non-exclusive contracts and they would not be

fully compensated for rejecting exclusive contracts since platforms capture some

of the benefits of content providers’ non-exclusivity. This problem becomes more

severe when platforms have larger bargaining power. Second, a smaller difference

in amounts of proprietary content makes non-exclusive arrangements more likely

to be reached. A smaller difference in amounts of proprietary content leads to

smaller difference in buyers demands for the two platforms. This increases con-

tent providers’ opportunity costs of being exclusive, since they cannot interact

with buyers on the other platform if they are exclusive on one platform. Third,

this study finds that since the value of vertical differentiation increases with con-

sumer surplus per content and exclusivity increases vertical differentiation between

platforms, exclusivity is more likely to occur when consumer surplus per content is

large.

To the best of my knowledge, this paper is the first one to study why plat-

forms do not use “forced exclusivity”. In the previous exclusive dealing literature,

firm’s strategic space in contracting is limited. In most articles (including but not

limited to Besanko and Perry, 1993; Martimort, 1996; Simpson and Wickelgren,

2007), firms are assumed to offer either exclusive or non-exclusive contracts. In a
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few other articles (Bernheim and Whinston, 1998; Hagiu and Lee, 2011), firms are

assumed to only offer both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts together. So no

previous research studies the benefit of including non-exclusive contracts in addi-

tion to exclusive contracts to platforms. This paper helps explain why platforms

offer both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts in many industries.

This paper also extends the existing work on two-sided markets. Most of

the previous literature on two-sided markets (including but not limited to Arm-

strong, 2006; Rochet and Tirole, 2006; Hagiu, 2006), only focuses on platforms’

pricing in both sides of the market. Whether or not content providers are exclusive

is exogenously given. Only a few articles study exclusivity as an endogenous pro-

cess. Section 5 in Armstrong and Wright (2007) and section 6 in Doganoglu and

Wright (2010) extend the Naked Exclusion literature (see Rasmusen et al., 1991;

Segal and Whinston, 2000b) to the two-sided market setting. They show that the

network effects, similar as the scale economy, help one platform foreclose the mar-

ket with exclusive contracts. In Hagiu and Lee (2011), platforms bid the exclusive

and non-exclusive rights of content simultaneously. They mainly focus on the ef-

fects of content control rights on exclusivity. They show that if content is sold out-

right to the platforms, exclusivity always occurs; if content is only affiliated with

platforms (content providers still control the pricing of their content), then non-

exclusivity could exist in equilibrium. This paper studies different determinants of

exclusivity when both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts are offered.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the general

model and section 3 studies the benefit of offering non-exclusive contracts in ad-
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dition to exclusive contracts to platforms. Section 4 analyzes the determinants of

exclusivity when both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts are offered. It also ex-

plains two new phenomena about exclusivity in two-sided markets. Section 5 offers

a conclusion.

3.2 Model Setup

There are three types of agents: platforms, content providers, and buyers.

Content providers and buyers have to join a platform in order to interact with each

other. Content providers and buyers receive zero benefit if they do not join any

platform. The timing of the game is broken down into three major stages:

I Two competing platforms, A and B, decide whether they want to offer non-

exclusive contracts in addition to exclusive contracts to content providers.

II Content providers decide whether they want to negotiate exclusive contracts

with platform A or platform B.6 After the exclusive contracts negotiation,

if platforms offer non-exclusive contracts, the remaining content providers

negotiate non-exclusive contracts with both platforms.

III Platforms simultaneously set their access prices for the buyers. Then, buyers

decide which platform to join.7

6Negotiation is pervasive in business-to-business (B2B) contexts and the interactions between
platforms and content providers are no exception.

7I assume buyers can only join one platform. This assumption only increases the benefit of
exclusive dealing because if some buyers join both platforms, platforms have less incentives to use
exclusive content to differentiate themselves. So this assumption is not the cause of no “forced
exclusivity” used in two-sided market.
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There are M units of content providers, each of whom has a piece of con-

tent.8 Platforms A and B are also endowed with N e
A and N e

B proprietary exclusive

content respectively. Without loss of generality, let N e
A ≥ N e

B. M,N e
A, and N e

B

are treated as parameters in this paper because it takes time and effort to develop

content. So in the short run, as in this model, M,N e
A, and N e

B are fixed. Moreover,

incentives and strategies of content providers and platforms in developing content

deserve a dedicated paper.

Platforms negotiate with content providers following a Nash bargaining pro-

cess.9 Platforms can only make simple contracts. They cannot offer complex con-

tracts such as ones that are contingent on the number of content providers who

have already signed contracts with them. So every content provider receives the

same contracting term from a platform even though they negotiate individually

with the platform. This happens when there are a large number of small content

providers. So it is too costly for platforms to tailor their contracts for each indi-

vidual content provider. For example, in mobile app and video game industry, the

contracts from platforms to content providers are generic.

At the end of Stage III, all of the content providers and buyers on a plat-

form interact with each other. When a content provider interact with a buyer, the

content provider gets π in profit and the buyer gets S in consumer surplus. Since

8Content providers are assumed to be uniform in this model. The effects of heterogeneous con-
tent providers and heterogeneous content on exclusivity are analyzed in Shao (2016a) and Shao
(2016b) respectively.

9The results of the model are not driven by the cooperative nature of the Nash bargaining
game. As shown in Binmore et al. (1986), a non-cooperative Rubinstein alternating offers game
generates the same limiting equilibrium outcome as the equivalent Nash bargaining game.
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content providers and buyers join platforms before they start interacting with each

other, transfers from platforms to content providers and payments from buyers to

platforms do not affect S and π. For simplicity, I assume S and π are constant in

this model.10

The two platforms are horizontally differentiated for buyers and are located

at the two end points of a linear Hotelling segment. And there is one unit measure

of buyers with traveling cost t. Let Ni denote the amount of content on platform i

at the end of Stage III, where i ∈ {A,B}. Then, the utility for a buyer located at

x ∈ [0, 1] from purchasing access to platform A or B are given by

uA(x) = V − xt− PA +NAS and uB(x) = V − (1− x)t− PB +NBS

respectively, where PA and PB are access prices charged by the two platforms and

V represents buyers’ intrinsic value from participating in either platform. V is

large enough so that the whole consumer market is covered in equilibrium. Note

that NiS represents the network effects. Since uA(x) and uB(x) increase with NA

and NB, if NA and NB are different, platforms are vertically differentiated in buyer’s

utility from consuming content on the two platforms.

10This model only has corner solutions: all of the content providers sign either exclusive or
non-exclusive contracts. If S and π are not constant, for example, π is a strict decreasing func-
tion of the amount of content on a platform, a stable mixed strategy equilibrium in which some
content providers are exclusive and others are non-exclusive could exist. However, the effects of
other factors influencing content providers decisions to be exclusive remain the same.
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3.3 Benefit of Offering Non-exclusive Contracts in Addi-
tion to Exclusive Contracts

Working backwards, the analysis starts from describing the nature of price

competition and consumer demand in Stage III. Then, it goes on to study the ne-

gotiation between content providers and platforms in Stage II. Finally, the analysis

concludes whether platforms would offer non-exclusive contracts.

3.3.1 Stage III: Competing for Buyers

At this stage, the number of content providers joining each platform is set-

tled. So the amount of content on each platform is also determined and is known

to the buyers. Following the standard procedure of solving a Hotelling model, the

consumer demand for platform i can be derived as:

Di =
1

2
+

NiS −NjS + Pj − Pi

2t
i ̸= j ∈ {A,B}

For simplicity, platforms’ costs for serving buyers, content providers, and

facilitating interactions are normalized to zero. Also, at this stage, any transfers

made to content providers are set and would not affect platforms’ competition for

buyers. So the two platforms solve the stage III profit maximization problems si-

multaneously,

max
Pi

{
Pi

(
1

2
+

NiS −NjS + Pj − Pi

2t

)}
i ̸= j ∈ {A,B}

Then, platform i would set the profit maximizing access price. Hence, the respec-

tive demand and profit of platform i could be derived by substituting the optimal
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access prices of platforms A and B into the demand function and the profit func-

tion above. As shown below, the demand and profit of platform i depend solely on

the difference between the respective amounts of content on each platform, denoted

by ∆Ni (∆Ni = Ni − Nj). From buyer’s demand of platform i, stage III profit for

each content provider could be easily derived.

• DP (∆Ni) =
1
2
(1 + ∆NiS

3t
), which denotes the buyers’ demand for platform i.

• ΠP (∆Ni) =
t
2
(1 + ∆NiS

3t
)2, which denotes the stage III profit of platform i.

• ΠC(∆Ni) = πDP (∆Ni) = π
2
(1 + ∆NiS

3t
), which denotes the stage III profit

of a content provider on platform i (not including the transfers received from

platforms in Stage II).

A few points to note here. First, in order to make sure DP (∆Ni) < 1,

(M + N e
A − N e

B)S < 3t. This is because the largest ∆N equals M + N e
A − N e

B,

which happens when all of the content providers join platform A exclusively. Sec-

ond, since DP (∆NA) +DP (∆NB) = 1, a content provider that joins both platforms

gets ΠC(∆NA) + ΠC(∆NB) = π in stage III. Finally, when content providers are

exclusive, ∆N becomes larger compared with when content providers multi-home.

So the vertical differentiation between platforms increases with exclusivity. This

plays an important role in explaining some of the results.

3.3.2 Stage II: Negotiation between Platforms and Content Providers

Since platforms decide whether to offer non-exclusive contracts in Stage I,

there are two cases in Stage II.
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3.3.2.1 Both Exclusive and Non-exclusive Contracts Are Offered

If both platforms offer non-exclusive contracts in addition to exclusive con-

tracts in Stage II, platforms and content providers negotiate exclusive contracts

first and then non-exclusive contracts.11 Content providers have to decide whether

they want to participate in the negotiation of exclusive contracts with either plat-

form. Appendix C.1.2 shows that content providers either all participate in the ne-

gotiation of exclusive contracts or none participates in the negotiation of exclusive

contracts since the profit of a content provider is maximized when either all of the

content providers are exclusive or all of the content providers are non-exclusive.

If content providers reject the exclusive offers or do not participate in the

negotiation of exclusive contracts at all, then, they all participate in the negotia-

tions of non-exclusive contracts with both platforms A and B. This is because for

any content provider, if it joins a platform non-exclusively in addition to the other

platform, its own stage III profit increases through interacting with buyers on

this platform and the platform’s stage III profit also increases. So clearly content

providers are at least weakly better off by negotiating non-exclusive contracts and

splitting the incremental profits with the platform. Let the transfers from plat-

form A and platform B to content providers in exchange for non-exclusivity be Tm
A

11Since the objective of this paper is not to build a general bargaining model, I assume plat-
forms are not negotiating exclusive and non-exclusive contracts simultaneously in this model
since I adopt a Nash bargaining framework, which does not support multiple options for agents
in the bilateral negotiation. However, this assumption only simplifies the analysis but does not
affect the condition that determines exclusivity. In Hagiu and Lee (2011), even though platforms
bid the exclusive and non-exclusive rights of content simultaneously, the condition that deter-
mines exclusivity (condition 2) is very similar to the one in this paper.
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and Tm
B respectively. Finally, let E = N e

A − N e
B denote the difference between the

amounts of proprietary content of platforms A and B.

Since non-exclusive contracts do not require content providers to join only

one platform, the negotiation of non-exclusive contracts between content providers

and one platform does not affect the negotiation of non-exclusive contracts be-

tween content providers and the other platform. Without loss of generality, the

Nash bargaining between platform B and content providers is studied first. Since

content providers have the same profit function, at the disagreement point, none

of the M content providers take the non-exclusive offer made by platform B, but

they all join platform A,12 which means platform A has M + N e
A content and plat-

form B only has N e
B content. So ∆NA = M + E for platform A and ∆NB =

−M − E for platform B. Thus, the total profit platform B can make at the dis-

agreement point is ΠP (−M − E) (only Stage III profit with no transfer to content

providers). The total profit a content provider can make at the disagreement point

is ΠC(M + E) + Tm
A (including the transfer from platform A and Stage III profit)

since it only joins platform A non-exclusively.

At the agreement point, content providers do sign non-exclusive contracts

with platform B, which means that platform A still has M +N e
A content, but plat-

form B now has M + N e
B content. So ∆NA = E for platform A and ∆NB = −E

for platform B. In this case, the total profit of platform B is ΠP (−E) − MTm
B (in-

cluding transfers to content providers and Stage III profit) and the total profit of a

12In equilibrium, all of the M content providers indeed join platform A. Platform B could
anticipate this and make offers assuming content providers all join platform A.
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content provider is ΠC(E) + Tm
A + ΠC(−E) + Tm

B = π + Tm
A + Tm

B (including the

transfers from both platforms and Stage III profits from interacting with buyers on

both platforms) since it joins both platforms non-exclusively.

So the transfer resulted from the Nash bargaining process is characterized

by maximizing the Nash product

max
Tm
B

[ΠP (−E)−MTm
B − ΠP (−E −M)]α[(π + Tm

A + Tm
B )− (ΠC(E +M) + Tm

A )]1−α

which is equivalent to maximizing the log of the Nash product

max
Tm
B

Π = α ln[ΠP (−E)−MTm
B − ΠP (−E −M)] + (1− α)[ΠC(−E −M) + Tm

B ]

Take the derivative of the above equation and set it equal to zero:

dΠ

dTm
B

=
−αM

ΠP (−E)−MTm
A − ΠP (−E −M)

+
1− α

ΠC(−E −M) + Tm
B

= 0

From the first order condition above, the mutually agreed equilibrium transfer can

be derived as

Tm
B = (1− α)[ΠP (−E)− ΠP (−E −M)]/M − αΠC(−E −M) (3.1)

It is easy to verify that with this equilibrium transfer, content providers indeed

would reach non-exclusive arrangements with platform B. The details are in the

Appendix.

Now, I solve the Nash bargaining problem between platform A and content

providers. At the disagreement point, none of the M content providers take the

non-exclusive offers of platform A and they all join platform B in equilibrium as
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shown before. So platform A has N e
A content and platform B has N e

B +M content

in Stage III. Thus, the total profit platform A can make at the disagreement point

is ΠP (E−M) and the total profit a content provider can make at the disagreement

point is ΠC(M − E) + Tm
B .

At the agreement point, all of the content providers accept platform A’s

non-exclusive offers and each of them gets Tm
A in transfer. Hence, platform A has

N e
A + M content and platform B has N e

B + M content. So the total profit of plat-

form A is ΠP (E)−MTm
A and the total profit of each content provider is π + Tm

A +

Tm
B .

Clearly, this is symmetric to the bargaining between platform B and con-

tent providers. Similarly as before, by maximizing the Nash product, the equilib-

rium transfer from platform A to content providers in exchange for non-exclusivity

can be derived as

Tm
A = (1− α)[ΠP (E)− ΠP (E −M)]/M − αΠC(E −M) (3.2)

Again, it is easy to verify that content providers and platform A indeed reach non-

exclusive agreements in equilibrium.

So if content providers reject the exclusive offers or do not participate in

the negotiation of exclusive contracts at all, each of them would sign non-exclusive

contracts with both platforms in Stage II and receives π+ Tm
A + Tm

B in profit at the

end of Stage III.

If content providers participate in the negotiation of exclusive contracts,

they need to decide which platform to bargain with since exclusive contracts re-
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quire content providers to join only one platform. Since N e
A ≥ N e

B, consumer de-

mand for platform A is larger when all of the content providers are exclusive on

platform A and hence both platform A’s Stage III profit and content providers’

Stage III profits are bigger than when all of the content providers are exclusive on

platform A. So content providers are better off by negotiate exclusive contracts

with platform A (splitting a larger pie). The formal proof is in Appendix C.1.2.

Let T e
A be the transfer from platform A to content providers in exchange for exclu-

sivity.

At the disagreement point, none of the content providers sign exclusive

contracts with platform A and all of them negotiate non-exclusive contracts with

both platforms.13 As shown earlier, if this happens, all of the content providers

join both platforms at the end of Stage II. So the total profits at the disagreement

point for platform A and each content provider are ΠP (E)−MTm
A and π+Tm

A +Tm
B

respectively.

If platform A and content providers reach exclusive arrangements with trans-

fer T e
A, content providers cannot join platform B anymore. Thus, at the agreement

point, platform A has N e
A + M content and platform B only has N e

B content. So

the total profits for platform A and each content provider are ΠP (M + E) −MT e
A

and ΠC(M + E) + T e
A respectively.

13None of the content providers would negotiate exclusive contracts with platform B even when
they hypothetically reject platform A’s exclusive offers. The reason is that platform B’s exclusive
offers would be worse than platform A’s exclusive offers since platform B has less proprietary
content than platform A does. So even if content providers consider platform B’s exclusive offers
as outside options, by the “outside option principle” (see Sutton, 1986), content providers would
not take these outside options.
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The solution to the Nash bargaining process is characterized by the maxi-

mization problem

max
T e
A

[ΠP (M +E)−MT e
A− (ΠP (E)−MTm

A )]α[ΠC(M +E)+T e
A− (π+Tm

A +Tm
B )]1−α

The transfer from platform A to content providers in exchange for exclusivity can

be derived similarly as before:

T e
A = (1− α)[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E)]/M + Tm

A + α(Tm
B +ΠC(−M − E)) (3.3)

Platform A and content providers negotiate and sign exclusive contracts if

and only if exclusivity generates higher profits for both platform A and content

providers:

ΠP (M + E)−MT e
A > ΠP (E)−MTm

A

ΠC(M + E) + T e
A > π + Tm

A + Tm
B

If at least one of the incentive compatibility constraints is not satisfied, content

providers and platform A would not reach exclusive agreements in equilibrium, and

content providers would sign non-exclusive contracts with both platforms instead.

After substituting equation (3.3) into the incentive compatibility constraints

of platform A and content providers to sign exclusive contracts above, these two

incentive compatibility constraints become the same after simplification. The deriva-

tion is in the Appendix. They are both equivalent to

ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E) > M(Tm
B +ΠC(−M − E))
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Henceforth, I will use the incentive compatibility constraint to refer to this con-

dition. As shown in the Lemma C.1.1, the incentive compatibility constraint is

equivalent to joint profit maximization of platform A and content providers.

So exclusivity occurs if and only if it maximizes the joint profit of platform

A and content providers, which requires that net benefits of exclusivity are greater

than zero.14 The net benefits of exclusivity are the difference between the joint

profits of platform A and content providers when all of the content providers are

exclusive and when they are non-exclusive.

Proposition 3.3.1. Content providers sign non-exclusive contracts with both plat-

forms if and only if

S[2(2−α)S+3π(1−α)]E+S[(2−α)S+3π(1−α)]M−9tπ(1−α)+6tαS ≤ 0 (3.4)

Otherwise, they all sign exclusive contracts with platform A.

Proof. See the Appendix.

The above condition could be easily derived by substituting equation (3.1),

(3.2), and (3.3) into the incentive comparability constraint. Proposition 3.3.1 agrees

with the intuition that as the net benefits of exclusivity decrease (or the opportu-

nity costs grow), it becomes harder for exclusive dealing to be mutually beneficial

for platform A and content providers. In addition, by analyzing condition (3.4),

Section 3.4 in this paper deduces the factors that affect the likelihood of exclusiv-

ity in a two-sided market.

14Since the incentive compatibility constraints for both platform A and content providers are
the same, the net benefits for them are the same too.
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3.3.2.2 Only Exclusive Contracts

If at lease one of the platforms does not offer non-exclusive contracts, con-

tent providers could only join either platform A or platform B exclusively.15 So in

this case, content providers are forced to choose exclusivity since there is no non-

exclusive alternatives. In addition, content providers are at least weakly better off

by participating in the negotiation of exclusive contracts with either platform com-

pared with not joining any platform.

Let the transfers from platforms A and B to content providers in exchange

for exclusivity be T f
A and T f

B respectively when only exclusive contracts are offered.

Since the bargaining between platform A and content providers is symmetric to

the bargaining between platform B and content providers, without loss of general-

ity, I look at the Nash bargaining between platform A and content providers.

At the disagreement point, all of the content providers join platform B ex-

clusively. Compared with the disagreement point when platform A and content

providers are negotiating exclusive contracts, if non-exclusive contracts are of-

fered, content providers join both platforms non-exclusively. So at the disagree-

ment point, platform A’s total profit is ΠP (E − M) and the total profit for a con-

tent provider is ΠC(M − E) + T f
B. On the other hand, at the agreement point, all

of the content providers join platform A exclusively, which means that platform

15If there are only two platforms in the market, content providers could sign non-exclusive
contracts with both of them only when both of them offer non-exclusive contracts. If one of the
platforms does not offer non-exclusive contracts, content providers have to choose between the
two platforms. If they want to join the other platform, they have to join the other platform ex-
clusively regardless the type(s) of contracts offered by the other platform. So the other platform’s
contracts are de facto exclusive too.
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A’s total profit is ΠP (M + E) −MT f
A and the total profit for a content provider is

ΠC(M + E) + T f
A.

Similarly as before, transfers from platform A to content providers in ex-

change for exclusivity can be derived by solving the Nash bargaining problem

T f
A =

ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E −M)

(1 + α)M
+

α[ΠP (M − E)− ΠP (−M − E)]

(1 + α)M

− α[ΠC(M + E)− ΠC(M − E)]

1 + α
(3.5)

The details of the derivation is in Appendix C.1.5. By symmetry, transfers from

platform B to content providers in exchange for exclusivity equal

T f
B =

ΠP (M − E)− ΠP (−M − E)

(1 + α)M
+

α[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E −M)]

(1 + α)M

− α[ΠC(M − E)− ΠC(M + E)]

1 + α
(3.6)

So the profit of a content provider when content providers join platform A

exclusively is ΠC(M + E) + T f
A and the profit of a content provider when content

providers join platform B exclusively is ΠC(M −E)+T f
B. By comparing the profits

in these two cases, content providers decide which platform to join exclusively. The

result is summarized in the following lemma:

Lemma 3.3.1. If only exclusive contracts are offered, content providers sign exclu-

sive contracts with platform A.

Proof. See the Appendix.
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This result is very intuitive. Since N e
A ≥ N e

B, consumer demand for plat-

form A when all of the content providers join platform A exclusively is larger than

when they join platform B exclusively. So platform A’s Stage III profit with all

of the content providers is larger than platform B’s Stage III profit with all of the

content providers. Platform A is able to and willing to give larger transfers to con-

tent providers in exchange for exclusivity. In addition, a content provider’s Stage

III profit is bigger when all of the content providers join platform A exclusively.

Thus, content providers are better off by negotiate exclusive contracts with plat-

form A (splitting a larger pie).

3.3.3 Stage I: Decision of Whether to Offer Non-exclusive Contracts

In this stage, platforms need to decide whether to offer non-exclusive con-

tracts in addition to exclusive contracts to content providers in Stage II. Platform

B would not use “forced exclusivity” because according to Lemma 3.3.1 platform B

can not induce content providers to sign exclusive contracts with it anyway. So

platform B is indifferent if content providers would join platform A exclusively

when non-exclusive contracts are also offered since Proposition 3.3.1 shows that

if both types of contracts are offered exclusivity occurs only when all of the con-

tent providers join platform A exclusively. “Forced exclusivity” strategy even hurts

platform B if content providers would join both platforms non-exclusively when

non-exclusive contracts are also offered.

Only platform A may be tempted to use “forced exclusivity” since exclusive

content could increase its Stage III profit. Let Πf
A denote platform A’s total profit
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when only exclusive contracts are used. By Lemma 3.3.1,

Πf
A = ΠP (M + E)−MT f

A

When both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts are offered, if content providers

would join both platforms non-exclusively, the total profit of platform A is

Πm
A = ΠP (E)−MTm

A = αΠP (E) + (1− α)ΠP (E −M) + αMΠC(E −M)

Lemma C.2.1 in the Appendix shows that platform A would not offer only exclu-

sive contracts in this case since “forced exclusivity” lowers platform A’s total profit

(Πm
A > Πf

A). This is because even if platform A’s Stage III profit increases with

exclusivity, the transfers to content providers increase even more (T f
A > Tm

A ) if only

exclusive contracts are offered. This shows the important role of content providers

in the competition between the platforms. “Forced exclusivity” may give plat-

form A an advantage in the competition with platform B, but it also gives content

providers better positions in the negotiation of exclusive contracts.

Next, when both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts are offered, if con-

tent providers would join platform A exclusively, the total profit of platform A is

Πe
A =ΠP (M + E)−MT e

A = αΠP (M + E) + (1− α)ΠP (E −M) + αMΠC(E −M)

− α(1− α)[ΠP (−E)− ΠP (−M − E) +MΠC(−M − E)]

Lemma C.2.2 in the Appendix shows that platform A would not offer only exclu-

sive contracts in this case either since “forced exclusivity” lowers platform A’s to-

tal profit (Πe
A > Πf

A). The reason is that there are no extra benefits even if plat-

form A offers only exclusive contracts. However, the costs increase (T f
A > T e

A) if
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only exclusive contracts are used. Thus, platform A never finds “forced exclusiv-

ity” worthwhile, and giving content providers the option of non-exclusivity actually

benefits platform A. So both platforms would offer non-exclusive contracts in addi-

tion to exclusive contracts in Stage II as shown in the next proposition:

Proposition 3.3.2. Both platforms would provide non-exclusive contracts in ad-

dition to exclusive contracts to content providers to let content providers choose

between being exclusive and non-exclusive.

This result shows the benefit of non-exclusive contracts to platforms. The

additional non-exclusive contracts softens platforms’ competition for content providers.

When only exclusive contracts are offered, if content providers reject a platform’s

exclusive offers, they have to join the other platform exclusively. On the other

hand, when non-exclusive contracts are also offered, if content providers reject a

platform’s exclusive offers, they could join both platforms non-exclusively. So the

costs of not reaching exclusive agreements with content providers are higher when

only exclusive contracts are offered. Thus, a platform has to pay much more for

exclusivity if only exclusive contracts are offered, which completely outweighs the

benefit of exclusive content to a platform.

As shown in the Introduction, in two-sided markets platforms that use ex-

clusive contracts also offers non-exclusive contracts. For example, in the wireless

communication industry, wireless carriers offers both exclusive and non-exclusive

contracts to cell phone manufactures. In the instant video streaming industry,

video streaming services all have a mixture of exclusive and non-exclusive content.
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Moreover, in some traditional one-sided markets, firms also offer both exclusive

and non-exclusive contracts. For example, in the beer distribution industry, brew-

ing companies offer distribution companies both options. In fact, in this model,

when there are no network effects (S = 0), the market structure resembles an

one-sided market. Platforms and buyers together can be viewed as the consumer

market.16

3.4 Determinants of Exclusivity

Since platforms always offer both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts to

content providers, exclusivity may or may not happen depending on the net bene-

fits of exclusivity to the agents in the industry as shown in Proposition 3.3.1. This

section analyzes the factors that influence the likelihood of exclusivity in two-sided

markets and explains some new phenomena that can not explained by previous lit-

erature.

The three corollaries in this section are derived by rearranging terms in con-

dition (3.4) and simplification. The details of the derivations are in Appendix C.3.

Corollary 3.4.1. As platform’s bargaining power (α) decreases, content providers

become more willing to sign non-exclusive contracts with both platforms.

Proof. See the Appendix.

More bargaining power for content providers increases the transfers from

16When S = 0, content market and buyer market are independent.
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platform B to content providers for signing non-exclusive contracts. The opportu-

nity costs for content providers being exclusive on platform A also increase. This

makes content providers less willing to sign exclusive contracts with platform A.

On the other hand, if platform B has a high bargaining power, content providers

are more reluctant to reject platform A’s exclusive offers because they know that

the incremental benefits of joining platform B are low.

This result suggests that if platforms have high bargaining power, the amount

of content on platforms would be low. The significant role played by price-bargaining

power of platforms is supported by empirical evidence in the US daily deal mar-

ket, in which platforms (Groupon and LivingSocial) and merchants negotiate deal

prices. Zhang and Chung (2016) shows that higher price-bargaining power of a

platform increases the platform’s profit but decreases the number of merchants

posting daily deals on that platform.

If platform B could commit to a lower bargaining power, then, content providers

may choose non-exclusivity instead of exclusivity, which could increase the to-

tal profits of both platform B and content providers. This is similar to a hold-up

problem, which occurs for one party in a negotiation when this party could make

an efficiency enhancing investment before the bargaining begins. However, during

the bargaining, this investment will not be fully compensated by the other party

because it is sunk cost in this stage. Thus, no investment will be made in the ex-

treme case when the other party has all of the bargaining power.17 In this model,

17Rogerson (1992) list the two conditions for a hold-up problem to occur. Gul (2001) give some
examples of the hold-up problems studied in the contract theory and theory of the firm literature.
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content providers have to decide whether to accept or reject the exclusive contracts

before they bargain with platform B for non-exclusive contracts. Platform B does

not compensate content providers’ profits forgone by rejecting platform A’s exclu-

sive offers, since they are sunk costs when platform B and content providers are

negotiating non-exclusive contracts. If platform B cannot commit to lower bar-

gaining power (which generates higher transfers to content providers), content

providers would anticipate that platform B will bargain as hard as it can once they

reject the exclusive offers. So there exist some situations in which non-exclusivity

increases the total profits of platform B and content providers. However, with large

bargaining power, platform B gets most of those total profits. The profits of con-

tent providers actually decrease compared with when they sign exclusive contracts

with platform A. Thus, content providers could reach exclusive agreements with

platform A even though the total profits of content providers and platform B are

lower. By committing to a lower bargaining power, platform B could resolve the

hold-up problem.

However, in general, the hold-up problem is just one of the contributing fac-

tors that determine exclusivity. Only in the extreme case when platforms have all

of the bargaining power (α = 1), the hold-up problem causes content providers to

always choose signing exclusive contracts since condition (3.4) dose not hold:

Πnet = 2S2E + S2M + 6tS > 0

This is because content providers would be exploited by platform B and get zero

incremental profits anyway if they join platform B non-exclusively. Gul (2001)
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shows that many articles about the hold-up problem have similar results.18

On the other hand, even when there is no hold-up problem (α = 0), whether

or not exclusivity occurs still depends on other parameters in the model. Condi-

tion (3.4) becomes

Πnet = S(4S + 3π)E + S(2S + 3π)M − 9tπ

which could be either positive or negative. So the intuitions and results concerning

other parameters are not a consequence of the hold-up problem. Note that con-

dition (2) in Hagiu and Lee (2011) is the same as condition (3.4) in this model

when α = 0, which suggests that platforms bidding for the exclusive and non-

exclusive rights of content could be viewed as a special case of platforms and con-

tent providers negotiations of exclusive and non-exclusive contracts.

Corollary 3.4.2. As the difference between the amounts of platforms A and B’s

proprietary content (E) decreases, content providers become more willing to sign

non-exclusive contracts with both platforms.

Proof. See the appendix.

This is because if platform B has a large amount of proprietary content,

platform B is more attractive to buyers. This leads to more buyers on platform B.

Thus, exclusivity incurs more costs to content providers since they cannot interact

18In these models, the buyer takes an observable investment that could improve his own utility
of later consumption. Then, the buyer and the seller bargain. Only in the extreme case that the
seller can extract all surplus, in equilibrium, the buyer will not invest at all.
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with the buyers on platform B if they are exclusive on platform A. These increased

opportunity costs make content providers choose non-exclusivity instead.

The above corollary suggests that a large amount of proprietary content

of platform A acts as an entry barrier for platform B. In order to induce content

providers to join both platforms non-exclusively, platform B also needs to have

more proprietary content. In the third-generation19 video game console market,

the entrant platform, Atari, had only 47 first party games.2021 At that time, the

rate of always-exclusive third-party games22 was 88% (see Table 2 in Corts and Le-

derman, 2009), which means that most of the third-party games were exclusive on

the incumbent platform, Nintendo. So Atari did not sell very well and Nintendo

controlled almost the whole market. The situation did not change much until when

a serious contender, SEGA, entered the market with its fourth-generation game

console, Genesis.23 SEGA also secured the exclusive rights of many popular games

at that time,24 which helped it build a large and stable customer base. As a re-

sult, many game developers did not want to sign exclusive contracts with Nintendo

anymore because they did not want to lose SEGA’s potential market. The rate of

19Video game consoles are classified into generations according to hardware configurations such
as CPU processing power, amount of memory, media format, and etc. Nintendo’s NES and Atari
7800 are typically considered as third-generation video game consoles.

20The video games developed by video game console companies are called first party games.
These titles are proprietary content in this model.

21First party game numbers are collect from MobyGames, which is a comprehensive video game
database. It records all the relevant information of games for 168 video game platforms from
1971 till now.

22Third party games are developed by independent game developers, which are content
providers in this model.

23Nintendo later released its own fourth-generation game console, Super NES.
24SEGA had 94 first party games, which was double the number of first party games of Atari.
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always-exclusive third party games dropped to 65%. SEGA eventually got more

than 40% of the market, which was much better than Atari did. This suggests that

SEGA overcame the entry barrier by utilizing its first party games.

This result could explain the trend of decreasing rate of exclusive game ti-

tles in the video game console market. The number of always-exclusive third-party

games decreased from 88% in the third-generation video game console market to

54% in the sixth-generation video game console market. This is because the dif-

ference between the numbers of first party games was also decreasing. For exam-

ple, in the fifth-generation video game console market, Sony’s PlayStation and

Nintendo 64 were the two leading video game consoles. Together, their market

shares topped 90%. Sony developed 129 first party games, which was more than

double the number of first party games of Nintendo (55). In the fifth-generation

video game console market, the rate of always-exclusive third party games was

77%. In the sixth-generation video game console market, Sony’s PlayStation 2 and

Microsoft’s Xbox were the two leading video game consoles. Sony developed 107

first party games and Microsoft developed 74 first party games. So Sony only had

about 45% more first party games than Microsoft. Clearly, difference between the

numbers of first party games shrank a lot. In the meantime, the rate of always-

exclusive third party games dropped to 54% in the sixth generation video game

market.

Besides the video game market, in the instant video streaming market, Net-

flix used to be the dominant player with many exclusive movies and TV shows on

its website. Later, Hulu and Amazon entered the market with their own exclu-
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sive content.25 Then, the dynamic between content providers and the platforms

changed in this market. Now, more and more movie and TV shows are simultane-

ously released onto different websites instead of being exclusive on just one when

they become available for streaming. Even some big blockbuster movies such as

Skyfall, The Avenger, The Hunger Game, and etc., are available on Netflix, Ama-

zon, Hulu, and sometimes on Crackle at the same time.

Corollary 3.4.3. As the consumer surplus per content (S) decreases, content

providers become more willing to sign non-exclusive contracts with both platforms.

The intuition behind this corollary is that a higher consumer surplus per

content could increase the value of vertical differentiation between platforms A and

B when they have different amounts of content. Moreover, exclusivity increases the

difference in amounts of content. Hence, platform A is willing to pay more for ex-

clusivity to increase vertical differentiation and content providers are more willing

to sign exclusive contracts with platform A. On the other hand, a lower consumer

surplus per content makes non-exclusivity more likely in the market.

A good example is the comparison between Japanese and U.S. video game

markets (see Kent, 2010). Following the video game crash of 1983 in the U.S.,26

Japan dominated the world video game industry for the next two decades. During

that time, Japan were full of competitive and innovative video game companies.

25Hulu had the exclusive rights of many current seasons of popular TV shows. Amazon Instant
Video acquired the exclusive rights of many HBO shows and other popular movies.

26The video game crash of 1983 was a massive recession of the video game industry that
started in 1983. Revenues had peaked at around $3.2 billion in 1983, then fell to around $100
million by 1985.
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In fact, seven out of the ten best video game companies of all time are Japanese

companies.27 However, competition between the video game developing compa-

nies was also fierce in Japan, which led to higher consumer surplus per game for

Japanese gamers in the 80s and 90s. In the meantime, there were much more ex-

clusive games in Japan than in the U.S.

This example emphasizes the connection between the content and consumer

markets. An interesting consequence is that a higher consumer surplus per con-

tent (S) may decrease total consumer welfare because a higher S may induce con-

tent providers to be exclusive, which increases vertical differentiation and soften

platform competition in the consumer market. So increasing consumer surplus in

the content market may not be beneficial especially when exclusivity would occur.

Before implementing consumer protection policies in the content market, policy

makers need to carefully analyze the effects on content exclusivity in order to avoid

negative outcomes of total consumer welfare. For example, reducing search costs

or traveling costs, providing a better rating system of content, could make buy-

ers more sensitive to prices of content.28 Hence, the content market becomes more

competitive, which increases S.29 So exclusivity is more likely to occur, which re-

duces the competition between platforms in the consumer market.

On the other hand, since less competition among content providers gener-

27See the Top 10 Best Video Game Companies of All Time report here.
28The change in competitiveness level in the content market is not caused by changes in other

parameters (Ne
A,N

e
B,M , and α) in this model and does not affect these parameters.

29As shown in Salop (1979), the elasticity of an individual firm’s demand decreases with con-
sumer’s traveling costs. Anderson and Renault (1999) show that search costs increase market
prices and lower competition between firms.
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ally decreases S, the above corollary suggests that less competition in the content

market could facilitate platform competition in the consumer market and enhance

total consumer welfare. However, this decrease in S cannot be too large.

3.5 Conclusion

This paper studies platforms’ decisions in offering non-exclusive contracts

to content providers and analyzes the factors that determine exclusivity in the

content market. It shows that letting content providers choose between exclusive

and non-exclusive contracts benefits platforms because providing only exclusive

contracts gives content providers a huge advantage in the negotiation of exclusive

contracts. The costs of increased transfers to content providers completely out-

weigh the benefits of exclusive content to platforms. So platforms always offer non-

exclusive contracts in addition to exclusive contracts to content providers. This

explains why “forced exclusivity” has not been observed in most two-sided mar-

kets.

This paper also finds that a higher bargaining power of platforms, a larger

difference in the amounts of proprietary content and a larger consumer surplus per

content make content providers more willing to sign exclusive contracts because

these factors increase the net benefits of exclusivity to both platforms and content

providers. This model could help explain the trend of decreasing rate of always

exclusive third-party games and the positive correlation between game develop-

ers competition level and number of exclusive games in the video game industry.

Finally, since the content and consumer markets are connected by platforms, this
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model suggests that policy makers need to carefully analyze the effects of competi-

tion enhancing policies in the content market to exclusivity in two-sided markets in

order to avoid negative consequences on total consumer welfare.

Even though our model could explain several unique phenomena about ex-

clusivity in two-sided markets and have important policy inference, it is not with-

out limitations. First, in this model, the competition between content providers is

not affected by the number of content providers on a platform. However, in most

industries, per buyer profits of content providers, π, decrease as the number of

content providers on a platform increases. In this case, a stable mixed strategy

equilibrium, in which content providers randomly choose between being exclusive

and being non-exclusive according to some probability, could exist. So by study-

ing competition between content providers, the effects of exclusivity on content

market efficiency could be inferred and new insights about exclusivity could also

be gained. Second, even though the representation of two-sided markets in this

model is very general, it does not exhaust all of the forms of platforms. For exam-

ple, open platforms are not supported in this model. At least one type of agents

can join open platforms freely, which puts constraints on open platform’s ability

in charging these agents. For example, in the operating system market, software

developers do not need Microsoft’s permissions to develop software for Windows.

Third, since one-sided markets are drastically different from two-sided markets, I

am cautious in applying the results of this model to one-sided markets. Future re-

search in these directions could shed new light on exclusive dealing literature.
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Appendix A

Price Discrimination Using Exclusive Contracts in

Addition to Non-exclusive Contracts

A.1 No Network Effects for Buyers

Lemma A.1.1. When there are no network effects for buyers and only non-exclusive

contracts are offered, under condition ( 1.1) and ( 1.2), platform 1’s profit from

content providers decreases if it unilaterally lowers its non-exclusive contract price

from αh

2
− ts to attract the low type content providers.

Proof. When P 1
s = αh

2
− ts, all of the high type content providers join platform 1.

So platform 1’s profit from content providers is αh

2
− ts. If platform 1 lowers P 1

s to

attract the low type content providers, platform 1’s profit maximization problem

becomes

max
P 1
s

Π1
s =

[
1 +

1

ts
(
αl

2
− P 1

s )

]
P 1
s s.t. P 1

s ∈ [
αl

2
− ts,

αl

2
]

This is a controlled optimization problem. Clearly, Π1 is quadratic and concave in

P 1
s . The first order condition (f.o.c) is

f.o.c = ts +
αl

2
− 2P 1

s

Depending on the value of αl, there are three cases:
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1. If αl

2
≥ 3ts, f.o.c is negative ∀P 1

s ∈ [αl

2
− ts,

αl

2
]. So Π1

s is maximized when

P 1
s = αl

2
− ts.

Since all of the content providers purchase access to platform 1, Π1
s = 2P 1

s =

αl − 2ts. Π
1
s is less than before if and only if

αl − 2ts <
αh

2
− ts ⇔ αl − ts <

αh

2

This gives condition ( 1.1).

2. If 3ts >
αl

2
> ts, Π

1
s is maximized when P 1

s = 1
2
(αl

2
+ ts) since f.o.c equals zero.

Π1
s = [1 +

1

ts
(
αl

2
− P 1

s )]P
1
s =

[
1 +

1

ts

(
αl

2
− 1

2
(
αl

2
+ ts)

)] αl

2
+ ts

2
=

(αl

2
+ ts)

2

4ts

Since αl

2
< 3ts,

αl
2
+ts
4ts

< 1. So Π1
s <

αl

2
+ ts. Π

1
s is less than before if

αl

2
+ ts <

αh

2
− ts ⇔

αh

2
− αl

2
> 2ts

This gives condition ( 1.2).

3. If αl

2
≤ ts, f.o.c is positive ∀P 1

s ∈ [αl

2
− ts,

αl

2
]. So Π1

s is maximized when

P 1
s = αl

2
.

Since only the high type content providers purchase access to platform 1,

Π1
s = P 1

s = αl

2
. Π1

s is less than before if

αl

2
<

αh

2
− ts

This is true under condition ( 1.2).
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Hence, platform 1’s profit from content providers is always smaller than before if it

lowers its non-exclusive contract price under condition ( 1.1) and ( 1.2).

Lemma A.1.2. If there are no network effects for buyers and both exclusive and

non-exclusive contracts are offered, under condition ( 1.1), platform 1 can not in-

crease its profit from content providers by unilaterally lowering its non-exclusive

contract price when P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) = 1
2
(αh

2
+ ts) and P 1

s (e) = P 2
s (e) = 2ts.

Proof. When P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) =
αh
2
−ts+P 1

s (e)

2
, all of the low type content providers

prefer single-homing to multi-homing. However, if platform 1 reduces its non-exclusive

contract price P 1
s (m), then, the low type content providers located in the mid-

dle between the two platforms might multi-home. We can see this by substituting

P 2
s (m) into the ICC for low type content providers to single-home on platform 1:

αl − ts − P 1
s (m)−

αh

2
− ts + P 1

s (e)

2
<

αl

2
− tsx− P 1

s (e)

A smaller x makes the above inequality more likely to hold, which means that the

content providers located near platform 1 are more likely to single-home on plat-

form 1. By symmetry, the content providers located near platform 2 are more

likely to single-home on platform 2. So the content providers located in the mid-

dle are more likely to multi-home. For a low type content provider located at x to

choose multi-home,

P 1
s (m) ≤ αl

2
− ts

2
− αh

4
+

P 1
s (e)

2
+ tsx =

αl

2
− ts

2
− αh

4
+ ts + tsx

Since x ≤ 1 and αl

2
− ts

2
− αh

4
< 0 under condition ( 1.1), P 1

s (m) < 2ts = P 1
s (e).

So even if platform 1 sets P 1
s (m) = P 1

s (e), still no low type content providers would
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want to multi-home. Hence, lowering non-exclusive contract price leads to strictly

less profit for platform 1 than before.

Lemma A.1.3. If there are no network effects for buyers and both exclusive and

non-exclusive contracts are offered, under condition ( 1.2), platform 1 can not in-

crease its profit from content providers by unilaterally raising its non-exclusive con-

tract price when P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) = 1
2
(αh

2
+ ts) and P 1

s (e) = P 2
s (e) = 2ts.

Proof. If platform 1 raises its non-exclusive contract price to
αh
2
−ts+P 1

s (e)

2
+ d, the

net profit of a high type content provider from multi-homing is

Πm
h = αh − ts − P 1

s (m)− P 2
s (m) =

αh

2
− P 1

s (e)− d

One the other hand, the profit of a high type content provider located at x from

single-homing on platform 1 is

Π1
h =

αh

2
− tsx− P 1

s (e)

A high type content provider chooses to single-home on platform 1 if and only if

Π1
h > Πm

h . So the high type content providers located at x ∈ [0, d
ts
] single-home on

platform 1. By symmetry, the high type content providers located at x ∈ [1− d
ts
, 1]

choose to single-home on platform 2. Since the high type content providers located

at both ends of the line segment choose to single-home, 1 − 2d
ts

high type content

providers multi-home.

So the change in platform 1’s profit from content providers is

∆Π1
s = −2d

ts

αh

2
− ts + P 1

s (e)

2
+ d(1− 2d

ts
) +

d

ts
P 1
s (e) = − d

ts
(
αh

2
− 2ts + 2d)
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Since 2ts <
αh

2
under condition ( 1.2), ∆Π1

s < 0 when d > 0. Thus, raising its non-

exclusive contract price decreases platform 1’s profit from content providers.

A.2 Zero Transportation Cost for Content Providers

Lemma A.2.1. When there are no transportation costs for content providers and

only non-exclusive contracts are offered, under condition ( 1.5), platform 1 can

not increase its profit by unilaterally lowering its non-exclusive contract price from

αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
).

Proof. When P 1
s = P 2

s = αh

2
(1 − βh

3tb
), only the high type content providers partic-

ipate and they all multi-home. Since the two platforms have the same number of

content providers, buyers’ demand for them are also the same, which equals to 1
2
.

So if platform 1 does not deviate, its total profit is

Π1 = Π1
s +Π1

b = P 1
s +

tb
2
=

αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
) +

tb
2

If platform 1 deviates and charges a smaller access price P̂ 1
s , all of the con-

tent providers (both high type and low type) would join platform 1 first as long

as they make positive profits since there are no transportation costs for content

providers. When all of the content providers voluntarily single-home on platform 1,

buyers’ demand for platform 1 is 1
2
(1 + βl+βh

3tb
). So for a low type content provider,

its net profit from joining platform 1 is

Π1
l =

αl

2
(1 +

βl + βh

3tb
)− P̂ 1

s
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In order to attract the low type content providers, the maximal P̂ 1
s platform 1 can

charge is αl

2
(1+ βl+βh

3tb
). Clearly, at this price, the high type content providers would

also join platform 1 since they have larger interaction benefits from joining plat-

form 1.

From condition ( 1.5), clearly

αl(1 +
βh + βl

3tb
) <

αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
)

So, indeed P̂ 1
s < P 1

s . Moreover, since buyers’ demand for platform 2 is 1
2
(1− βl+βh

3tb
),

content providers’ net profits from joining platform 2 are negative:

Π2
l =

αl

2
(1− βl + βh

3tb
)− P 2

s < Π2
h =

αh

2
(1− βl + βh

3tb
)− P 2

s < 0

Thus, none of the content providers join platform 2 and they all indeed voluntarily

single-home on platform 1.

So when platform 1 sets P̂ 1
s = 1

2
(1 + βl+βh

3tb
), its total profit is

Π̂1 = 2P̂ 1
s + Π̂b = αl(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
) +

tb
2
(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
)2

Clearly, this profit is smaller than Π1 under condition ( 1.5).

Lemma A.2.2. If there are no transportation costs for content providers and both

exclusive and non-exclusive contracts are offered, under condition ( 1.6), all of the

high type content providers multi-home when P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) = αh

2
(1 − βh

3tb
) and

P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e) = 0.

Proof. If the high type content providers single-home, similar as the low type, half

joins platform 1 and the other half joins platform 2 since they can not coordinate.
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Since the two platforms have the same number of content providers, buyers’ de-

mand for each platform is also the same in the second stage (D1
b = D2

b = 1
2
). So

the net profit of a high type content provider from single-homing is

Πe
h = αhDb − Ps(e) =

αh

2

On the other hand, if the high type content providers multi-home, the two plat-

forms still have the same number of content providers and hence the same number

of buyers. So the net profit of a high type content provider from multi-homing is

Πm
h = αh(D

1
b +D2

b )− P 1
s (m)− P 2

s (m) = αh − αh(1−
βh

3tb
)

Under condition ( 1.6),

αh

2
− αh(1−

βh

3tb
) ≥ 0 ⇔ Πm

h = αh − αh(1−
βh

3tb
) ≥ Πe

h =
αh

2

Thus, all of the high type content providers indeed multi-home.

Lemma A.2.3. When there are no transportation costs for content providers and

both exclusive and non-exclusive contracts are offered, neither platform sets a posi-

tive price for exclusive contracts in equilibrium.

Proof. Without loss of generality, if platform 2 sets P 2
s (e) > 0, platform 1 can

set P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e) − ϵ, where ϵ is a small positive number. Then, all of the low

type content providers would join platform 1 exclusively. In this situation, buyers’
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demands for platform 1 and 2 are 1
2
(1 + βl

3tb
) and 1

2
(1− βl

3tb
) respectively.1 Since

Π1
l =

αl

2
(1 +

βl

3tb
)− P 1

s (e) > Π2
l =

αl

2
(1− βl

3tb
)− P 2

s (e) ⇔
αlβl

3tb
+ ϵ > 0

joining platform 2 exclusively generates strictly lower profit for a low type content

provider. Indeed, no low type content provider would join platform 2. So platform

2 is worse off by raising its exclusive contract price from zero. Thus, both platform

would set their exclusive contract prices to be zero.

A.3 Weak Network Effects

A.3.1 Proofs in Case I

The next two lemmas show that when the network effects are weak the

market is not going to tip when either non-exclusive or exclusive contracts are of-

fered.

Lemma A.3.1. If αhβh ≤ 3tstb and only non-exclusive contracts are offered, under

condition ( 1.7) and ( 1.8), the only rational expectation and hence the equilibrium

outcome is that all of the high type content providers multi-home when both plat-

forms set their non-exclusive contract prices to be Vs − ts +
αh

2
.

Proof. Condition ( 1.7) guarantees that only the high type content providers par-

ticipate when both platforms set their non-exclusive contract prices to be Vs − ts +

1The high type content providers are assumed to multi-home in this situation. If the high
type content provider single-home on platform 1 instead, buyers’ demand for platform 2 is even
smaller. So platform 2’s total profit would be even smaller. Hence, platform 2 would not raise its
exclusive contract price from zero either.
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αh

2
. Moreover, under condition ( 1.8), neither platform wants to charge a lower

price to attract the low type content providers. Next, I show that all of the high

type content providers multi-home in equilibrium.

If everyone’s expectation is that all of the high type content providers multi-

home, then, under this believe D1
b = D2

b = 1
2
since the two platforms have the

same number of content providers. The net profit of a high type content provider

located at x ∈ [0, 1] from joining platform 1 is

Π1
h = Vs − tsx+ αhD

1
b − P 1

s = Vs − tsx+
αh

2
− Vs + ts −

αh

2
= ts(1− x) ≥ 0

So given P 1
s , in current belief, every high type content provider is better off by

joining platform 1. By symmetry, every high type content provider is also better

off by joining platform 2. Hence, given current prices, the belief that all of the high

type content providers multi-home is rational and self-fulfilled.

Now, I show that none of the other beliefs are rational. In the belief that all

of the high type content providers are going to voluntarily single-home on platform

1, buyers’ demands for platforms are at the extreme:

D1
b =

1

2
(1 +

βh

3tb
) and D2

b =
1

2
(1− βh

3tb
)

The net profit of a high type content provider located at 1 − x from joining plat-

form 2 is

Π2
h = Vs− tsx+αhD

2
b −P 2

s = Vs− tsx+
αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
)−Vs+ ts−

αh

2
= ts(1−x)− αhβh

6tb

Since αhβh ≤ 3tstb,
αhβh

6tb
≤ ts

2
. So a high type content provider located at x ∈

[1 − αhβh

6tbts
, 1] makes positive net profit from joining platform 2. Thus, the original
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belief that all of the high type content providers would voluntarily single-home on

platform 1 is not rational. With x̄ = αhβh

6tbts
high type content providers joining plat-

form 2, the new buyers’ demand for platform 2 is

D2′

b =
1

2

(
1− βh(1− x̄)

3tb

)
= D2

b +
βhx̄

6tb

With the new buyers’ demand for platform 2, more high type content providers

make positive net profit from joining platform 2:

Π2
h = Vs− tsx+αhD

2′

b −P 2
s ≥ 0 ⇔ x ≤ x̄′ =

Vs + αhD
2
b − P 2

s

ts
+

αhβhx̄

6tbts
= x̄+

αhβh

6tbts
x̄

So more high type content providers would join platform 2. With more high type

content providers, buyers’ demand for platform 2 (D2′′

b ) also grows. Following the

same derivation as before, I can get that at D2′′

b there are

x̄′′ = x̄+
αhβh

6tbts
x̄′

high type content providers who would join platform 2. This positive feedback

loop continues until the number of high type content providers on platform 2 reaches

a stable level:

x∗ = x̄+
αhβh

6tbts
x∗ ⇒ x∗ =

x̄

1− αhβh

6tbts

= 1

So eventually all of the high type content provider would join platform 2, which

means that any belief that some high type content providers are going to volun-

tarily single-home is not rational. Thus, there is only one rational expectation and

equilibrium that all of the high type content providers multi-home.
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Lemma A.3.2. If αlβl < 3tstb and only exclusive contracts are offered, the only

rational expectation and hence the equilibrium outcome is that the left half of the

low type content providers single-home on platform 1 and the right half of the low

type content providers single-home on platform 2 when P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e) ≤ Vs − ts +

αl

2
.

Proof. Following the same logic as in proof of lemma A.3.1, it is clear that at P 1
s (e) =

P 2
s (e) ≤ Vs− ts+

αl

2
, all of the low type content providers want to multi-home if the

contracts are non-exclusive. So this makes sure that the market for the low type

content providers is covered when exclusive contracts are offered.

When P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e), if the belief is the left half of the low type content

providers join platform 1 and the other half join platform 2, D1
b = D2

b = 1
2
. Given

D1
b = D2

b and P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e), indeed, the left half of the low type content providers

join platform 1 and the right half of the low type content providers join platform 2.

So this expectation is rational and self-fulfilled.

Suppose platform 1 lowers price by d. Now P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e)− d. With buyers’

demands for the two platforms remain the same, the number of low type content

providers on platform 1 and 2 are N1
l = 1

2
+ d

2ts
and N2

l = 1
2
− d

2ts
respectively. So

∆Nl = N1
l −N2

l = d
ts
. With more content providers on platform 1, buyers’ demand

for platform 1 also increases. The new buyers’ demand is 1
2
(1 + dβl

3tbts
). With this

new D1
b , more low type content providers join platform 1 and

N1′

l =
1

2
+

P 2
s (e)− P 1

s (e) + αl∆l

2ts
=

1

2
+

d

2ts
+

d

2ts

αlβl

3tbts
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Then, buyers’ demand for platform 1 increases again, which creates a positive feed-

back loop. So the stable number of low type content providers on platform 1 is

N1∗
l =

1

2
+

d

2ts
(1 +

αlβl

3tbts
+

(
αlβl

3tbts

)2

+ · · · ) = 1

2
+

d
2ts

1− αlβl

3tbts

Since αlβl < 3tbts, for a small d, there is a stable number of low type content

providers on platform 1 in the equilibrium. So the market does not tip. On the

other hand, if αlβl ≥ 3tbts, for an arbitrary small decrease in price, a platform

could get all of the low type content providers.

Now, I show that no other beliefs are rational. Suppose all of the low type

content providers believe that they are going to single-home on platform 1. In this

belief, D2
b = 1

2
(1 − βl

3tb
). Similar as in the proof of lemma A.3.1, a low type content

provider located x from platform 2 may want to deviate and join platform 2 in-

stead since the profit from single-homing on platform 2 is greater than the profit

from single-homing on platform 1 in this belief. We can get the number of low

type content providers joining platform 2

Vs − tsx+
αl

2
(1− βl

3tb
)− P 2

s (e) ≥ Vs − ts(1− x) +
αl

2
(1 +

βl

3tb
)− P 1

s (e)

⇒ x ≤ 1

2
(1− αlβl

3tbts
)

This number is positive since αlβl < 3tbts. The derivation before shows that the

feedback effects make the number of low type content providers on platform 2 grow

at a rate of αlβl

3tbts
. So the stable number of low type content providers on platform 2

is

N1∗
l =

1
2
(1− αlβl

3tbts
)

1− αlβl

3tbts

=
1

2
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which means that the right half of the low type content providers eventually all

single-home on platform 2. So any other belief is irrational.

Lemma A.3.3. If the network effects are weak and only non-exclusive contracts

are offered, under condition (1.7), none of the low type content providers would

participate when P 1
s = P 2

s = Vs − ts +
αh

2
.

Proof. Content providers located at the end points (0 and 1) of the linear segment

are mostly likely to join platform 1 and 2 respectively since they have the least

transportation costs. If these two low type content providers’ net profits are nega-

tive when they join platform 1 and 2respectively, then, all of the low type content

providers have negative net profits from joining a platform. Without loss of gen-

erality, I look at the net profit of the low type content provider at 0 when it joins

platform 1:

Π1
l (0) = Vs + αlD

1
b − P 1

s

When all of the content providers voluntarily single-home on platform 1, buyers’

demand for platform 1, D1
b , is largest and equals to 1

2
(1 + βh+βl

3tb
). In this belief,

Π1
l (0) = Vs +

αl

2
(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
)− Vs + ts −

αh

2
=

αlβh

6tb
+

αlβl

6tb
+ ts −

αh

2
+

αl

2

Since the network effects are weak, αlβl ≤ αhβh ≤ 3tbts,
αlβl

6tb
< αhβl

6tb
< ts

2
. So

under condition ( 1.7), Π1
l (0) < 0, which means that the low type content provider

at 0 would not join platform 1. Since this is the most favorable belief for the low

type content provider at 0 to join platform 1, it would not want to join platform 1

no matter under what conditions. By symmetry, the low type content provider at
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1 would not join platform 2. Thus, none of the low type content providers partici-

pate.

Lemma A.3.4. If the network effects are weak and only non-exclusive contracts

are offered, under condition ( 1.7), neither platform can increase its profit by uni-

laterally raising its non-exclusive contract price from Vs − ts +
αh

2
.

Proof. As shown in lemma A.3.1, all of the high type content providers would

multi-home given P 1
s = P 2

s = Vs − ts +
αh

2
. Since the two platforms have the

same number of content providers, buyers’ demands for the two platforms are also

the same, which means that D1
b = D2

b =
1
2
.

If platform 1 increases P 1
s to Vs− ts+

αh

2
+d, the high type content providers

close to platform 2 would voluntarily single-home on platform 2 because joining

platform 1 generates negative net profits. So there would be more high type con-

tent providers on platform 2. Due to the network effects, less buyers would pur-

chase access to platform 1. However, I still compare platform 1’s profit when buy-

ers’ demand for platform 1 is kept at 1
2
, Π1(Db =

1
2
), with its profit before the price

increase. Clearly, Π1(Db =
1
2
) is larger than platform 1’s true profit after the price

increase.

The net profit of a high type content provider located at 1 − x from joining

platform 1 is

Π1
h = Vs − ts(1− x) +

αh

2
− P 1

s = tsx− d

Π1
h is negative when x ≤ d

ts
, which means that d

ts
high type content providers

would voluntarily single-home on platform 2. So the change in platform 1’s profit
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equals

∆Π1 = − d

ts
(Vs − ts +

αh

2
) + d(1− d

ts
) =

d

ts
(2ts −

αh

2
− Vs − d)

Since 2ts < αh

2
under condition ( 1.7), ∆Π1 < 0 when d > 0. Thus, platform 1

can not increase its profit by raising its non-exclusive contract price. By symmetry,

neither can platform 2.

Lemma A.3.5. When the network effects are weak and only non-exclusive con-

tracts are offered, under condition ( 1.7) and ( 1.8), neither platform can increase

its profit by unilaterally lowering its non-exclusive contract price from Vs − ts +
αh

2
.

Proof. If platform 1 deviates and charges a lower price P 1
s < Vs − ts +

αh

2
to attract

the low type content providers, the most favorable believe for platform 1 is that

all of the content providers would voluntarily single-home on platform 1 as long as

they make positive profits. In this belief, buyers’ demand for platform 1 is 1
2
(1 +

βh+βl

3tb
). So the net profit of a low type content provider located at x from joining

platform 1 is

Π1
l = Vs − tsx+

αl

2
(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
)− P 1

s

In order for all of the low type to join platform 1, the maximal P 1
s is Vs−ts+

αl

2
(1+

βh+βl

3tb
). Clearly, at this P 1

s , all of the high type content provider would also join

platform 1.2 Under condition ( 1.7), indeed P 1
s < P 2

s . The total profit of platform

2Actually, the high type content providers located near platform 2 would also join platform
2. So buyers’ demand for platform 1 is smaller than 1

2 (1 + βh+βl

3tb
). However, since the sufficient

condition for platform 1 not to attract the low type content providers is needed, I assume that
platform 1 could obtain a larger buyers’ demand and hence a greater profit than it actually has.
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1 now is

Πlow
1 = 2P 1

s +Π1
b = 2Vs − 2ts + αl(1 +

βl + βh

3tb
) +

tb
2
(1 +

βl + βh

3tb
)2

Before the price drop, only the high type content providers multi-home and

buyers’ demand for platform 1 is 1
2
. So platform 1’s total profit before is

Πhigh
1 = P 1

s +Π1
b = Vs − ts +

αh

2
+

tb
2

Since the network effects are weak, αlβl ≤ αhβh ≤ 3tbts, so
αlβl+αlβh

3tb
< 2ts. Then,

under condition ( 1.8)

Vs + αl + ts +
tb
2
(1 +

βl + βh

3tb
)2 +

αlβl + αlβh

3tb
<

αh

2
+

tb
2
+ 2ts

⇔2Vs − 2ts + αl(1 +
βl + βh

3tb
) +

tb
2
(1 +

βl + βh

3tb
)2 < Vs − ts +

αh

2
+

tb
2

So Πlow
1 < Πhigh

1 . Thus, platform 1 gets a lower profit if it unilaterally lowers its

non-exclusive contract price. Similarly, platform 2 gets a lower profit if it unilater-

ally lowers its non-exclusive contract price.

A.3.2 How to Get Equilibrium Prices in Case II

Since both buyers and the low type content providers single-home, similar

as the formula of buyers’ demand for a platform, the number of low type content

providers on platform i is

N i
l =

1

2
+

P j
s (e)− P i

s(e) + αl∆Db

2ts
i ̸= j ∈ {1, 2}

After rearrange the terms in the above equation,

P i
s(e) = ts + αl∆Db + P j

s (e)− 2tsN
i
l
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Since all of the high type content providers multi-home, N1
h = N2

h = 1, buyers’

demand for a platform is not affected by the high type content providers. So in the

second stage, the difference between buyers’ demands for platform 1 and 2 is

D1
b =

1
2

(
1 + βl∆Nl

3tb

)
D2

b =
1
2

(
1− βl∆Nl

3tb

) ⇒ ∆Db =
βl∆Nl

3tb

So the total profits of platform i is

Πi = P i
s(m)+P i

s(e)N
i
l +Πi

b = P i
s(m)+(ts+αl∆Db+P j

s (e)−2tsN
i
l )N

i
l +

tb
2
(1+

βl∆Nl

3tb
)2

and the first order condition is

dΠi
l

dN i
l

= ts +
αlβl∆Nl

3tb
+ P 2

s (e)− 2tsN
i
l +N i

l (
αlβl

3tb
− 2ts) + tb(1 +

βl∆Nl

3tb
)
βl

3tb
= 0

Since N1
l = N2

l = 1
2
in a symmetric equilibrium, the equilibrium exclusive contract

prices are

P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e) = ts −
βl

3
− αlβl

6tb

The incentive compatibility constraints for the high type and low type con-

tent providers to choose non-exclusive and exclusive contracts respectively are:

Πm
h = 2Vs − ts − P 1

s (m)− P 2
s (m) + αh ≥ Πi

h = Vs − tsx− P i
s(e) + αhD

i
b

Πm
l = 2Vs − ts − P 1

s (m)− P 2
s (m) + αl < Πi

l = Vs − tsx− P i
s(e) + αlD

i
b

where i ∈ {1, 2}. Similar as in section 1.4.1, from the high type content providers’

incentive compatibility constraint,

P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) =
Vs − ts +

αh

2
+ P 1

s (e)

2
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in a symmetric equilibrium3since Di
b =

1
2
. Substituting P 1

s (m) and P 2
s (m) into the

low type content providers’ incentive compatibility constraint,

2Vs − ts − (Vs − ts +
αh

2
+ P 1

s (e)) + αl < Vs − P 1
s (e)−

ts
2
+

αl

2
⇔ ts < αh − αl

which always holds under condition (1.7).

A.3.3 Proofs in Case II

Lemma A.3.6. When the network effects are weak and both exclusive and non-

exclusive contracts are offered, under condition (1.7), neither platform can increase

its profit by unilaterally raising its non-exclusive contract price from
Vs−ts+

αh
2
+P 1

s (e)

2
.

Proof. If platform 1 increases P 1
s (m) to

Vs−ts+
αh
2
+P 1

s (e)

2
+ d, the net profit of a high

type content provider from multi-homing is

Πm
h = 2Vs − ts + αh − P 1

s (m)− P 2
s (m) = Vs +

αh

2
− P 1

s (e)− d

On the other hand, the net profit of a high type content provider located at x from

single-homing on platform 1 is

Π1
h = Vs − tsx+

αh

2
− P 1

s (e)

Since a high type content provider chooses to single-home on platform 1 if Π1
h >

Πm
h , the high type content providers located at x ∈ [0, d

ts
] would single-home on

platform 1. By symmetry, the high type content providers located at x ∈ [ d
ts
, 1]

3Under condition (1.7), the equilibrium is indeed symmetric.
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would single-home on platform 2 because joining platform 1 non-exclusively be-

comes less profitable. So only 1 − 2d
ts

high type content providers multi-home after

the price increase.

Since both platforms still have the same number of content providers, buy-

ers’ demand for each platform and access charge remain the same as before. So I

only need to look at the change in platform 1’s profit from content providers:

∆Π1 = −2d

ts

Vs − ts +
αh

2
+ P 1

s (e)

2
+ d(1− 2d

ts
) +

d

ts
P 1
s (e) = − d

ts
(Vs − 2ts +

αh

2
+ 2d)

Since 2ts < αh

2
under condition ( 1.7), ∆Π1 < 0 when d > 0. Thus, platform

1’s profit is lower with the price increase. Similarly, platform 2 can not increase its

profit by unilaterally increase its non-exclusive contract price either.

Lemma A.3.7. When the network effects are weak and both platforms offer ex-

clusive and non-exclusive contracts, under condition (1.7), neither platform can

increase its profit by unilaterally lowering its non-exclusive contract price from

Vs−ts+
αh
2
+P 1

s (e)

2
.

Proof. If platform 1 reduce its non-exclusive contract price, P 1
s (m) <

Vs−ts+
αh
2
+P 1

s (e)

2
,

the ICC for the high type content providers to multi-home is still satisfied. So low-

ering P 1
s (m) does not affect the number of the high type content providers on each

platform. N1
h = N2

h = 1, which is the same as before the price drop.

Since P 1
s (e) < P 1

s (m) and P 2
s (e) < P 2

s (m), any low type content provider

strictly prefers signing an exclusive contract to signing a non-exclusive contract

with only one platform (voluntary single-homing). So the low type content providers
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would either sign an exclusive contract with one platform or sign the non-exclusive

contracts with both platforms. So in the eyes of the low type content providers,

the two platforms are still symmetric since P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e) and P 1
s (m) + P 2

s (m)

acts as a single price for multi-homing. The low type content providers located at

x, where

0 ≤ x < x̄ = − 1

ts
(
Vs

2
− ts

2
− αh

4
+ αlD

2
b +

P 1
s (e)

2
− P 1

s (m))

would single-home on platform 1. This is derived by substituting P 2
s (m) into the

ICC for the low type content providers to single-home on platform 1. By symme-

try, x̄ low type content providers would single-home on platform 2. Thus, the num-

ber of multi-homing low type content providers is 1− 2x̄.

Since P 1
s (m) does not affect buyers’ demand for each platform (D1

b = D2
b =

1
2
) and platform 1’s profit from buyers (Π1

b = tb
2
), platform 1 sets P 1

s (m) to maxi-

mize its profit from content providers:

Π1
s = P 1

s (m)(N1
h + 1− 2x̄) + P 1

s (e)x̄ = 2P 1
s (m)− [2P 1

s (m)− P 1
s (e)]x̄

So the first order condition is

dtsΠ
1
s

dP 1
s (m)

= 2ts + 2

(
Vs

2
− ts

2
− αh

4
+

αl

2
+

P 1
s (e)

2
− P 1

s (m)

)
− 2P 1

s (m) + P 1
s (e)

= ts + Vs −
αh

2
+ αl + 2P 1

s (e)− 4P 1
s (m)

At the upper bound of P 1
s (m), ˆP 1

s (m), all of the low type content providers single-

home since the low type content provider located at 1
2
is indifferent between single-

homing and multi-homing. So x̄ = 1
2
, which means

ˆP 1
s (m) =

Vs

2
− αh

4
+

αl

2
+

P 1
s (e)

2
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At ˆP 1
s (m), the first order condition equals

ts + Vs −
αh

2
− αl + 2P 1

s (e)− 2Vs + αh − 2αl − 2P 1
s (e) = ts − Vs +

αh

2
− αl

which is greater than zero under condition (1.8). Since Π1
s is a strictly concave

function, Π1
s is maximized at ˆP 1

s (m) and equals to ˆP 1
s (m) + P 1

s (e)
2

. Before the price

drop, all of the high type content providers multi-home and half of the low type

content providers single-home on platform 1. So Π1
s is strictly less than before

since

ˆP 1
s (m) =

Vs

2
− αh

4
+

αl

2
+

P 1
s (e)

2
<

Vs − ts +
αh

2
+ P 1

s (e)

2
⇔ ts < αh − αl

under condition (1.7). Thus, platform 1 cannot increase its profit by lowering P 1
s (m)

from
Vs−ts+

αh
2
+P 1

s (e)

2
. By symmetry, neither can platform 2.

A.3.4 Proof of Proposition 1.5.1

Proof. When both platforms offer only non-exclusive contracts, only the high type

content providers participate and they all multi-home in equilibrium. So total con-

sumer welfare in the first case is ωI = Vb − 5
4
tb + βh, which is the same as that in

section 1.4.2. Since every high type content provider’s net profit is

Πm
h = 2Vs − ts + αh − P 1

s (m)− P 2
s (m) = ts

total profits of the high type content providers are ts. Each platform’s total profit

is

Πp = Ps(m) + Πb = Vs − ts +
α

2
+

tb
2
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So total industry profits in the first case are

ΠI = Πh + 2Πp = 2Vs − ts + αh + tb

When both platforms offer both types of contracts, all of the high type con-

tent providers multi-home and all of the low type content providers single-home in

equilibrium. So total consumer welfare in the second case is ωII = Vb− 5
4
tb+βh+

βl

2
.

Since every high type content provider gets the same net profit, total profits of the

high type content providers are

Πh = Πm
h = 2Vs − ts + αh − P 1

s (m)− P 2
s (m) = Vs − ts +

αh

2
+

βl

3
+

αlβl

6tb

Total profits of the low type content providers single-homing on platform 1 are

Πl =

∫ 1
2

0

(Vs − tsx+
αl

2
− P 1

s (e)) dx =
1

2

(
Vs −

5

4
ts +

αl

2
+

βl

3
+

αlβl

6tb

)
By symmetry, total profits of the low type content providers single-homing on plat-

form 2 also equals to Πl. Each platform’s total profit is

Πp = Ps(m)+
Ps(e)

2
+Πb =

Vs − ts +
αh

2
+ P 1

s (e)

2
+
P 1
s (e)

2
+
tb
2
=

Vs + ts +
αh

2

2
−βl

3
−αlβl

6tb
+
tb
2

So total industry profits in the second case are

ΠII = Πh + 2Πl + 2Πp = 3Vs + tb −
5

4
ts + αh +

αl

2

Clearly, ωII > ωI since the total number of participating content providers is larger

in the second case. Moreover, under condition (1.9), ΠII > ΠI . So social welfare

also increases from the first case to the second case.
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A.3.5 Proofs in Case III

Lemma A.3.8. If the network effects are weak and only platform 1 offers exclu-

sive contracts in addition to non-exclusive contracts, under condition ( 1.7), all of

the high type content providers would multi-home and all of the low type content

providers would single-home when P 1
s (m) = Vs − ts +

αh

2
and P 1

s (e) = P 2
s (m) =

Vs − ts
2
+ αl

2
.

Proof. First, given these prices, none of the high type content providers deviates

to single-homing. Since the net profit of a high type content provider from multi-

homing is

Πm
h = 2Vs − ts + αh − Vs + ts −

αh

2
− Vs +

ts
2
− αl

2
=

ts
2
+

αh

2
− αl

2

and the net profit of a high type content provider located at x ∈ [0, 1] from single-

homing is

Πe
h = Vs − tsx+

αh

2
− Vs +

ts
2
− αl

2
=

ts
2
+

αh

2
− αl

2
− tsx

Clearly Πm
h ≥ Πe

h, which means that the high type content providers are better off

by multi-homing.

Second, none of the low type content providers deviates to multi-homing

since the net benefit of a low type content provider form multi-homing is

Πm
l = 2Vs − ts + αl − Vs + ts −

αh

2
− Vs +

ts
2
− αl

2
=

ts
2
+

αl

2
− αh

2
< 0

under condition ( 1.7). Moreover the net benefit of a low type content provider

from single-homing is non-negative. Since

Π1
l = Vs − tsx+

αl

2
− Vs +

ts
2
− αl

2
=

ts
2
− tsx
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and Π1
l ≥ 0 when x ≤ 1

2
, the left half of the low type content providers indeed

single-homes on platform 1. For similar reason, the right half of the low type con-

tent providers indeed single-homes on platform 2.

Lemma A.3.9. If the network effects are weak and only platform 1 offers exclusive

contracts in addition to non-exclusive contracts, under condition ( 1.7) and ( 1.9),

neither platform deviates from setting their prices to be P 1
s (m) = Vs − ts +

αh

2
and

P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (m) = Vs − ts
2
+ αl

2
.

Proof. There are six possible ways of deviation. We will show that none leads to a

profit increase for any platform.

I. Platform 1 does not want to increase its non-exclusive contract price.

If platform 1 increases P 1
s (m) to Vs − ts +

αh

2
+ d, the net profit of a high type

content provider from multi-homing becomes

Πm
h = 2Vs − ts + αh − P 1

s (m)− P 2
s (m) =

ts
2
+

αh

2
− αl

2
− d

The net profit of a high type content provider located at x from single-homing

on platform 1 is

Π1
h = Vs − tsx+

αh

2
− P 1

s (e) =
ts
2
+

αh

2
− αl

2
− tsx

A high type content provider chooses to single-home on platform 1 if Π1
h >

Πm
h , which means that the high type content providers located at x ∈ [0, d

ts
]

single-home on platform 1. On the other end, the high type content providers
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near platform 2 choose to (voluntarily) single-home on platform 2 because

joining platform 1 non-exclusively generates negative net profits:

Π1
h = Vs−tsx+

αh

2
−P 1

s (m) = Vs−tsx+
αh

2
−Vs+ts−

αh

2
−d = ts(1−x)−d ≤ 0

when x ∈ [1 − d
ts
, 1]. So equal number of high type content providers single-

home on platform 1 and 2 respectively.

Clearly, the non-exclusive contract price increase wouldn’t affect the low type

content providers who single-home. So the two platforms still have the same

number of content providers. Hence, buyers’ demand for each platform and

platform’s profit from buyers remain the same as before. So the change in

platform 1’s profit is only from the change in its profit from content providers:

∆Π1 = −2d

ts
(Vs − ts +

αh

2
+ d) + d+

d

ts
(Vs −

ts
2
+

αl

2
)

=
d

ts
(
3

2
ts +

αl

2
− αh − Vs − 2d)

Since 3
2
ts +

αl

2
< αh

2
under condition ( 1.7), ∆Π1 < 0 when d > 0. Thus,

platform 1 does not want to increase P 1
s (m).

II. Platform 1 does not want to decrease its non-exclusive contract price.

When platform 1 reduces P 1
s (m) to Vs − ts

2
+ αl

2
,4 the net profit of a low type

content provider from multi-homing becomes non-negative

Πm
l = 2Vs−ts+αl−P 1

s (m)−P 2
s (m) = 2Vs−ts+αl−(Vs−

ts
2
+
αl

2
)−(Vs−

ts
2
+
αl

2
) = 0

4When P 1
s (m) = Vs − ts

2 + αl

2 = P 1
s (e), the exclusive contracts become ineffective. Then, both

platforms compete as when only non-exclusive contracts are offered, which is not in the third case
anymore.
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So when Vs − ts +
αh

2
> P 1

s (m) > Vs − ts
2
+ αl

2
, Πm

l < 0. Hence, the numbers of

high type and low type content providers on each platform remain the same

as before. Clearly, Vs − ts +
αh

2
> Vs − ts

2
+ αl

2
under condition ( 1.7). Thus,

lowering P 1
s (m) only decreases platform 1’s profit.

III. Platform 2 does not want to increase its non-exclusive contract price.

If platform 2 increases P 2
s (m) to Vs − ts

2
+ αl

2
+ d, similar as when platform 1

increases P 1
s (m), the high type content providers located at x ∈ [0, d

ts
] would

single-home on platform 1. However, no high type content providers would

(voluntarily) single-home on platform 2. The rest of the high type content

providers still multi-home. So there are more high type content providers on

platform 1 after the price increase. Due to network effects, less buyers would

join platform 2. However, I will compare platform 2’s profit when its buyer’s

demand is kept at 1
2
, Π2(Db = 1

2
), with platform 2’s profit before the price

increase. Clearly, Π2(Db =
1
2
) is larger than platform 2’s true profit after the

price increase.

Moreover, less low type content providers would join platform 2 exclusively.

The net profit of a low type content provider located at x from single-homing

on platform 2 is

Π2
l = Vs − (1− x)ts +

αl

2
− P 2

s (m) = (x− 1

2
)ts − d

Π2
l > 0 if and only if x > 1

2
+ d

ts
, which means that d

ts
less low type con-

tent providers would join platform 2 after the price increase. Under condition
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( 1.9), the change in platform 2’s profit is negative since

∆Π2 = −2d

ts
(Vs −

ts
2
+

αl

2
) + d(

3

2
− 2d

ts
) =

d

ts
(
ts
2
− αl − 2Vs − 2d) < 0

Thus, platform 2 does not want to increase P 2
s (m).

IV. Platform 2 does not want to decrease its non-exclusive contract price.

If platform 2 reduces P 2
s (m) to Vs− ts

2
+αl

2
−d, more low type content providers

would join platform 2 than platform 1. The new number of low type content

providers on platform 2 is

N2
l =

1

2
+

P 1
s (e)− P 2

s (m) + αl∆Db

2ts
=

1

2
+

d+ αl∆Db

2ts

Since N1
l = 1−N2

l ,

∆Nl = N2
l −N1

l = 2N2
l − 1 =

d+ αl∆Db

ts

Clearly, buyer’s demand for platform 2 is also larger than that of platform 1.

Hence, the high type content providers located near platform 2 would choose

voluntarily single-homing on platform 2 instead of multi-homing. However,

I assume that all of the high type content providers voluntarily single-home

on platform 2. So platform 2’s total profit in this case is the upper bound of

its actual profit. In this case, buyer’s demand for platform 2 is D2
b = 1

2
(1 +

βl∆Nl+βh

3tb
). Similar as ∆Nl,

∆Db = 2D2
b − 1 =

βl∆Nl + βh

3tb

Substituting ∆Nl into ∆Db, after simplification, I can get

∆Db =
βld+ βhts
3tbts − βlαl
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Since all of the high type content providers and N2
l low type content providers

join platform 2, the total profit of platform 2 is

Π2 = (1 +N2
l )P

2
s (m) + Π2

b

= (1 +
1

2
+

d+∆Dbαl

2ts
)(Vs −

ts
2
+

αl

2
− d) +

tb
2
(1 +

βl∆Nl + βh

3tb
)2

Taking derivative of 2tsΠ
2
s with respect to d, I can get

d2tsΠ
2
s

d d
=
2βl

3

{
1 +

1

3tb

[
βh +

βl

ts

(
αl (βhts + βld)

3tbts − αlβl

+ d

)]}(
αlβl

3tbts − αlβl

+ 1

)
− 3ts

+

(
αlβl

3tbts − αlβl

+ 1

)(
Vs +

αl

2
− d− ts

2

)
−
(
αl (βhts + βld)

3tbts − αlβl

+ d

)
When d = 0, this derivative equals

3tbts
3tbts − βlαl

(
Vs −

ts
2
+

αl

2

)
−3ts+

2βl

3

(
1 +

βhts
3tbts − αlβl

)
3tbts

3tbts − αlβl

− αlβhts
3tbts − αlβl

which is less than zero under condition ( 1.9) since

Vs −
ts
2
+

αl

2
<

3tbts − βlαl

3b
− 2βl

3

(
1 +

βhts
3tbts − αlβl

)
+

αlβh

3tb

So reducing price lowers platform 2’s profit even though it increases platform

2’s number of low type content providers.

V. Platform 1 does not want to increase its exclusive contract price.

If platform 1 increases P 1
s (e) to Vs− ts

2
+ αl

2
+d, less low type content providers

would join platform 1. Due to network effects, less buyers will join platform

1. Similar as when platform 2 increases P 2
s (m), I compare platform 1’s profit

when buyer’s demand is kept at 1
2
, Π1(Db = 1

2
), with platform 1’s profit be-

fore price increase. After similar derivation, I get that d
ts

less low type content
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providers would join platform 1 after the price increase since they would have

negative net profits. All of the high type content providers would still multi-

home. So under condition ( 1.9), the change in platform 1’s profit is negative

since

∆Π1 = − d

ts
(Vs −

ts
2
+

αl

2
) + d(

1

2
− d

ts
) =

d

2ts
(2ts − αl − 2Vs − 2d) < 0

Thus, platform 1 does not want to increase P 1
s (e).

VI. Platform 1 does not want to decrease its exclusive contract price.

Similar as when platform 2 reduces P 2
s (m), reducing P 1

s (e) increases platform

1’s number of low type content providers. However, the high type content

providers located near platform 1 would choose the exclusive contracts in-

stead, which further reduces platform 1’s profit since P 1
s (m) > P 1

s (e). Thus,

compared with platform 2, platform 1 has less incentive to lower P 1
s (e).

Thus, neither platform wants to increase or decrease their access prices for content

providers.

A.3.6 Proof of Proposition 1.5.2

Proof. When only platform 1 offers both types of contracts, each platform’s equi-

librium number of content providers is the same as its number of content providers

in the second case. So total consumer welfare in the third case, ωIII , also equals

Vb − 5
4
tb + βh +

βl

2
. Since every high type content provider has the same net profit,

total profits of the high type content providers are

Πh = Πm
h = 2Vs − ts + αh − P 1

s (m)− P 2
s (m) =

ts
2
+

αh

2
− αl

2
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Total profits of the low type content providers are

Πl = 2

∫ 1
2

0

(Vs − tsx+
αl

2
− P 1

s (e)) dx =
ts
4

Platform 1’s total profit equals

ΠIII
1 = P 1

s (m) +
P 1
s (e)

2
+ Π1

b =
3

2
Vs −

5

4
ts +

αh

2
+

αl

4
+

tb
2

Platform 2’s total profit equals

ΠIII
2 =

3

2
P 2
s (m) +

tb
2
+ Π2

b =
3

2
Vs −

3

4
ts +

3

4
αl +

tb
2

So total industry profits in the third case are

ΠIII = Πh +Πl +ΠIII
1 +ΠIII

2 = 3Vs + tb −
5

4
ts + αh +

αl

2

Now, both platforms’ best strategies can be derived by comparing their

profits in these three cases. Clearly, ΠIII
1 > ΠI

1. So if platform 2 offers only non-

exclusive contracts, platform 1’s best response is offering exclusive contracts in

addition to non-exclusive contracts. By symmetry, this is also platform 2’s best

response if platform 1 offers only non-exclusive contracts. In addition, ΠII
2 ≥ ΠIII

2

if and only if

5ts + αh ≥ 4Vs + 3αl +
4βl

3
+

2αlβl

3tb

When ΠII
2 ≥ ΠIII

2 , platform 2’s best response is offering exclusive contracts in ad-

dition to non-exclusive contracts if platform 1 offers both types of contracts. By

symmetry, this is also platform 1’s best response if platform 2 offers both types of

contracts. So similar as the prisoner’s dilemma game, both platforms offer exclu-

sive contracts in addition to non-exclusive contracts in equilibrium. On the other
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hand, when ΠII
2 < ΠIII

2 , one platform is better off by offering only non-exclusive

contracts if the other platform offers both types of contracts. So, there are two

equilibria in which one platform offers only non-exclusive contracts and the other

platform offers both types of contracts.

Thus, when the network effects are weak, at least one platform offers exclu-

sive contracts in addition to non-exclusive contracts under condition (1.7), (1.8),

and (1.9). Moreover, since ωII = ωIII > ωI and ΠII = ΠIII > ΠI , banning exclusive

dealing lowers both consumer welfare and social welfare.

A.4 Strong Network Effects

Lemma A.4.1. When the network effects are strong and only non-exclusive con-

tracts are offered, under condition ( 1.11), neither platform can increase its profit

by unilaterally lowering its non-exclusive contract price from Vs +
αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
).

Proof. If platform 1 deviates and charges

P̂ 1
s = Vs − ts +

αl

2
(1 +

βl + βh

3tb
)

by the same logic as in section 1.4.2, all of the content provider would single-home

on platform 1. Under condition ( 1.10), indeed P̂ 1
s < P 2

s . Under condition ( 1.11),

platform 1’s profit is less than before since

Π̂1 = 2P̂ 1
s +

tb
2
(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
)2 < Π1

s = P 1
s (m) +

tb
2
⇔

Vs − 2ts + αl(1 +
βh + βl

3tb
) +

tb
2
(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
)2 <

αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
) +

tb
2
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By symmetry, platform 2 can not increase its profit by unilaterally lowering its

non-exclusive contract price either. So no platform would deviate and charge a

lower non-exclusive contract price.5

When platforms want to attract both types of content providers using only

non-exclusive contracts, the prices, P 1
s and P 2

s , need to be low enough that even

the low type content providers want to participate. This is the intuition for the

following lemma.

Lemma A.4.2. When the network effects are strong and only non-exclusive con-

tracts are offered, under condition ( 1.10), βl + 3βh ≥ 3tb > βl + 2βh, and

αh

2
(1 − βl+βh

3tb
) < Vs + αl(1 − βl

3tb
), then there exists an equilibrium such that

P 1
s = P 2

s = Vs +
αl

2
(1− βl

3tb
) and all of the content providers multi-home.

Proof. First, I show that given P 1
s = P 2

s = Vs +
αl

2
(1 − βl

3tb
), all of the content

providers indeed multi-home. Without loss of generality, I show that all of the con-

tent providers want to join platform 1 in addition to platform 2. The benefit for

the high type content provider located at 0 to join platform 1 when all of the con-

tent providers have joined platform 2 is Vs +
αh

2
(1− βl+βh

3tb
). Since

βl + 3βh ≥ 3tb ⇒ 3tb + βl + βh ≥ 6tb − 2βh ⇒ 3tb + βl + βh

3tb − βh

≥ 2 ⇒
1 + βl+βh

3tb

1− βh

3tb

≥ 2

5Charging P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) = Vs +
αh

2 (1 − βh

3tb
) is the only pareto-undominated equilibrium for

platform 1 and 2 under condition ( 1.10) and ( 1.11). However, there exists a pareto-dominated
equilibrium that both platforms charge lower prices and all of the content providers participate
and multi-home. The derivation of this equilibrium is shown in the lemma A.4.2. We only focus
on the pareto-undominated equilibrium.
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and from the no-overlapping condition ( 1.10)

αl(1 +
βl + βh

3tb
) < αh(1−

βh

3tb
) ⇒

1 + βl+βh

3tb

1− βh

3tb

αl < αh ,

I can get αh > 2αl. In order for the high type content provider located at 0 to join

platform 1, the benefit needs to be larger than price, which means that

Vs +
αh

2
(1− βl + βh

3tb
) > P 1

s = Vs +
αl

2
(1− βl

3tb
) ⇔ αh

2
(1− βl + βh

3tb
) >

αl

2
(1− βl

3tb
)

This inequality is satisfied because

αh > 2αl ⇒
αh

2
(1− βl + βh

3tb
) > αl(1−

βl + βh

3tb
)

and 3tb > βl + 2βh ⇒ 2(1− βl + βh

3tb
) > 1− βl

3tb
⇒ αl(1−

βl + βh

3tb
) >

αl

2
(1− βl

3tb
)

So the high type content provider located at 0 wants to join platform 1. Knowing

this, all of the high type content providers multi-home given P 1
s and P 2

s . Then, the

benefit for the low type content provider located at 0 to join platform 1 is Vs +

αl

2
(1− βl

3tb
) when all of the low type content providers have joined platform 2, which

is no less than the access price charged by platform 1. Thus, this low type content

provider and the rest low type content providers also multi-home.

Next, I show that neither platform wants to deviate from charging P 1
s =

P 2
s = αl

2
(1 − βl

3tb
). There are two ways a platform could deviate from the equilib-

rium. If one platform lowers its price, all of the content providers are still going to

multi-home following the same logic as in the above derivation. So it only lowers

this platform’s profit. Thus, neither platform wants to lower price. On the other

hand, if platform 1 raises price, all of the low type content providers single-home
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on platform 2. The maximum price platform 1 wants to charge is Vs+
αh

2
(1− βl+βh

3tb
)

in order to attract all of the high type content providers. Any price above this

level, all of the content providers would voluntarily single on platform 2, which

leaves platform 1 zero profit. However, platform 1 makes less profit than before

since

Vs +
αh

2
(1− βl + βh

3tb
) < 2Vs + αl(1−

βl

3tb
) ⇔ αh

2
(1− βl + βh

3tb
) < Vs + αl(1−

βl

3tb
)

By symmetry, platform 2 does not want to raise price either. Thus, neither plat-

form wants to deviate.

This equilibrium is pareto-dominated under condition ( 1.11). When the

network effects are strong, 3tbts < αlβl. So

3tbts < αlβl ⇒ 6tbts < 2αlβl + αlβh ⇒ 2ts <
αl(2βl + βh)

3tb

⇒ αl(1−
βl

3tb
) < αl(1 +

βl + βh

3tb
)− 2ts ⇒ Vs +

αl

2
(1− βl

3tb
) < Vs +

αl

2
(1 +

βl + βh

3tb
)− ts

Moreover, 2Vs + αl(1 +
βh+βl

3tb
) − 2ts < Vs +

αh

2
(1 − βh

3tb
) under condition ( 1.11). So

Vs+
αl

2
(1− βl

3tb
) < Vs+

αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
), which means that both platforms make less profit

in this equilibrium.

Lemma A.4.3. When the network effects are strong and both exclusive and non-

exclusive contracts are offered, neither platform wants to set a positive exclusive

contract price.

Proof. Without loss of generality, if platform 2 sets P 2
s (e) > 0, platform 1 can

set P 1
s (e) = P 2

s (e) − ϵ, where ϵ is a small positive number. Then, all of the low
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type content providers would join platform 1 exclusively. In this situation, buyers’

demands for platform 1 and 2 are 1
2
(1 + βl

3tb
) and 1

2
(1 − βl

3tb
) respectively. Since the

network effects are strong, αlβl ≥ 3tbts,

Π1
l = Vs − tsx+

αl

2
(1 +

βl

3tb
)− P 1

s (e) > Π2
l = Vs − tsx+

αl

2
(1− βl

3tb
)− P 2

s (e)

⇔ αlβl

3tb
+ ϵ > 2tsx− ts

for all x ∈ [0, 1]. So joining platform 2 exclusively generates strictly lower profit

for a low type content provider. Indeed, no low type content provider would join

platform 2. So platform 2 is worse off by raising its exclusive contract price from

zero. Thus, both platform would set their exclusive contract prices to be zero.

A.4.1 Proof of Proposition 1.5.3

Proof. Since in both cases the equilibria are symmetric, buyers’ demands for plat-

form 1 and 2 are 1
2
and platforms’ profits from buyers are tb

2
. Moreover, the non-

exclusive contract prices and the number of multi-homing high type content providers

on each platform are the same in the two cases. So platforms’ profits (weakly)

increase when exclusive contracts are offered and the low type content providers

single-home.

Buyer’s access price remains the same in the two cases. However, the num-

ber of participating content providers is higher in the second case. So consumer

welfare increases when exclusive contracts are offered in addition to non-exclusive

contracts.

Clearly, the total profits of the high type content providers are the same
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in both cases. Moreover, the net profit of a low type content provider is positive

when it single-homes in the second case sine the exclusive contract price is zero. So

the total profits of the low type content providers are positive in the second case.

Thus, social welfare also increases when exclusive contracts are offered in addition

to non-exclusive contracts.

Lemma A.4.4. When the network effects are strong and only platform 1 offers

both types of contracts, both platforms set non-exclusive contract prices to be

P 1
s (m) = P 2

s (m) = Vs +
αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
)− ts

platform 1 sets its exclusive contract price to be within the range

P 1
s (m) > P 1

s (e) > Vs +max{αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
)− 2ts,

αl

2
(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
)}

all of the high type content providers multi-home, and none of the low type content

providers participate under condition ( 1.10) and ( 1.11).

Proof. None of the low type content providers signs the exclusive contract with

platform 1 because the maximum benefit of a low type content provider located at

x from joining platform 1 exclusively is Vs +
αl

2
(1 + βh+βl

3tb
) − tsx,

6 which is smaller

than the exclusive contract price P 1
s (e) for all x ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover, none of them

signs the non-exclusive contract with either platform under condition ( 1.10) as

shown in section 1.5.2.1. So none of the low type content providers participate.

6This happens when all of the content providers single-home on platform 1.
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When a high type content providers multi-home, its net profit is

Πm
h = 2Vs − ts + αh − P 1

s (m)− P 2
s (m) = ts +

αhβh

3tb

If all of the high type content providers choose single-homing instead, they would

choose to join platform 1 exclusively since the exclusive contract price is lower.

Then, the net profit of a high type content provider located at x from joining plat-

form 1 exclusively is

Π1
h = Vs +

αh

2
(1 +

βh

3tb
)− tsx− P 1

s (e)

Since

P 1
s (e) > Vs +

αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
)− 2ts ⇔ ts +

αhβh

3tb
> Vs +

αh

2
(1 +

βh

3tb
)− ts − P 1

s (e)

the high type content providers located near platform 2 would prefer multi-homing.

Then, since the network effects are strong, the content market is going to tip. So

all of the high type content providers indeed multi-home.

Finally, under condition ( 1.11), neither platform wants to lower its non-

exclusive contract price to attract the low type content providers. In addition,

platform 1 does not want to lower its exclusive contract price to attract the low

type content providers. If platform 1 wants to attract the low type content providers,

as shown in lemma A.4.1, the new price needs to be as low as Vs+
αl

2
(1+ βh+βl

3tb
)−ts.

At this price, all of the low type content providers join platform 1 exclusively be-

cause they make positive net profits. The net profit of a high type content provider

located at x from joining platform 1 exclusively is

Π1
h = Vs+

αh

2
(1+

βh + βl

3tb
)−tsx−P 1

s (e) =
αh

2
(1+

βh + βl

3tb
)−αl

2
(1+

βh + βl

3tb
)+ts(1−x)
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Under condition ( 1.10),

αh(1−
βh

3tb
) > αl(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
) + 2ts ⇔

αh

2
(1− βh

3tb
)− αl

2
(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
) > ts

⇔ αh

2
(1 +

βh

3tb
)− αl

2
(1 +

βh + βl

3tb
) > ts +

αhβh

3tb

From the above inequality, it is clear that Π1
h > Πm

h for all x ∈ [0, 1]. Thus,

all of the high type content providers also join platform 1 exclusively. However,

the profit made by platform 1 at this price is lower than before under condition

( 1.11). So platform 1 does not lower its exclusive contract price.
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Appendix B

Differentiation Using Exclusive Distinctive

Content

B.1 Heuristic Model

By solving the profit maximization problems

max
PA

ΠA = PA

(
∆N1 +∆N3 − PA + PB

∆N1 −∆N2

)
max
PB

ΠB = PB

(
−∆N2 −∆N3 − PB + PA

∆N1 −∆N2

)
platforms A and B set their optimal prices as

P ∗
A =

2

3
(∆N1 − ∆N2

2
+

∆N3

2
) and P ∗

B =
∆N1

3
− 2∆N2

3
− ∆N3

3

Substituting P ∗
i into platforms’ demand and profit functions:

DA =
∆N1 +∆N3 − P ∗

A + P ∗
B

∆N1 −∆N2
=

2∆N1 −∆N2 +∆N3

3∆N1 − 3∆N2

DB =
−∆N2 −∆N3 − P ∗

B + P ∗
A

∆N1 −∆N2
=

∆N1 − 2∆N2 −∆N3

3∆N1 − 3∆N2

ΠA =
(2∆N1 −∆N2 +∆N3)2

9∆N1 − 9∆N2
and ΠB =

(∆N1 − 2∆N2 −∆N3)2

9∆N1 − 9∆N2

Then, profits of platforms A and B in each of the six situations are:

I Platform A acquires one piece of type 1 content exclusively.
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(a) Platform B acquires one piece of type 2 content exclusively.

In this case, N1
A = 2, N2

A = 0, N3
A = 1, N1

B = 0, N2
B = 1, and N3

B = 1. So

P ∗
A = 5

3
, P ∗

B = 4
3
, DA = 5

9
, DB = 4

9
, πA = 25

27
, and πB = 16

27
.

(b) Platform B acquires one piece of type 3 content exclusively.

In this case, N1
A = 2, N2

A = 1, N3
A = 0, N1

B = 0, N2
B = 1, and N3

B = 1. So

P ∗
A = 1, P ∗

B = 1, DA = 1
2
, DB = 1

2
, πA = 1

2
, and πB = 1

2
.

Since platform B’s profit is larger in option (a), it would choose to acquire

one piece of type 2 content exclusively if platform A acquired one piece of

type 1 content exclusively.

II Platform A acquires one piece of type 2 content exclusively.

(a) Platform B acquires one piece of type 1 content exclusively.

In this case, N1
A = 1, N2

A = 1, N3
A = 1, N1

B = 1, N2
B = 0, and N3

B = 1. So

P ∗
A = 2

3
, P ∗

B = 1
3
, DA = 2

3
, DB = 1

3
, πA = 4

9
, and πB = 1

9
.

(b) Platform B acquires one piece of type 3 content exclusively.

In this case, N1
A = 2, N2

A = 1, N3
A = 0, N1

B = 1, N2
B = 0, and N3

B = 1. So

P ∗
A = 0, P ∗

B = 0, DA = 1
2
, DB = 1

2
, πA = 0, and πB = 0.

Since platform B’s profit is larger in option (a), it would choose to acquire

one piece of type 1 content exclusively if platform A acquired one piece of

type 2 content exclusively.

III Platform A acquires one piece of type 3 content exclusively.
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(a) Platform B acquires one piece of type 1 content exclusively.

In this case, N1
A = 1, N2

A = 1, N3
A = 1, N1

B = 1, N1
B = 1, and N1

B = 0. So

P ∗
A = 1, P ∗

B = 0, DA = 1, DB = 0, πA = 1, and πB = 0.

(b) Platform B acquires one piece of type 2 content exclusively.

In this case, N1
A = 2, N2

A = 0, N3
A = 1, N1

B = 1, N1
B = 1, and N1

B = 0. So

P ∗
A = 4

3
, P ∗

B = 2
3
, DA = 2

3
, DB = 1

3
, πA = 8

9
, and πB = 2

9
.

Since platform B’s profit is larger in option (b), it would choose to acquire

one piece of type 2 content exclusively if platform A acquired one piece of

type 3 content exclusively.

Clearly, platform A’s best strategy is to acquire one piece of type 1 content exclu-

sively. Platform B’s best strategy is to acquire one piece of type 2 content exclu-

sively.

B.2 General Model

Proof of Proposition 2.2.1. The proof is comprised of the following two lem-

mas:

B.2.1 Lemma B.2.1

Lemma B.2.1. An equilibrium outcome exists only when the joint profits of plat-

form A and B are maximized.

Proof. Suppose there exists an equilibrium when the joint profits of platform A
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and B are not maximized. Let the profits of platform A and B be ΠA and ΠB re-

spectively in this case. Since the joint profits of platform A and B are not maxi-

mized, there exist Π′
A and Π′

B such that Π′
A +Π′

B > ΠA +ΠB.

Without loss of generality, let Π′
A > ΠA since at least one of the platform’s

profit should increase if the joint profits increase. Then,

Π′
A +Π′

B > ΠA +ΠB ⇔ Π′
A − ΠA > ΠB − Π′

B

This inequality shows that the increase in platform A’s profit is larger than the

decrease in platform B’s profit. In order to acquire exclusive content a platform

needs to bid more for the exclusive right of content, which means

T j
i (e) ≥ T j

i (m) ≥ 0 i ∈ {A,B} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3}

Otherwise no type j content providers would want to be exclusive on platform i

because if a type j content provider signs an exclusive contract with platform i, it

can not sell its content to the other platform anymore.

Now I check whether platform A could profitably deviate when the joint

profits of platform A and B are not maximized. Depending on type j content providers’

availability on platform A and B, where j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, there are three cases. In each

case, there are two possible ways the joint profits could be increased.

1. Type j content providers are exclusive on platform B.

(a) The joint profits increase when type j content is exclusive on platform

A.
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Then, platform A could profitably deviate by setting

T j
A(e)

′ = T j
B(e) + ϵ

Since in the original case platform B is only going to bid to the point

when its net profit is at least as large as its net profit when type j con-

tent providers are exclusive on platform A, so

ΠB − T j
B(e) ≥ Π′

B − 0 ⇔ T j
B(e) ≤ ΠB − Π′

B

Then, when type j content providers are exclusive on platform A, the

minimum net profit of platform A is

Π′
A − T j

A(e)
′ = Π′

A − T j
B(e)− ϵ = Π′

A − ΠB +Π′
B − ϵ

The net profit of platform A in the original case is ΠA. Since ϵ could be

set to be arbitrarily small,

Π′
A − T j

A(e)
′ > ΠA

Thus, platform A’s net profit increases by deviating.

(b) The joint profits increase when type j content is non-exclusive.

Then, platform A could profitably deviate by setting

T j
A(e)

′ = T j
A(m)′ = T j

B(e)− T j
B(m)

Since the platform B’s maximum bid spread for type j content is

ΠB − T j
B(e) ≥ Π′

B − T j
B(m) ⇔ T j

B(m)− T j
B(e) ≥ Π′

B − ΠB
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so when type j content providers are non-exclusive, the minimum net

profit of platform A is

Π′
A − T j

A(m)′ = Π′
A − T j

B(e) + T j
B(m) = Π′

A − ΠB +Π′
B

Again, platform A’s net profit increases by deviating.

Thus, there is no equilibrium if the joint profits of platform A and B are not

maximized when type j content providers are exclusive on platform B.

2. Type j content providers are non-exclusive.

(a) The joint profits increase when type j content is exclusive on platform

A.

Then, platform A could profitably deviate by setting

T j
A(m)′ = 0 and T j

A(e)
′ = T j

B(m) + ϵ

Similar as before, platform B’s maximum bid for the non-exclusivity of

type j content is:

ΠB − T j
B(m) ≥ Π′

B − 0 ⇔ T j
B(m) ≤ ΠB − Π′

B

Then, when type j content providers are exclusive on platform A, the

minimum net profit of platform A is

Π′
A − T j

A(e)
′ = Π′

A − T j
B(m)− ϵ = Π′

A − ΠB +Π′
B − ϵ
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On the other hand, when type j content providers are non-exclusive, the

net profit of platform A is

ΠA − T j
A(m)′ = ΠA

Clearly, when ϵ is set to be arbitrarily small,

Π′
A − T j

A(e)
′ > ΠA − T j

A(m)′

So platform A’s net profit increases by deviating.

(b) The joint profits increases when type j content is exclusive on platform

B.

Then, platform A could profitably deviate by setting

T j
A(e)

′ = T j
A(m)′ = 0

All of the type j content providers would indeed choose to be exclusive

on platform B since

T j
B(e) ≥ T j

B(m) = T j
A(m)′ + T j

B(m) ≥ T j
A(e)

′

The net profit of platform A when type j content providers are exclu-

sive on platform B is Π′
A, which is larger than the maximum net profit

of platform A in the original case ΠA. Again, platform A’s net profit

increases by deviating.

Thus, there is no equilibrium if the joint profits of platform A and B are not

maximized when type j content providers are non-exclusive.
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3. Type j content providers are exclusive on platform A.

(a) The joint profits increase when type j content providers are non-exclusive.

Then, platform A could profitably deviate by setting

T j
A(e)

′ = T j
A(m)′ = T j

B(e)− T j
B(m) + ϵ

If ΠB > Π′
B, platform B could not increase net profit even if it bids 0

for non-exclusivity of type j content providers. On the other hand, if

ΠB < Π′
B, platform B would profitably deviate as shown before. So

T j
B(m) = 0. Clearly, type j content providers would choose to be non-

exclusive since

T j
A(m)′ + T j

B(m) ≥ T j
A(e) > T j

B(e)

When type j content providers, the net profit of platform A is Π′
A −

T j
A(m)′. On the other hand, when type j content providers are exclusive

on platform A, the net profit of platform A is ΠA − T j
A(e)

′. Since Π′
A >

ΠA and T j
A(e) = T j

A(m)′, platform A’s net profit increases by deviating.

(b) The joint profits increases when type j content is exclusive on platform

B.

Then, similar as before, platform A could profitably deviate by setting

T j
A(e)

′ = T j
A(m)′ = 0

Thus, there is no equilibrium if the joint profits of platform A and B are not

maximized when type j content providers are exclusive on platform A.
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Thus, there is no equilibrium if the joint profits of platform A and B could be in-

creased by changing type j content providers’ availability. Moreover, it is easy to

verify that there is no equilibrium if the joint profits of platform A and B could be

increased by changing the availability of more than one type of content providers.

Hence, there is no equilibrium if the joint profits of platform A and B are not max-

imized. Finally, the above derivation suggests that neither platform could prof-

itably deviate when the joint profits of platform A and B are maximized. So some

equilibrium exists in this case.

Lemma B.2.1 is an extension of the first general principal in Bernheim and

Whinston (1998) to the two sided market setting. In Bernheim and Whinston

(1998), two upstream firms (manufactures) are bidding for one downstream firm’s

(retailer) exclusive or non-exclusive representation. In my model, two downstream

firms (platforms) are bidding for the exclusive and non-exclusive rights of many

upstream firms’ (content providers) content. Moreover, these content are heteroge-

neous. There are three types of content are attract different group of consumers.

B.2.2 Lemma B.2.2

Lemma B.2.2. If condition (2.1) holds, the joint profits of platform A and B are

maximized when type 1 content is exclusive on platform A, type 2 content is exclu-

sive on platform B, and type 3 content is non-exclusive. Otherwise, the joint profits

of platform A and B are maximized when platform A has the exclusive right of all

of the content.
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Proof. Every type of content could be exclusive on platform A, exclusive on plat-

form B, or non-exclusive. So there are 27 cases depending on the availability of

each type of content.

Now let’s figure out the profit functions of platform i in both monopoly and

duopoly situations.1 First, when platform i is the monopoly in the market, a con-

sumer joins platform i as long as its utility is non-negative. So consumer’s demand

and optimal price for platform i are:

1. If N1
i > N2

i , ui(x) ≥ 0 ⇔ x ≤ N1
i +N2

i (1−t)+N3
i −Pi

t(N1
i −N2

i )
.

So consumer demand equals

Di =
N1

i +N2
i (1− t) +N3

i − Pi

t(N1
i −N2

i )

Platform i solves its profit maximization problem and set the optimal price

to be

P ∗
i =

N1
i +N2

i (1− t) +N3
i

2

I stress that consumer demand needs to be no larger than one since the num-

ber of consumers is normalized to one. If

Di(P
∗
i ) =

N1
i +N2

i (1− t) +N3
i

2t(N1
i −N2

i )
> 1

platform i would raise its price to N1
i +N2

i (1− t) +N3
i − t(N1

i −N2
i ) so that

the consumer located at x = 1 gets zero utility and Di = 1.

1When all of the content is exclusive on one platform, then this platform is the de facto
monopoly in the market.
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2. If N1
i < N2

i , ui(x) ≥ 0 ⇔ x ≥ Pi−N1
i −N2

i (1−t)−N3
i

t(N2
i −N1

i )
.

So consumer demand equals

Di = 1− Pi −N1
i −N2

i (1− t)−N3
i

t(N2
i −N1

i )
=

N2
i +N1

i (1− t) +N3
i − Pi

t(N2
i −N1

i )

Similar as in the previous case, platform i sets its profit maximization price

and gets consumer demand as

P ∗
i =

N2
i +N1

i (1− t) +N3
i − Pi

2
and Di(P

∗
i ) =

N2
i +N1

i (1− t) +N3
i

2t(N2
i −N1

i )

3. If N1
i = N2

i , ui(x) ≥ 0, ∀x when P ∗
i = N1

i +N2
i (1− t) +N3

i . So Di = 1.

So platform i’s profit in the monopoly situation is Πi = DiP
∗
i .

Second, when platforms A and B are competing for consumers, consumers

demands for platforms A and B are derived by finding the marginal consumer who

is indifferent between platforms A and B:

(1− tx)∆N1 + [(1− t) + tx]∆N2 +∆N3 − PA + PB = 0

1. If ∆N1 > ∆N2, DA = ∆N1+(1−t)∆N2+∆N3+PB−PA

t(∆N1−∆N2)
and

DB = (t−1)∆N1−∆N2−∆N3+PA−PB

t(∆N1−∆N2)

Solving their profit maximization problems simultaneously, platforms A and

B set optimal prices to be

PA = ∆N1+(1−t)∆N2+∆N3+PB

2

PB = (t−1)∆N1−∆N2−∆N3+PA

2

}
⇒ P ∗

A = t+1
3
∆N1 − 2t−1

3
∆N2 + ∆N3

3

P ∗
B = 2t−1

3
∆N1 − t+1

3
∆N2 − ∆N3

3
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Note that consumer utility needs to be non-negative. At P ∗
A and P ∗

B, if uA(DA) =

uA(1 − DB) < 0, platforms A and B would lower their prices so that the

marginal consumer gets zero utility. Otherwise,

DA(P
∗
A, P

∗
B) =

P ∗
A

t(∆N1 −∆N2)
Π∗

A =
(P ∗

A)
2

t(∆N1 −∆N2)

DB(P
∗
A, P

∗
B) =

P ∗
B

t(∆N1 −∆N2)
Π∗

B =
(P ∗

B)
2

t(∆N1 −∆N2)

2. If ∆N1 < ∆N2, following similar procedure as before:

P ∗
A =

t+ 1

3
∆N1 − 2t− 1

3
∆N2 +

∆N3

3

D∗
A =

P ∗
A

t(∆N1 −∆N2)
Π∗

A =
(P ∗

A)
2

t(∆N1 −∆N2)

P ∗
B =

2t− 1

3
∆N2 − t+ 1

3
∆N1 − ∆N3

3

D∗
B =

P ∗
B

t(∆N2 −∆N1)
Π∗

B =
(P ∗

B)
2

t(∆N2 −∆N1)

3. If ∆N1 = ∆N2, there is no horizontal differentiation between platforms A

and B. So they engage in Bertrand type competition and the platform with

more content gets the whole market.

Next, I compare the joint profits of platforms A and B in the 27 cases. In

the monopoly situation, platform i’s profit increases with the amount of content

in general due to the network effects. However, when t ≥ 1, the net work effects

get smaller and platform i’s profit may decrease when t is really big. On the other

hand, in the duopoly situation, the joint profits of platforms A and B increase

with horizontal differentiation. Since platform A is endowed with E type 1 con-

tent, their joint profits is larger when platform A specializes in type 1 content and
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platform B specializes in type 2 content. Moreover, when platform A specializes in

type 1 content and platform B specializes in type 2 content, type 3 content being

non-exclusive could soften competition if t is large as shown in the heuristic model.

Thus, among the 27 cases, only case 9 and case 20 need compare.

In case 20, all of the content is exclusive on platform A and platform A is

the de facto monopoly.2 So in this case, DA(P
∗
A) =

3+E−t
2tE

.

If DA(P
∗
A) ≤ 1 ⇔ t ≥ 3 + E

2E + 1
, then ΠA =

(3 + E − t)2

4tE
(B.1)

If DA(P
∗
A) > 1 ⇔ t <

3 + E

2E + 1
, then ΠA = 3 + E − t− tE (B.2)

In case 9, platform A specializes in type 1 content, platform B specializes in type 2

content, and type 3 content is non-exclusive. So in this case,

P ∗
A = t+

(t+ 1)E

3
, D∗

A =
P ∗
A

2 + E
and P ∗

B = t+
(2t− 1)E

3
, D∗

B =
P ∗
B

2 + E

Platforms would set their optimal prices to be P ∗
A and P ∗

B when

uA(D
∗
A) = (1 + E)(1− tD∗

A) + 1− PA ≥ 0 ⇔ t ≤ E2 + 9E + 12

2E2 + 9E + 9
(B.3)

since all of the consumers have non-negative utility.3 Otherwise, platforms need to

set smaller optimal prices in order to attract consumers. So the optimal prices are

P ′
A = (1 + E)(1− tD∗

A) + 1 and P ′
B = 2−D∗

B (B.4)

2Since platform B has no content at all, it has to set its access price to zero and gets zero
consumer demand.

3The marginal consumer located at x = D∗
A = 1 − D∗

B has the least utility and is indifferent
between joining platform A and joining platform B. So if uA(D

∗
A) ≥ 0, all of the consumers have

non-negative utility.
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Since E2+9E+12
2E2+9E+9

< 3+E
2E+1

for E ∈ [0, 3+
√
249

8
], so when E2+9E+12

2E2+9E+9
< t < 3+E

2E+1
,

ΠA = 3 + E − t− tE and Π∗
A = P ′

AD
∗
A and Π∗

B = P ′
BD

∗
B

Then, Π∗
A +Π∗

B ≥ ΠA if and only if condition (2.1) holds. Finally, since

E2 + 9E + 12

2E2 + 9E + 9
<

4E2 + 9E + 3
√
4E3 + 15E2 + 18E + 9 + 9

8E2 + 18E + 9
<

3 + E

2E + 1

if condition (2.1) holds, correct duopoly situation profit functions are used and the

joint profits of platforms A and B are indeed maximized when type 1 content is

exclusive on platform A, type 2 content is exclusive on platform B, and type 3

content is non-exclusive. Otherwise if condition (2.1) does not hold, the correct

monopoly situation profit function of platform A is used4 and the joint profits of

platforms A and B are maximized when all of the content are exclusive on plat-

form A.

B.2.3 Corollary 2.2.1

Proof. As shown in Proposition 2.2.1, when condition (2.1) holds, platform B could

successfully enter the market. From the derivation in lemma B.2.2, in this case

platforms’ access prices are P ′
A and P ′

B in equation (B.4). Moreover, the marginal

consumer located at x = D∗
A has zero utility. The consumers located at x = 0 and

x = 1 have utility

uA(0) = (1 + E) + 1− P ′
A = (1 + E)tD∗

A and uB(1) = 2− P ′
B = tD∗

B

4This is because 4E2+9E+3
√
4E3+15E2+18E+9+9

8E2+18E+9 < 3+E
2E+1 for E ∈ [0, 1.824]
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respectively. So total consumer welfare equals

ω′ = ω′
A + ω′

B =
(1 + E)tD∗

A

2
+

tD∗
B

2

On the other hand, when condition (2.1) does not hold, platform A gets the

whole market and platform B fails to enter the market. In this case, platform A’s

access price is PA = 3 + E − t − tE and DA = 1. The consumer located at x = 1

has zero utility and the consumer located at x = 0 has utility

uA(0) = 3 + E − t− PA = tE

So total consumer welfare equals

ω =
tE

2

Consumer welfare is larger when condition (2.1) holds since

ω′ > ω ⇔ 2(3− E2)t+ E2

3E + 6
> 0
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Appendix C

“Forced Exclusivity”

C.1 Derivations and Proofs in Stage II

C.1.1 Content Providers Indeed Join Both Platforms after the Negoti-
ation of Non-exclusive Contracts

The incentive compatibility constraint for platform B is

ΠP (−E)−MTm
B − ΠP (−E −M)

After substituting Tm
B (equation 3.1) into platform B’s incentive compatibility con-

straint,

αBΠP (−E) + (1− αB)ΠP (−E −M) + αBΠC(−E −M)

which is clearly greater than zero.

The incentive compatibility constraint for a content providers is

(π + Tm
A + Tm

B )− (ΠC(E +M) + Tm
A ) ⇔ ΠC(−E −M) + Tm

B

After substituting Tm
B (equation 3.1) into content provider’s incentive compatibility

constraint,

(1 + αB)ΠC(−E −M) + (1− αB)[ΠP (−E)− ΠP (−E −M)]/M

which is also greater than zero since ΠP (−E) > ΠP (−E −M).
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So both platform B and content providers find signing the non-exclusive

contracts beneficial for them in the equilibrium. Thus, all of the content providers

would join platform B after the negotiation of non-exclusive contracts.

Since the profit functions for platform A and content providers are sym-

metric to the profit functions for platform B and content providers when they

are negotiating non-exclusive contracts, the incentive compatibility constraints of

platform A and content providers are also symmetric to those of platform B and

content providers. The derivation would be very similar and therefore is omitted.

All of the content providers would join platform A after the negotiation of non-

exclusive contracts. So content providers would join both platforms non-exclusively

if they don’t sign exclusive contracts with platform A.

C.1.2 Content Providers’ Profits Are Maximized Either When They
Are All Non-exclusive or When They Are all Exclusive on Plat-
form A

Let X ∈ [0,M ] be the number of content providers who only negotiate

non-exclusive contracts in Stage II. These X content providers join both platforms

after the negotiation of non-exclusive contracts. The remaining M − X content

providers negotiate and sign exclusive contracts with platform A. In this case, plat-

forms and content providers are bargaining transfer schemes that are contingent on

X.

When platform B and the X content providers negotiate non-exclusive con-

tract terms, Tm
B (X), platform A has N e

A proprietary content and M − X more ex-

clusive content from the remaining content providers. Platform B has only N e
B pro-
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prietary content. Thus, at the disagreement point, profits of platform B and one

of the X content providers are ΠP (−E − M) and ΠC(M + E) + Tm
A (X) respec-

tively. So the transfer resulted from the Nash bargaining process is characterized

by maximizing the Nash product

max
Tm
B (X)

[ΠP (−E−M +X)−ETm
B (X)−ΠP (−E−M)]α[π+Tm

B (X)−ΠC(M +E)]1−α

After similar derivation as before,

Tm
B (X) = (1− α)[ΠP (−E −M +X)− ΠP (−E −M)]/X − αΠC(−E −M)

As shown in Lemma C.1.1, the incentive compatibility constraints of plat-

form A and content providers participating in the negotiation of exclusive con-

tracts are the same. Maximizing content providers’ total profits is equivalent to

maximizing the joint profits of platform A and the content providers participating

in the negotiation of exclusive contracts. Substituting Tm
B (X) into the joint profit

function,

Π =ΠP (M −X + E) + (M −X)ΠC(M −X + E) +X(π + Tm
B (X))

=ΠP (M −X + E) + (M −X)ΠC(M −X + E)

+ (1− α)[ΠP (−E −M +X)− ΠP (−E −M)] +X[π − αΠC(−E −M)]

The first derivative of the joint profit function with respect to X is

∂Π

∂X
=

(
1 +

(M −X + E)S

3

)
(−S

3
)− π

2

(
1 +

(M −X + E)S

3

)
− S

3

(M −X)π

2

+ (1− α)
S

3

(
1 +

(−E −M +X)S

3

)
+ π − αΠC(−E −M)
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The second derivative of the joint profit function with respect to X is

∂Π

∂X2
=

(2− α)S2

9
+

πS

3
> 0

So the joint profit function is quadratic and strictly convex in X. Thus, content

providers’ total profits are maximized either when X = 0 or when X = M .

When X = 0, if all of the content providers negotiate exclusive contracts

with platform A, the joint profits are

ΠA = ΠP (M + E) +MΠC(M + E)

If all of the content providers negotiate exclusive contracts with platform B, the

joint profits are

ΠB = ΠP (M − E) +MΠC(M − E)

Clearly ΠA ≥ ΠB since E ≥ 0. So if content providers decide to negotiate exclusive

contracts, they prefer negotiating with platform A since they can split a larger pie.

Moreover, for the M − X content providers who negotiate exclusive con-

tracts, it is not optimal to split into two groups and negotiate with platforms A

and B separately. Since the difference in amounts of content on the two platforms

determines vertical differentiation, the exclusive content on platforms A and B

would cancel out and decrease vertical differentiation between these two platforms.

Let X1 and X2 be the number of content providers negotiate exclusive contracts

with platforms A and B respectively. Without loss of generality, X1 ≥ X2. Then,

the Stage III profits of platforms A and B in this case are equivalent to their stage

III profits when X + X2 content providers are non-exclusive. However, Stage III
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profits of the 2X2 content providers are lower. So the X2 content providers negoti-

ating exclusive contracts would prefer negotiating non-exclusive contracts instead.

Thus, either all of the content providers negotiate exclusive contracts with

platform A or all of the content providers negotiate non-exclusive contracts with

both platforms.

Since every content provider is rational and has the same profit function,

every content provider will reach the same conclusion. Even though content providers

cannot coordinate or make transfers among themselves, they can achieve any allo-

cation between exclusivity and non-exclusivity through mixed strategies. Every

content provider can assign the probability of participating the negotiation of ex-

clusive contracts to be 1 − X/M . So the expected number of exclusive content

providers in equilibrium is indeed equal to M −X. As shown before, either X = 0

or X = M . So content providers do not choose an interior solution in a mixed

strategy equilibrium.

C.1.3 Equivalence of the Incentive Compatibility Constraints of Plat-
form A and Content Providers

In order to stress the irrelevance of platform A’s bargaining power to the

result, I use αA to represent platform A’s bargaining power in this subsection.

Substituting T e
A (equation 3.3) into the incentive compatibility constraint of

platform A,

ΠP (M + E)− (1− αA)[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E)]−MTm
A

− αAM(Tm
B +ΠC(−M − E)) > ΠP (E)−MTm

A
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⇔αA[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E)] > αAM(Tm
B +ΠC(−M − E))

⇔ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E) > M(Tm
B +ΠC(−M − E))

Substituting T e
A (equation 3.3) into the incentive compatibility constraint of a con-

tent provider,

ΠC(M + E) + (1− αA)[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E)]/M + Tm
A

+ αA(T
m
B +ΠC(−M − E)) > π + Tm

A + Tm
B

⇔(1− αA)[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E)]/M > π − ΠC(M + E)− αAΠC(−M − E) + (1− αA)T
m
B

⇔(1− αA)[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E)]/M > ΠC(−M − E)− αAΠC(−M − E) + (1− αA)T
m
B

⇔(1− αA)[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E)]/M > (1− αA)[T
m
B +ΠC(−M − E)]

⇔ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E) > M(Tm
B +ΠC(−M − E))

Clearly, the incentive compatibility constraints of platform A and content providers

are the same after simplification.

Lemma C.1.1. Platform A’s bargaining power (αA) does not affect whether ex-

clusivity occurs. Moreover, the type of arrangement reached maximizes the joint

profits of platform A and content providers.

Proof. The above deviation clearly shows that αA does not affect the incentive

compatibility constraint since it is canceled out from both sides of the equation.

So platform A’s bargaining power does not affect whether exclusivity occurs. Thus,

for simplicity, this paper assumes both platforms have the same bargaining power,

α.
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The incentive compatibility constraint is equivalent to

ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E) > M(Tm
B +ΠC(−M − E))

⇔ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E) > M(π − ΠC(M + E) + Tm
B )

⇔ΠP (M + E) +MΠC(M + E) > ΠP (E) +M(π + Tm
B )

The left hand side of the equation above is the joint profits of platform A and con-

tent providers under exclusivity. The right hand side is the joint profits of platform

A and content providers when content providers are non-exclusive. So if the incen-

tive compatibility constraint is satisfied, the joint profits of platform A and con-

tent providers are indeed maximized when the content providers are exclusive on

platform A. If the incentive compatibility constraint does not hold, then, the joint

profits of platform A and content providers are maximized when content providers

join both platforms.

This result is different from the first general principle of Bernheim and

Whinston (1998) in two ways. First, in this setting, exclusivity may not maximize

total industry profits because platform B would keep some of the incremental prof-

its brought by content providers’ non-exclusivity. Hence, content providers may

find exclusivity worthwhile even though it lowers industry profits. This divergence

ceases to exist only when platform B has zero bargaining power since manufactures

have no bargaining power in the setting of Bernheim and Whinston (1998). Sec-

ond, due to network effects, the number of agents who can sign exclusive or non-

exclusive contracts matters to the result. The number of content providers influ-

ences the possibility of exclusivity in a market. In contrast, Bernheim and Whin-
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ston (1998) focus on the decision of only one retailer which can sign different con-

tracts with two manufacturers.

C.1.4 Derivation of the Net Benefits of Exclusivity Function and Con-
dition (3.4)

First, substituting Tm
B (equation 3.1) into the incentive compatibility con-

straint,

ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E)−M(Tm
B +ΠC(−M − E)) =

ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E)− (1− α)[ΠP (−E)− ΠP (−E −M)]− (1− α)MΠC(−E −M)

Then, substituting the Stage III profit functions of platforms and content providers

into the above equation,

t

2

(
1 +

(M + E)S

3t

)2

− t

2

(
1 +

ES

3t

)2

− (1− α)

[
t

2

(
1− ES

3t

)2

− t

2

(
1 +

(−E −M)S

3t

)2
]
− (1− α)M

π

2

[
1 +

(−E −M)S

3t

]

=t

[
1

2

(
1 +

ES

3t

)2

+

(
1 +

ES

3t

)
MS

3t
+

M2S2

18t2
− 1

2

(
1 +

ES

3t

)2
]

− (1− α)t

[
1

2

(
1− ES

3t

)2

− 1

2

(
1− ES

3t

)2

+

(
1− ES

3t

)
MS

3t
− M2S2

18t2

]

− (1− α)M
π

2

[
1 +

(−E −M)S

3t

]
=M

{
t

[(
1 +

ES

3t

)
S

3t
+

MS2

18t2
− (1− α)

(
1− ES

3t

)
S

3t
+ (1− α)

MS2

18t2

]
−(1− α)

π

2

[
1 +

(−E −M)S

3t

]}
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=M

{
αS

3
+

(2− α)MS2

18t
+

(2− α)ES2

9t
− (1− α)

π

2

[
1 +

(−E −M)S

3t

]}
Multiplying this equation by 18t

M
, the net benefits of exclusivity function can be

derived as

Πnet = 6tαS + (2− α)MS2 + 2(2− α)ES2 − 9tπ(1− α) + 3π(1− α)(E +M)S

= S[2(2− α)S + 3π(1− α)]E + S[(2− α)S + 3π(1− α)]M − 9tπ(1− α) + 6tαS

which gives condition (3.4) when it is less than or equal to zero. Proposition 3.3.1

can be easily proved by combining this result and Lemma C.1.1.

C.1.5 Proof of Lemma 3.3.1

If only exclusive contracts are offered, platform A’s transfers to content

providers resulting from the Nash bargaining process is characterized by maximiz-

ing the Nash product

max
T f
A

[ΠP (M +E)−MT f
A−ΠP (E−M)]α[(ΠC(M +E)+T f

A)− (ΠC(M−E)+T f
B)]

1−α

After solving the first order condition, T e
A can be derived as

T f
A = (1− α)[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E −M)]/M − α[ΠC(M + E)− ΠC(M − E)− T f

B]

Since platforms A and B are symmetric in their negotiations with content providers,

T f
A and T f

B are also symmetric. So

T f
B = (1− α)[ΠP (M −E)−ΠP (−E −M)]/M − α[ΠC(M −E)−ΠC(M +E)− T f

A]
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Substituting T f
B into T f

A,

T f
A = (1− α)[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E −M)]/M − α[ΠC(M + E)− ΠC(M − E)]+

α(1− α)[ΠP (M − E)− ΠP (E −M)]/M + α2[ΠC(M − E)− ΠC(M + E)] + α2T f
A

After rearranging the terms and simplification, T f
A can be derived as in equation

(3.5). Since T f
A and T f

B are symmetric, T f
B can be derived as in equation (3.6).

Now, Lemma 3.3.1 can be proved by comparing the total profit of a content

provider when all of the content providers join platform A exclusively with when

all of the content providers join platform B exclusively.

Proof. If content providers choose to be exclusive on platform A, then, the total

profit of each content provider is

ΠC(M + E) + T f
A =

ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E −M)

(1 + α)M
+

α[ΠP (M − E)− ΠP (−M − E)]

(1 + α)M

+
ΠC(M + E)

1 + α
+

αΠC(M − E)

1 + α

By symmetry, if content providers choose to be exclusive on platform B, the total

profit of each content provider is

ΠC(M − E) + T f
B =

ΠP (M − E)− ΠP (−M − E)

(1 + α)M
+

α[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E −M)]

(1 + α)M

+
ΠC(M − E)

1 + α
+

αΠC(M + E)

1 + α

So the difference between the total profit of a content provider when all of the con-

tent providers choose to be exclusive on platform A and on platform B is:

ΠC(M + E) + T f
A − ΠC(M − E)− T f

B =
1− α

(1 + α)M
[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E −M)]

− 1− α

(1 + α)M
[ΠP (M − E)− ΠP (−M − E)] +

1− α

1 + α
ΠC(M + E)
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− 1− α

1 + α
ΠC(M − E)

=
1− α

(1 + α)M

[
2

(
1 +

ES

3t

)
MS

3
− 2

(
1− ES

3t

)
MS

3

]
+

1− α

1 + α

π

2

[(
1 +

(M + E)S

3t

)
−
(
1 +

(M − E)S

3t

)]
=

1− α

(1 + α)M

4EMS2

9t
+

1− α

1 + α

πES

3t
=

1− α

1 + α

(4S + 3π)ES

9t
≥ 0

So ΠC(M + E) + T f
A ≥ ΠC(M − E) + T f

B. Content providers would sign exclusive

contracts with platform A. Since E = N e
A − N e

B, this means content providers

would join the platform with more proprietary content if only exclusive contracts

are offered.

C.2 Derivations and Proofs in Stage I

Let Πf
B denote platform B’s total profit when only exclusive contracts are

used. By Lemma 3.3.1,

Πf
B = ΠP (−E −M)

If content providers join both platforms non-exclusively when both exclusive and

non-exclusive contracts are offered, the total profit of platform B is

Πm
B = ΠP (−E)−MTm

B = αΠP (−E) + (1− α)ΠP (−E −M) + αMΠC(−E −M)

Clearly Πm
B > Πf

B since

Πm
B − Πf

B = αΠP (−E)− αΠP (−E −M) + αMΠC(−E −M)
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If content providers join platform A exclusively when both exclusive and non-

exclusive contracts are offered, the total profit of platform B is

Πe
B = ΠP (−E −M)

Obviously, platform B is indifferent in this case. Thus, platform B would not offer

only exclusive contracts.

Proof of platform A would not offer only exclusive contracts consist the fol-

lowing two lemmas. Then, this concludes the proof of Proposition 3.3.2.

Lemma C.2.1. If content providers would join both platforms non-exclusively

when non-exclusive contracts are offered in addition to exclusive contracts by both

platforms, it is never optimal for platform A to offer only exclusive contracts.

Proof.

Πm
A − Πf

A = αΠP (E) + (1− α)ΠP (E −M) + αMΠC(E −M)− αΠP (M + E)

1 + α

− ΠP (E −M)

1 + α
+

α

1 + α
[ΠP (M − E)− ΠP (−M − E)]

− αM

1 + α
[ΠC(M + E)− ΠC(M − E)]

= αΠP (E)− α2

1 + α
ΠP (E −M)− α

1 + α
ΠP (M + E) +

α

1 + α
[ΠP (M − E)

− ΠP (−M − E)] + αM

[
ΠC(E −M)− ΠC(M + E)− ΠC(M − E)

1 + α

]
Since

ΠP (M − E)− ΠP (−M − E) =

(
1− ES

3t

)
2MS

3

ΠC(M + E)− ΠC(M − E) =
π

2

2ES

3t
, and
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αΠP (E)− α2

1 + α
ΠP (E −M)− α

1 + α
ΠP (M + E) =

αt

2

[(
1 +

ES

3t

)2

− α

1 + α

(
1 +

(E −M)S

3t

)2

− 1

1 + α

(
1 +

(E +M)S

3t

)2
]

=
αt

2

[
1 +

2ES

3t
+

E2S2

9t2
− α

1 + α

(
1 +

2(E −M)S

3t
+

(E −M)2S2

9t2

)
− 1

1 + α

(
1 +

2(E +M)S

3t
+

(E +M)2S2

9t2

)]
=
αt

2

[
2E(1 + α)S − 2α(E −M)S − 2(E +M)S

3t(1 + α)

−α(M2 − 2EM)S2

(1 + α)9t2
− (M2 + 2EM)S2

(1 + α)9t2

]
=α

[
−(1− α)MS

3(1 + α)
− (1 + α)M2S2 + 2(1− α)EMS2

18t(1 + α)

]
after substituting these equations into the Πm

A − Πf
A function above,

Πm
A − Πf

A =α

[
−(1− α)MS

3(1 + α)
− (1 + α)M2S2 + 2(1− α)EMS2

18t(1 + α)

+

(
1− ES

3t

)
2MS

3(1 + α)

]
+

αMπ

2

{
1 +

(E −M)S

3t
− 2ES

3t(1 + α)

}
=αM

{[
S

3
− MS2

18t
− 2(3− α)ES2

18t(1 + α)

]
+

π

2

(
1− [E(1− α) + (1 + α)M ]S

3t(1 + α)

)}
=

αM

18t(1 + α)
{6t(1 + α)S + 9πt(1 + α)− S(1 + α)(S + 3π)M

− S[2(3− α)S + 3π(1− α)]E}

Since content providers would choose to join both platforms non-exclusively when

non-exclusive contracts are offered, condition (3.4) holds, which means

9tπ(1− α)− 6tαS ≥ S[2(2− α)S + 3π(1− α)]E + S[(2− α)S + 3π(1− α)]M
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Thus,

Πm
A − Πf

A =
αM

18t(1 + α)
{9tπ(1− α)− 6tαS + 2α9tπ + 6t(1 + 2α)S

− S(1 + α)(S + 3π)M − S[2(3− α)S + 3π(1− α)]E}

≥ αM

18t(1 + α)
{2α9tπ + 6t(1 + 2α)S − S(1 + α)(S + 3π)M − S[2(3− α)S+

3π(1− α)]E + S[2(2− α)S + 3π(1− α)]E + S[(2− α)S + 3π(1− α)]M}

=
αM

18t(1 + α)
{2α9tπ + 6t(1 + 2α)S − 2S2E + S[(1− 2α)S − 6απ]M}

=
αM

18t(1 + α)
{18απt− 6απMS + 6t(1 + 2α)S − 2S2(E + αM) + S2M}

Since MS < (M +E)S, (E + αM)S ≤ (M +E)S, and (M +E)S < 3t, so 18απt−

6απMS > 0 and 6t(1+2α)S− 2S2(E+αM) > 0. Hence, Πm
A −Πf

A > 0. So offering

only exclusive contracts always lowers platform A’s total profit even though all of

the content providers would join platform A exclusively. Thus, platform A would

never use “forced exclusivity” when content providers want to be non-exclusive

given non-exclusive contracts.

Lemma C.2.2. If content providers would join platform A exclusively when non-

exclusive contracts are offered in addition to exclusive contracts by both platforms,

it is never optimal for platform A to offer only exclusive contracts.

Proof. Since Πe
A = Πm

A + M
18t

Πnet,

Πexc
A − Πf

A =Πmul
A +

M

18t
Πnet − Πf

A = Πmul
A − Πf

A +
M

18t
Πnet

From the proof of lemma C.2.1, clearly Πmul
A − Πf

A > 0. In addition, Πnet > 0 since

content providers would choose to be exclusive when both types of contracts are
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offered. So Πexc
A − Πf

A > 0 in this case. Thus, “forced exclusivity” always lowers

platform A’s profit if content providers still want to be exclusive when both exclu-

sive and non-exclusive contracts are offered.

C.2.1 Comparison between T f
A, T

m
A , and T e

A

T f
A − Tm

A =

(
1 +

ES

3t

)
2S

3(1 + α)
+

(
1− ES

3t

)
2αS

3(1 + α)
− α

1 + α

π

2

2ES

3t

− (1− α)

[(
1 +

ES

3t

)
2S

3
− MS2

18t

]
+ α

π

2

(
1 +

(E −M)S

3t

)
=
(1 + α)S

3
+

(1− α)2ES2

9t(1 + α)
+

MS2

18t
+

απ

2
− απS[(1 + α)M − αE]

2(1 + α)3t

Since S[(1 + α)M − αE] < S(1 + α)M < (1 + α)3t, so

T f
A − Tm

A > 0

T f
A − T e

A =T f
A − (1− α)[ΠP (M + E)− ΠP (E)]/M − Tm

A − α(Tm
B +ΠC(−M − E))

=T f
A − Tm

A − (1− α)

[(
1 +

ES

3t

)
2S

3
+

MS2

18t

]
− α(1− α)

[(
1− ES

3t

)
2S

3

−MS2

18t
+

π

2

(
1 +

(E −M)S

3t

)]
=
(1 + α)S

3
+

(1− α)2ES2

9t(1 + α)
+

MS2

18t
+

απ

2
− απS[(1 + α)M − αE]

2(1 + α)3t

− (1− α)S

3
− (1− α)2ES2

9t
− (1− α)MS2

18t
− α(1− α)S

3

+
α(1− α)2ES2

9t
+

α(1− α)MS2

18t
− α(1− α)π

2
+

α(1− α)π(E +M)S

6t
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=
α(1 + α)S

3
− α(1− α)2ES2

9t(1 + α)
+

α(2− α)MS2

18t
+

α2π

2

− απS[α(1− α)M − (α+ 1− α2)E]

2(1 + α)3t

α(1 + α)S

3
− α(1− α)2ES2

9t(1 + α)
> 0 since ES < 3t

α2π

2
− απS[α(1− α)M − (α + 1− α2)E]

2(1 + α)3t
> 0 since

S[α(1− α)M − (α + 1− α2)E] < α(1− α)SM < α(1− α)3t

Thus,

T f
A − T e

A > 0

C.3 Determinants of Exclusivity

Proof. Rearranging terms in condition (3.4), the net benefits of exclusivity func-

tion becomes

Πnet = {6tS − (2E +M)S + [9t− 3(E +M)S]π}α−π[9t−3(E+M)S]+4ES2+2MS2

Since (E + M)S < 3t, the coefficient of α is positive. So as α decreases, the net

benefits of exclusivity decreases and content providers become less willing to sign

exclusive contracts with platform A. This proves Corollary 3.4.1.

Then, since the coefficient of E is positive in condition (3.4), the net ben-

efits of exclusivity function, Πnet, is increasing in E. So as E decreases, the net
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benefits of exclusivity decreases and content providers become less willing to sign

exclusive contracts with platform A. This proves Corollary 3.4.2.

Finally, rearranging terms in condition (3.4), the net benefits of exclusivity

function becomes

Πnet = (2− α)(2E +M)S2 + 3π(1− α)(E +M)S + 6tαS − 9tπ(1− α)

Since 2E +M ≥ E +M > 0, the coefficients of S2 and S are both positive. So Πnet

is increasing in S. Thus, as S decreases, the net benefits of exclusivity decreases

and content providers become less willing to sign exclusive contracts with platform

A. This proves Corollary 3.4.3.
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